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Direction Finding System Using Planar Luneburg Lens
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Abstract — In this paper, a novel two-dimensional Luneburg lens, composed of artificial impedance surfaces (AIS), is proposed for direction of arrival (DOA) estimation. Several detectors are mounted around the Luneburg lens to estimate the DOA of a microwave signal, owing to the surface wave can be focused perfectly on the diametrically opposite side of the lens. The desired refractive index profile of the Luneburg lens is controlled by the variable surface impedance of the unit cells, which is obtained by using an array of complementary unipolar compact photonic band gap (UC-PBG) structure inside a parallel plate waveguide. The proposed Luneburg lens with several probes, which operate in X-band region, are fabricated and measured to demonstrate the direction finding system. Both simulation and measured results show that the system has an excellent focusing ability, and the measured resolution of the system agrees very well with the theoretical value.

Index Terms — Artificial impedance surfaces, direction of arrival estimation, Luneburg lens, surface wave.

I. INTRODUCTION

Direction of arrival (DOA) estimation has attracted lots of attentions because it has a great potential in wireless communications and electronic warfare. But the typical direction finding system always need a large number of elements and complex algorithms, which have hindered the development of the DOA estimation.

In the last few years, artificial impedance surfaces (AISs), such as high impedance surfaces (HISs) [1-3], electromagnetic band gap (EBG) surfaces [4], and simply “metasurfaces” [5], drew a lot of attentions because of the great potential values in new antenna applications and technological solutions. Their unique electromagnetic responses, which are difficult to be realized with conventional materials, bring a lot of novel applications. For example, the mushroom surface, which has a high impedance property for plane wave reflection in the EBG frequency bandwidth, can be used in fabrication of low-profile antennas and TEM waveguide.

AISs are usually composed of a grounded dielectric layer covered with a pattern of sub-wavelength conductive patches. According to effective medium theory [6,7], the scattering parameters of the AISs can be artificially tailored with different unit geometries and dimensions, rather than the intrinsically chemical components. By varying the size of the patches, we can control the surface impedance of the unit cells at different position. These features make an attractive approach for designing gradient index lens antennas [8-10].

The Luneburg lens, proposed by R. K. Luneburg in 1944 [11], is a well-known gradient index lens which shows the advantages of broadband, multi-beam and low loss. The refractive index of Luneburg lens varies along the radius, which can be expressed by Eq. (1):

$$n = \sqrt{2 - \left(\frac{r}{R}\right)^2} \quad (r \leq R).$$

Here, $R$ is the radius of the lens and $r$ is the distance from any point to the center of the lens. Because of the varying refractive index, the path of incident wave can be bended while travelling within the lens. It can be demonstrated that the incident collimated beam would be focused perfectly on the diametrically opposite side of the lens [12]. This characteristic makes Luneburg lens widely used in the fields such as navigation and satellite communications.

Traditional Luneburg lenses are fabricated with concentric shells with stepped approximation, and each shell made of different dielectric material, has the desired refractive index. It is complex and expensive to be fabricated, and the high radio frequency loss limit its practical application. Another newly developed method proposed by Xue [13] shows that Luneburg lenses can be realized by using a planar structure, whose permittivity distribution can be modified in two ways. In the central
region, the permittivity is changed by controlling the density of the holes. While on the edge, it is achieved by controlling the dielectric thickness. All these previous designs are bulky and difficult to be integrated in low profile equipment. Developments in the field of AISs, which overcome the difficulties in traditional way of fabrication, provide an alternative way to realize a planar Luneburg lens structure.

In this paper, a planar Luneburg lens used in direction finding system is proposed and investigated. The diameter of the lens is 120 mm, which is about 4λ (λ is the free-space wavelength). A simplified unipolar compact photonic band gap (UC-PBG) structure is chosen as the unit cell. A focusing wave-front is achieved by changing the size of UC-PBG, which is equivalent to changing the local dispersion and the local phase velocity. The Luneburg lens is applied to calculate the DOA and the experiment results shows the resolution of the proposed estimation method is about than 5°.

II. SURFACE IMPEDENCE ANALYSIS

Differing from the traditional Luneburg lens, the two-dimensional Luneburg lens is usually placed inside a parallel-plate waveguide (PPW), as shown in Fig. 1. In order to control the propagation of the surface wave, the boundary conditions of one wall of the parallel-plate waveguide must be modified. The effect of changing the boundary conditions is equivalent to change the local dispersion and the local phase velocity. Generally it can be done by changing the geometrical parameters, such as modulating the height of periodic tiny metal posts, changing the loading of transmission lines, varying the size of metallic patches, etc. In this paper, we will focus on a complementary unipolar compact photonic band gap (UC-PBG) structure.

![Fig. 1. The variable printed structures is placed inside a parallel-plate waveguide.](image1)

The equivalent refractive index $n_{eq}$ can be interpreted as the ratio of the free-space wavenumber $k$ and wavenumber along the propagation (parallel to the plate) $k_0$:

$$n_{eq} = k_0 / k = \sqrt{1 - (k_z^2 / k^2)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $k_z$ is the wavenumber along the z axis. In order to have a refractive index $n_{eq} > 1$, $k_z$ should be imaginary. In Fig. 2, the transverse resonance equivalent circuit for TM mode of the surface is presented. Using the transmission-line theory, the surface impedance, which depends on the size of the local patch, is derived as:

$$Z_s^{TM}(k_z) = -jZ_0^{TM}(k_z)\tan(k_h) = jn_0\frac{B}{k}\tanh(\beta h),$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $Z_0^{TM}=\eta_0k_z/k$, $k_z=-j\beta_z$ (βz is positive), $\eta_0$ is free space impedance. By combining (1), (2) and (3), we obtain:

$$Z_s^{TM}(k_z) = jn_0\sqrt{1 - (r / R)^2} \tanh(\beta h)\sqrt{1 - (r / R)^2}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

Equation (4) provides a surface impedance profile corresponding to the Luneburg lens. The diameter of the lens is set to be 120 mm (4λ). A practical height for the top wall $h$ is about $\lambda/2$ because this concept is based on single TM mode propagation inside the parallel-plate waveguide. The surface impedance profile is shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 2. Transverse resonance equivalent circuit for TM mode.](image2)

![Fig. 3. The surface impedance profile of the Luneburg lens.](image3)
theory, the dimension of the unit cell square is set to be 3 mm (0.1λ). The surface impedance of the unit cell can be obtained by using CST Microwave Studio. The eigenmode solver is adopted to calculate the properties of surface waves and extract the effective surface impedance.

As shown in Fig. 4, the periodic conditions are applied to the four vertical walls of the simulation volume. The top and bottom walls are both perfect electrical conductors. An eigenfrequency ω, which traverses a unit cell for a given phase difference φ, can be simulated by using the eigenmode solver. The phase difference φ is related to the wavenumber along the propagation kρ:

\[ \varphi = k_\rho a; \quad k_\rho = \sqrt{k_x^2 - k_z^2}. \]  

Then the surface impedance, which determined by the geometrical dimensions of the unit cell, can be calculated. By simulating and calculating different unit cells, it shows that the surface impedance decreases when the variable parameters b and w increase, as shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, the unit cell can achieve the corresponding surface impedance of the Luneburg lens.

CST Microwave Studio is used to simulate the electric field distribution of the Luneburg lens. The plane waves incident from the right side of the lens. It is obvious that the wave front is changed gradually when it passes through the lens, and finally focused at the opposite side of the lens. From Figs. 7 (a) to 7 (d), we can find that the focusing point keeps the same at different operational frequency.

The proposed planar Luneburg lens shows excellent focusing ability from 9 GHz to 12 GHz, which means it can operate very well in a broad bandwidth. In order to evaluate the isotropy of Luneburg lens, the incident angle α is changed, as shown in Fig. 8. Since the unit cell has a
symmetric structure, the focusing performance keeps very well at 10 GHz with different incident angle. It is important to note that, the polarization of the incident waves must be perpendicular to the Luneburg lens, because only in this case, a virtual current circuit can be constructed by the complementary UC-PBG structure and the upper ground plane. The transverse resonance dispersion equation is obtained by solving the equivalent circuit in Fig. 2. So the proposed planar Luneburg lens in this paper is designed for the TM incident wave.

Fig. 7. Distribution of the electric field inside the Luneburg lens: (a) f=9 GHz, (b) f=10 GHz, (c) f=11 GHz, and (d) f=12 GHz.

To verify the design, a planar Luneburg lens placed inside a PPW is fabricated. As shown in Fig. 9, three nylon hexagonal standoffs of 15 mm height are used to support the top plate of PPW. It can be seen that 11 probes with a separation of 5 degrees are mounted on the surface of the lens. The source and probes are connected to a vector network analyzer (VNA) to measure the magnitude of the electric field at different position. In this case, all the values from the 11 probes are normalized to the probe which directly facing the source, so that the attenuation between transmitter and receiver could be ignored. The normalized electric field magnitudes are shown in Fig. 10. The probe which placed in the direction of the incident wave, has the maximum value. This characteristic can be used in direction of arrival (DOA) estimation. The resolution is determined by the separation of the probes. In the proposed design, the resolution is limited to be 5° due to the space around the lens couldn’t allow us to mount more probes.

Fig. 8. Distribution of the electric field with different incident angles at 10 GHz.

Fig. 9. Top view of the fabricated Luneburg lens.

Fig. 10. Normalized E-field magnitude.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel direction finding system using planar Luneburg lens is proposed. The Luneburg lens is composed of multilayer arrays of complementary UC-PBG structure which printed on a dielectric substrate inside a parallel-plate waveguide. By changing the boundary conditions of the plate, the converging wave can be obtained. The relationship between the surface impedance and dimensions of the unit cell has been
studied through numerical simulations. The distribution of the electric field inside the lens has been simulated. The proposed Luneburg lens shows a good focusing ability in X-band region. When the incident angle is rotated, the focusing performance of the proposed Luneburg lens keeps very well. The proposed Luneburg lens can be used in direction of arrival estimation. Using the proposed system, the DOA estimation can be achieved accurately and effectively, which makes our design a good option for practical applications.
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Abstract — In this paper, complementary split ring resonators (CSRRs) defected ground structure (DGS) is introduced to suppress surface waves and to reduce the mutual coupling between E-plane coupled two elements of a microstrip patch MIMO antenna array. The CSRRs-DGS is easily etched on the ground plane between the array elements. The CSRRs-based DGS acts as a bandstop filter between the array elements and operates in the same desired frequency band of the array at 9.2 GHz. Significant reduction of the electromagnetic (EM) mutual coupling is achieved between array elements with a reduced edge-to-edge spacing of 7.5 mm (0.22 λ0). Experimental results show that more than 30 dB isolation between the array elements is obtained using an array of CSRR-based DGS. Moreover, the antenna array parameters are successfully optimized with a numerical experimentation technique using a 3D full-wave EM simulator. The design of the proposed array is fabricated and measured for verification purposes. The proposed design has been simulated and validated experimentally. Good agreement is found between the simulated and the measured data.

Index Terms — Bandstop filter, CSRRs (complementary split ring resonators), DGS (defected ground structure), mutual coupling, surface waves.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, isolation enhancement in antenna array applications poses a strong challenge in the antenna community [1,2]. The mutual coupling or isolation between closely placed antenna elements is important in a number of applications. These include systems depending on array antennas and more recently multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) wireless communication systems [3,4]. Surface waves cause many disadvantages for microstrip antennas such as a mutual coupling effect between elements on an antenna array, which exists whenever the substrate has a dielectric permittivity greater than one (εr > 1). In an antenna array, the mutual coupling effect will deteriorate the radiation properties of the array. To achieve low mutual coupling between closely spaced antenna elements and to suppress surface waves, several studies have been conducted including defected ground structure (DGS) [5-10]. This idea can be extended to a specific application like reducing scan blindness in microstrip arrays. Many shapes and configurations of DGS have been studied such as rectangular slots [5,6], circle [7], dumbbells [8], polygonal [9], and inter-digital capacitor [10]. Each DGS shape can be represented as an equivalent circuit model consisting of an inductance and a capacitance, which leads to a certain frequency band gap determined by the shape, dimension and position of the defect [7]. DGS gives an extra degree of freedom in microwave circuit design and can be used for a wide range of applications.

Recently, a pioneer research of the complementary split ring resonator (CSRR) has been proposed [11]. It can be derived from the split ring resonator (SRR) structure in a straightforward way by using the concepts of duality and complementariness. This CSRR structure provides a negative effective permittivity [12]. Because of their small size, CSRRs are called sub-lambda structures. Due to this fact, a super-compact reject band structure can be implemented using CSRRs. The CSRRs are etched in the ground plane or the conductor line of planar transmission structures, such as a microstrip line or a coplanar waveguide (CPW), and provide a negative
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effective permittivity to the dielectric media [13]. The electromagnetic (EM) behaviors of the CSRRs are similar to those of the electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structures [14,15]. However, it is difficult to design the dimension and to find the equivalent circuits of EBG. Although EBG structures, DGS and CSRR can provide the similar stop-band characteristics, it may be worth pointing out the attenuation property of the CSRR which is better than EBG structures and other DGS shapes. It seems to be good in cognitive radio (CR) systems to reduce the mutual coupling between the sensing antenna and communication antenna in cognitive radio MIMO applications using a simple technique [16].

In this paper, simple designs of bandstop filter using CSRRs-based DGS are proposed to suppress surface waves and to reduce the mutual coupling effect between E-plane coupled antenna array elements [17,18]. The designed microstrip antenna arrays operate at the X-band (9.2 GHz). Usually, the array elements are susceptible to strong mutual coupling due to the surface wave, space wave and near field overlapping. The coupling is stronger in E-plane coupled antennas than in H-plane coupled antennas. Thus, the mutual coupling effect in the E-plane direction is mainly investigated in this work. The CSRRs are etched in the ground plane and occupy a small area allowing for small antenna separation in their use with compact ground planes. Moreover, the radiation properties of the proposed antenna array are also observed and discussed. Simulations results based on a 3D full-wave EM simulator and measurements are presented. In Section II, the structure of the bandstop filter is discussed. Section III presents and illustrates the proposed array design. Section IV is devoted to the comparison of the simulated and measured results.

II. CSRR-DGS BANDSTOP FILTER DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the top and bottom 2-D views of the single CSRR-DGS geometry. The CSRR structure is designed to operate at stopband of 9.2 GHz in the same desired band of the antenna array. The dimensions of the CSRR structure are \( r_m = 0.75 \text{ mm} \), and \( c = g = d = 0.4 \text{ mm} \). The ground plane dimensions are \( 20 \times 20 \text{ mm}^2 \). The substrate is Rogers Ro 3003 with a thickness of \( t = 1.524 \text{ mm} \), dielectric constant of 3 and loss tangent of 0.0013. The CSRR structure is etched in the ground plane below the center of the microstrip line, which has a width of 3.4 mm. The width of the microstrip line is designed to match the characteristic impedance of 50 \( \Omega \). Figure 1 (c) shows the simulated \(|S|\)-parameters of the single CSRR. The presented bandstop filter was optimized through simulations using a commercial 3D full-wave analysis software package computer simulation technology (CST) [19].

The simulation results show a reject band characteristic at the transmission zero frequency of 9.24 GHz as shown in Fig. 1 (c). Using only a single CSRR structure in the ground plane, we can obtain a wide stop band response with a high rejection level which is difficult to achieve with conventional microstrip resonators.

![Fig. 1. Schematic of the optimized CSRR-DGS bandstop filter and \(|S|\)-parameters results.](image)

III. PROPOSED MICROSTRIP PATCH ANTENNA ARRAY WITH CSRRs-DGS

The proposed geometry of the antenna array with CSRRs-based DGS and \(|S|\)-parameters are shown in Fig. 2. The rectangular patch has dimensions \( W = 11 \text{ mm} \), and \( L = 8.7 \text{ mm} \), whereas the feeding microstrip has length \( L_d = 17.5 \text{ mm} \) and width \( W_d = 3.4 \text{ mm} \) which ensure a 50 \( \Omega \) characteristic impedance. The inset length is \( L_{inset} = 3.8 \text{ mm} \) which in essence provides the necessary impedance matching. The substrate used for this array is the same as that used for the bandstop filter design in Section II. The spacing between the elements is chosen to be 7.5 mm (0.22 \( \lambda_0 \)). The CSRR structures are designed to operate at the transmission zero frequency in the same band of the antenna array. The chosen dimensions of the
CSRR structures for this frequency of operation are \( r_\text{in} = 0.65 \text{ mm}, \quad r_\text{out} = 0.8 \text{ mm}, \) and \( c = g = d = 0.4 \text{ mm}, \) respectively after intensive optimization and co-design for the array with the CSRRs-DGS. The bandstop filter affects significantly the array mutual coupling and the isolation between the two elements [17]. However, the proposed design with CSRRs has a very small deviation in the resonant frequency about 0.3\% (29 MHz) compared to the conventional array due to the presence of the CSRR-DGS in the ground plane. The proposed configuration produces a mutual coupling about -61 dB better than the conventional array with the same configuration produces a mutual coupling about -61 dB better than the conventional array with the same dimensions through simulations as shown in Fig. 2 (c). The total dimensions of the array are \( a = 40 \text{ mm} \) and \( b = 60 \text{ mm}. \)

![Antenna array configurations and simulated |S|-parameters](image)

Fig. 2. Antenna array configurations and simulated |S|-parameters with and without 3 CSRRs-DGS.

Figure 3 contains the radiation pattern results of the proposed antenna array with and without 3-CSRRs. It is obvious that the radiation patterns in the E (yz-plane) and H (xz-plane) planes are stable over the operating frequency band. In addition the radiation pattern results show that there is a slight decrease in the main lobe due to the presence of the CSRRs-based DGS, which is acceptable compared to the obtained significant isolation and mutual coupling reduction.

![Optimized antenna array radiation pattern results](image)

(a) Antenna array directivity without CSRRs-DGS

![Optimized antenna array radiation pattern results](image)

(b) Antenna array directivity with 3 CSRRs-DGS

**Fig. 3.** Optimized antenna array radiation pattern results with and without 3 CSRRs-DGS at 9.22 GHz.

Table 1 contains summary of the simulation results of the proposed array with single, two, and three CSRRs-DGS and compared with the conventional array. The coupling reduction has been achieved by optimally positioning the array of two and three CSRRs-DGS between the antenna array elements. It is obvious from Table 1 that the proposed arrays have a significant and a good isolation than the array without CSRRs-DGS where about 33 dB reduction is achieved using an array of three CSRRs-DGS with a less edge-to-edge spacing [20], thus leading to the design of compact MIMO antenna arrays. In addition to this, using more than three CSRRs will not provide better isolation due to the internally mutual coupling between the CSRRs that will change the resonant frequency of the bandstop filter.

**Table 2.** Comparison for different approaches and configurations that were reported and implemented to reduce the mutual coupling. The proposed array exhibits a better isolation and compact size compared to Ref. [10] and Ref. [20] in terms of nearly the same edge-
to-edge separation. Compared to other techniques, the proposed array has a significant improvement in the isolation.

Table 1: Performance comparison of the proposed antenna arrays with the conventional

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antenna Structure</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mutual Coupling (dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed array with CSRR-DGS</td>
<td>-38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed array with 2 CSRRs-DGS</td>
<td>-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed array with 3 CSRRs-DGS</td>
<td>-61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Performance comparison of the proposed antenna array with other approaches in the literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Size of the Array in mm²</th>
<th>Improvement (dB)</th>
<th>Edge-to-Edge Spacing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>Metamaterial</td>
<td>300×300</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.125 λ₀ (30 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>High order DGS filter</td>
<td>75×50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.2 λ₀ (10.4 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>Dumbbell DGS</td>
<td>140×100</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td>0.5 λ₀ (18.8 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>Inter-digital DGS capacitor</td>
<td>60×50</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.25 λ₀ (9.5 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>Uniplanar-EBG</td>
<td>78.3×78.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5 λ₀ (26 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>Slotted CSRR</td>
<td>78×60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.25 λ₀ (15 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>CSRR DGS</td>
<td>60×40</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.22 λ₀ (7.5 mm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed antenna array has been fabricated and measured to validate experimentally the approach to achieve a significant isolation and mutual coupling reduction. The photographs of the top and bottom layers of fabricated antenna array with CSRRs-based DGS are shown in Fig. 4. The S| parameters measurements were carried out using the Agilent N5227A PNA vector network analyzer and the calibration was done with the Agilent N4691B-Ecal module in the RF and microwave laboratory at E-JUST. While the pattern measurements were done at Kyushu University. The Experimental results show a significant reduction in the mutual coupling of 30 dB between the array elements.

The fabricated antenna array provides a measured mutual coupling of -24 dB and -54 dB at the center frequency of 9.22 GHz for the array with and without CSRRs as shown in Figs. 4 (c), and (d), respectively. In addition, there is a very slight and tolerable shift between the simulated and measured resonant frequencies is found due to the fabrication tolerance. Furthermore, a good agreement between the resonant frequency and the bandstop frequency is observed for the array with and without the CSRRs-DGS.

The measured and simulated normalized radiation patterns of one side element of the proposed antenna array with and without CSRRs-DGS at 9.22 GHz in the E and H-planes are presented in Fig. 5. While the other array element is terminated with a 50 Ω load. Obviously, these results do not show any significant difference between the main lobes patterns. As shown in the plots, the applied technique using CSRRs-DGS has a minor effect on the radiation pattern. Moreover, an excellent agreement is observed.
Fig. 4. Photograph of the fabricated array, simulated and measured $|S|$ parameters without and with CSRRs-DGS.

Fig. 5. Measured and simulated E and H-planes radiation patterns for single element of the proposed array with and without CSRRs-DGS at 9.22 GHz.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a design of compact antenna array with low mutual coupling has been presented, fabricated and measured for the validation purposes. The approach for isolation improvement is proposed by inserting a bandstop filter composed of an array of three CSRRs-based DGS between the two elements antenna array. In this simple design, the isolation has been significantly improved and the experimental results show that the proposed antenna array can improve the isolation between array elements by 30 dB. Furthermore, the measured radiation patterns are stable over the operating frequency band with and without the CSRRs. The measured and simulation results are in a good agreement. Thus, the proposed antenna array with this better isolation is suitable for MIMO communications.
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Abstract — An experimental study of coupling compensation for AOA estimation using compact low profile antenna arrays with element separations of a quarter wavelength has been conducted. Two circular arrays of low profile miniaturised logarithmic spiral antennas deployed on a circular metal plate were used for data acquisition. Using the MUSIC direction-finding algorithm, the AOA estimation errors in receiving mode were observed before and after compensation: the errors were significantly decreased by coupling compensation.

Index Terms — Covariance, direction-finding, interferometry, mutual coupling.

I. INTRODUCTION

In RF covert tracking systems based on Angle-of-Arrival (AOA) estimation, compact antenna arrays with omni-directional radiation patterns are desirable [1]. However, in antenna arrays with a relatively short separation between elements, mutual coupling between the elements affects the performance of array signal processing algorithms in most cases. Mutual coupling effects are normally analysed in terms of the mutual impedances between the radiators: these have complex values, and are related to the geometrical positions of the array elements. Moreover, the mutual coupling behaviour of an antenna array in transmitting mode is demonstrably different from that in receiving mode [2, 3]. In the receiver array, when antennas receive simultaneously, the total field on each element will be the sum of the radiated and re-scattered fields from antenna elements. In radio direction-finding systems, where the directional information is obtained from the characteristic structure of the received signal matrix, mutual coupling changes the corresponding vectors of the antenna array, perturbing this correlation matrix.

This results in degradation of the AOA estimation accuracy [4, 5].

To ensure accurate direction-finding, we need to address mutual coupling explicitly, and to compensate for it using a suitable decoupling method. Recently, the present authors investigated the performance of the AOA error of a 4-element uniform circular array using simple monopoles on a square metal plate in which they improved the AOA accuracy by 50% [6]. In this paper, we report an experimental study of receiving mode coupling compensation for a direction-finding application based on the Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm using four and six-element uniform circular arrays of spiral antennas.

II. LOW PROFILE SPIRAL ANTENNA ARRAY

To examine the performance of arrays in receiving mode using compensation, two networks, with either four or six-elements, using low profile miniaturised logarithmic spiral antennas were designed. Each antenna provides a monopole-like radiation pattern and supports platform installations at TETRA/UHF frequencies [7].

The antenna prototype with its measured radiation pattern is shown in Fig. 1. It should be noted that the radiation pattern for the designed prototype antenna was considered at its resonant frequency and it is assumed that the radiation performance will be in agreement for all the elements at their resonances frequencies over all working frequency bands. Prototypes were fabricated and installed on circular ground planes of diameter one meter, as shown in Fig. 2. The inter-element spacing is set to a quarter wavelength and the radii of the four and six-element circular arrays are 0.1325 and 0.1595 meters respectively. The measured return losses of all the prototypes over the desired frequency band (420 MHz to
425 MHz) are shown in Fig. 3. The minor dissimilarity in the frequency responses is due to the mismatches in hardware designs of the elements. The measured array response acquired in the array calibration process and used in the MUSIC algorithm includes these mismatches, but the final estimated AOA results are not significantly affected.

Fig. 1. Multi-element low profile spiral antenna prototype and its measured radiation pattern in principal E-plane and H-plane co-polarization and cross-polarization.

Fig. 2. Antenna array geometries used for data acquisition.

III. RECEIVING MUTUAL IMPEDANCES USING S-PARAMETER MEASUREMENT

The mutual impedance is calculated under the conditions that the antenna elements are terminated with known impedance, \( Z_L \) and that they are in receiving mode under an external plane-wave excitation [2, 3, and 8]. Consider an antenna array with \( N \) antenna elements, each of which is terminated with an identical load impedance, \( Z_L \). When the array is excited by an external source, the voltage at antenna terminal \( V_k \) can be written as:

\[
V_k = Z_L I_k = U_k + W_k,
\]

where \( U_k \) is the terminal voltage due solely to the direct incoming signal and \( W_k \) is the voltage due to the mutual coupling with other antenna elements. \( W_k \) can be written as:

\[
W_k = I_1 Z_t^{k,1} + I_2 Z_t^{k,2} + \ldots + I_{k-1} Z_t^{k,k-1} + I_{k+1} Z_t^{k,k+1} + \ldots + I_N Z_t^{k,N},
\]

where \( Z_t^{k,i} \) is the receiving mutual impedance between antenna elements \( k \) and \( i \), and \( I_i \) is the current induced at the terminal of antenna element \( i \). The subscript \( t \) denotes that the receiving mutual impedance is defined at the antenna’s terminals. The relationship between \( U_k \) and \( V_k \) can be written as:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & Z_t^{12} & Z_t^{13} & \ldots & Z_t^{1N} \\
Z_t^{21} & 1 & \ldots & \ldots & Z_t^{2N} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots \\
Z_t^{N1} & Z_t^{N2} & \ldots & 1 & \ldots & 1 \\
Z_t^{N1} & Z_t^{N2} & \ldots & \ldots & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
V_1 \\
V_2 \\
\vdots \\
V_N
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
U_1 \\
U_2 \\
\vdots \\
U_N
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

Using Equations (1) and (2), determination of the receiving mutual impedances is based on terminal currents or voltages. Since the miniaturised logarithmic spiral antenna has an omni-directional radiation pattern, it is assumed that the current distribution remains unchanged irrespective of the azimuth angle of the incoming signal when the signal is coming from the plane perpendicular to the axis of the antenna (\( \theta = 90^\circ \)). As a result, the receiving mutual impedance should remain constant with respect to the
azimuth angle of the incoming signal, and thus is suitable for direction-of-arrival estimation applications [2].

In order to obtain mutual impedances, two elements of the array at a time should be considered, with the remaining elements loaded. The following steps are repeated to retrieve the corresponding \( S_{12} \) parameters:

1. Measure \( S_{12} \) at element 1’s terminal with element 2’s terminal connected to a load. Denote this as \( S_{12,1} \).
2. Measure \( S_{12} \) at element 2’s terminal with element 1’s terminal connected to a load. Denote this as \( S_{12,2} \).
3. Measure \( S_{12} \) at element 1’s terminal with element 2 removed from the array. Denote this as \( S'_{12,1} \).
4. Measure \( S_{12} \) at element 2’s terminal with element 1 removed from the array. Denote this as \( S'_{12,2} \).

Accordingly the receiving mutual impedances can be obtained as follows:

\[
Z_{t2}^2 = \frac{S_{12,1} - S'_{12,1}}{S_{12,2}} z_0, \tag{4}
\]

\[
Z_{t1}^1 = \frac{S_{12,2} - S'_{12,2}}{S_{12,1}} z_0. \tag{5}
\]

The above procedure needs to be repeated for all pairs of elements in an array. Figure 4 shows calculated mutual impedances between the first antenna and the rest of the radiators, both (a) real and (b) imaginary parts, using the measured S-parameters for a 4-element array. In this example, signals are arriving from 150 and 320 degrees. These two angles are chosen to illustrate cases where the measured array responses in the azimuth plane without coupling compensation give rise to considerable angular errors.

In order to obtain the compensation matrix in Equation (3), mutual impedances for pairs of antennas are determined for many directions which show considerable angular errors in the measured array response in the azimuth plane. It is clear from the graphs in Fig. 4, that the variation of the mutual impedances over the 5 MHz of bandwidth is negligible, and thus narrowband compensation would be sufficient. Thus, the mutual impedances are averaged from 420 MHz to 425 MHz and over different angles. The mutual coupling values for both array geometries are listed in Tables 1 and 2.

### IV. AOA ESTIMATION RESULTS

Deriving mutual coupling compensation entails developing an estimate for the actual array response for the specified geometries via the results from Tables 1 and 2. The resultant vectors must subsequently be applied to the MUSIC algorithm for direction-finding. In this study, in order to capture the array response to signals coming from different azimuth angles, the data acquisition setup shown in Fig. 5 was used. Log-periodic antennas have been used as transmitters to create the plane wave source in an anechoic chamber. To send data from each terminal in turn to the network analyser, a microwave switch has been deployed under the turntable while the dc controller of the switch was located outside the chamber. The amplitude and phase responses from each antenna have been captured for rays from the azimuth plane and post-processed using the compensation matrices and AOA estimation algorithm. Figures 6 and 7 show the spatial spectra generated using uncompensated and compensated array responses for measurement data due to pairs of signal sources to the four and six-element spiral arrays, respectively.

When the measured voltages are used without any compensation for mutual coupling for the four-element array, Fig. 6 shows that although the MUSIC spatial spectrum function shows two peaks, the peaks are not adequately sharp and also are misplaced by about 20 and 40 degrees for the signals coming from 30 and 150 degree azimuth angles, respectively.
Table 1: Normalized receiving mutual impedances for a 4-element spiral array

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Var.</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Var.</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{12}^1$</td>
<td>-0.126 - 0.213i</td>
<td>$Z_{12}^1$</td>
<td>0.098 + 0.171i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{13}^1$</td>
<td>-0.019 + 0.089i</td>
<td>$Z_{13}^2$</td>
<td>0.139 - 0.307i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{14}^1$</td>
<td>-0.184 - 0.234i</td>
<td>$Z_{14}^4$</td>
<td>0.288 - 0.085i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{15}^1$</td>
<td>0.054 + 0.192i</td>
<td>$Z_{14}^1$</td>
<td>-0.114 + 0.079i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{16}^3$</td>
<td>0.164 - 0.170i</td>
<td>$Z_{14}^2$</td>
<td>0.203 - 0.006i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{17}^4$</td>
<td>0.169 + 0.334i</td>
<td>$Z_{14}^3$</td>
<td>0.176 - 0.113i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Normalized receiving mutual impedances for a 6-element spiral array

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Var.</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Var.</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{12}^1$</td>
<td>-0.540 + 0.089i</td>
<td>$Z_{12}^1$</td>
<td>-0.135 - 0.236i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{13}^2$</td>
<td>0.054 - 0.651i</td>
<td>$Z_{13}^2$</td>
<td>0.220 - 0.335i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{14}^3$</td>
<td>0.025 - 1.067i</td>
<td>$Z_{14}^3$</td>
<td>0.461 + 0.143i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{15}^4$</td>
<td>-0.488 - 0.028i</td>
<td>$Z_{14}^5$</td>
<td>0.336 - 0.229i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{16}^6$</td>
<td>0.173 + 0.444i</td>
<td>$Z_{14}^6$</td>
<td>-0.182 - 0.100i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{17}^7$</td>
<td>0.220 + 0.044i</td>
<td>$Z_{14}^7$</td>
<td>0.066 + 0.100i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{18}^8$</td>
<td>-0.290 - 0.364i</td>
<td>$Z_{14}^8$</td>
<td>-0.085 + 0.171i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{19}^9$</td>
<td>0.092 - 0.227i</td>
<td>$Z_{15}^9$</td>
<td>-0.333 - 0.246i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{20}^{10}$</td>
<td>0.048 + 0.150i</td>
<td>$Z_{15}^{10}$</td>
<td>0.456 - 0.470i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{21}^{11}$</td>
<td>0.210 + 0.103i</td>
<td>$Z_{15}^{11}$</td>
<td>0.342 + 0.108i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{22}^{12}$</td>
<td>0.164 - 0.142i</td>
<td>$Z_{15}^{12}$</td>
<td>0.225 + 0.221i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{23}^{13}$</td>
<td>0.307 + 0.090i</td>
<td>$Z_{15}^{13}$</td>
<td>-0.326 + 0.108i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{24}^{14}$</td>
<td>0.014 + 0.385i</td>
<td>$Z_{15}^{14}$</td>
<td>0.163 - 0.334i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{25}^{15}$</td>
<td>0.269 + 0.024i</td>
<td>$Z_{15}^{15}$</td>
<td>-0.336 - 0.610i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{26}^{16}$</td>
<td>0.058 - 0.313i</td>
<td>$Z_{15}^{16}$</td>
<td>-0.158 + 0.001i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, applying the receiving mode compensation matrix from Table 1 to these results provides sharper peaks and reduces the AOA estimation error to less than ±2 degrees. In the second experiment, two incident waves irradiate the six-element spiral array from 40 and 110 degree azimuth angles. As shown in Fig. 7, applying the receiving mode compensation matrix using data from Table 2 results in an AOA estimation accuracy of about ±1 degree for the two directions.

Fig. 6. MUSIC spatial spectrum for two incident signals with azimuth angles of 30 and 150 degrees, four-element low profile spiral array.

Fig. 7. MUSIC spatial spectrum for two incident signals with azimuth angles of 40 and 110 degrees, six-element low profile spiral array.

V. CONCLUSION

In this experimental study, the benefit of mutual coupling compensation during AOA estimation process using low profile spiral antenna arrays has been examined. The receiving mode compensation matrices were derived by numerical calculations using measured data from four and six-element arrays. It was shown that over the 5 MHz bandwidth the mutual impedances do not vary significantly, and thus narrowband compensation would be sufficient. Moreover, since the low profile spiral antenna has an omni-directional radiation pattern, the compensation matrix is independent of angle. The marked performance improvement in terms of AOA estimation, due to the compensated array responses, allows for easier and more accurate determination of multiple signal sources.
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Abstract — Radiation surface wave (surface current) on ground plane has a destructive effect on the characteristics of antennas which benefits from a common ground plane, especially Cavity Backed Slot (CBS) antennas. Surface current increases mutual coupling in an antenna array. This in turn causes unwanted characteristics in array applications. The main goal of this work is to design a new modified antenna array achieving less mutual coupling by reshaping ground plane and using tuned Elongated Mushroom Electromagnetic Band Gap (EM-EBG). Moreover, in this study, we focus on the influence of changing depth of EM-EBG holes. In this regard, four different designs for CBS antenna arrays are investigated. The results reveals that by using two new methods, namely stepped ground plane and tuned EM-EBG, mutual coupling will be decreased by more than 9 dB. Decrement of mutual coupling improve radiation characteristic of array such as Front to Back Ratio (FBR) by 8 dB. The effectiveness of our design is confirmed by experimental results.

Index Terms — CBS antennas array, EM-EBG, High Impedance Surface (HIS), mutual coupling, phase center of antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cavity backed slot antennas, because of their structures, are the most popular antennas for satellite application, aerospace and aircraft structures. In the two recent decades, extensive research on CBS arrays regarding influence of surface currents on this antenna has been performed [1]-[2]. Surface currents have destructive effects on antennas which have common ground plane specially cavity backed slot antennas. Surface currents increase mutual coupling of these antennas which in-turn causes unwanted characteristics in array applications such as grazing SLL [1]-[2].

To minimize the effects of surface currents, several methods have been introduced which mostly include the application of absorbers and lossy materials having the negative effects of being bulky and costly [1]-[4]. Using slits and utilizing High Impedance Surface (HIS) such as EBG structures have been proposed recently [2]-[7]. Recent investigations about HIS have showed that these methods are capable of confining mutual coupling [5], [6], [8] and [11]. EBG structures in specific frequency band suppress travelling surface waves [3]. Recently several types of EBGs have been introduced and investigated [8].

This study focuses on the S21 parameter and mutual coupling in a CBS antenna array, [5] and [12]. Two new methods for reduction in mutual coupling using non-planar ground plane, and tuning EM-EBG are suggested.

In the following sections, four designs are introduced which are dedicated to work at Ku band. Influence of ground plane shape on distribution and mutual coupling are fully investigated. First three designs are described in Section II and the last one is described in Section III and IV.

In Section II, planar (common) ground plane and non-planar (stepped) ground plane are compared. In Section III, EM-EBG having a band gap frequency similar to resonance-frequency CBS antennas is introduced.

In Section IV, effect of HIS is investigated for the proposed designs. Effect of the EM-EBG hole depth on mutual coupling is also studied; whereas, effect of non-equal depth of the holes has not been considered in previous works [8]-[9]. Depths of EM-EBG holes are tuned to achieve the highest isolation between antennas. All simulations are conducted for full wave condition by Ansoft HFSS 14 software [13]. In Section V, experimental results for confirmation of our simulation are written.

II. ANTENNA DESIGN

As mentioned in the previous section, one of the
destructive effects of surface waves on CBS antennas is increasing mutual coupling [8]. In this section, at first, CBS array antenna similar to antenna which was introduced by Georgakopoulos [2], [11] is designed for working at 15 GHz.

The CBS antenna comprises of three parts: excitation probe, waveguide, and ground plane with slot. In Fig. 1 (a), three designs of CBS antenna array are presented. Main dimensions of the ground plane, aperture size and feed waveguide as well as aperture spacing in all three designs are the same. The only different aspect of these designs is the shape of ground plane. Slot size and excitation probe length inside the waveguide are depicted in Fig. 1 (b).

TE10 mode is excited in the feed waveguide, whose characteristic impedance for dominant mode is as below [14]:

\[
Z_0 = \frac{\eta_0}{\sqrt{1 - \left(\frac{\lambda}{2L}\right)^2}} \times \frac{b}{a}
\]

(1)

where its value at 15 GHz, is 328 \(\Omega\), which could provide good impedance matching to free space.

The CBS antenna with rectangular planar ground plane is named design 1. Next, the corner notched ground plane is introduced as design 2. The third design composes of two non-planar CBS antenna which has a distance of 0.5\(\lambda_0\) from each other. These three structures are designed to work at 15 GHz [9]-[10]. In Fig. 2, current distribution of all the three designs at 15 GHz are shown. The current surface distributed on the ground plane reaches together and thus causing mutual coupling.

![Fig. 1. The employed designs: (a) top view, (b) slot dimension and excitation probe length, and (c) side view (Lp is length of excitation probe, h is height of backed cavity and h1 is place of probe from the back of structure).](image)

![Fig. 2. Current distribution on the three designs.](image)
Results of simulation for scattering parameters of the designs reveal that design 3 has the minimum reflection (Fig. 3), and the best mutual (Fig. 4). One can see that for non-planar structure, mutual coupling is improved by 2.5 dB. It is evident that non-planar structure suppresses current distribution more than the others and has the best isolation.

![Fig. 3. Reflection coefficient, S11 for designs 1, 2 and 3.](image1)

![Fig. 4. Mutual coupling extracted by HFSS simulator for the three designs.](image2)

### III. UTILIZING EBG STRUCTURE

One important feature of high impedance surface is its ability to compensate surface current in band gap [3]. A new type of this structure has been recently introduced as an EM-EBG [8]-[9], which confines the surface current more than the common mushroom EBG. Compactness of EM-EBG is its advantage in comparison to common EBG. Fabrication of EM-EBG is straightforward. To fabricate EM-EBG in order to work at 15 GHz, lumped circuit model as mentioned in [8] is utilized. Side view of EM-EBG is illustrated in Fig. 5. It consists of two parts, top part has more capacitive effect. As a result, it is named capacitance part while the bottom part, named inductive part, has inductive effect. In a normal EM-EBG cell, the depth of two parts are the same.

![EM-EBG cell is composed by two metalized holes (vias) with two different diameters. Diameter of the top hole is (D) and the other hole is (d).](image3)

**Fig. 5.** An EM-EBG cell is composed by two metalized holes (vias) with two different diameters. Diameter of the top hole is (D) and the other hole is (d). (a) Side view of normal EM-EBG (h1=h2=h/2), (b) top view, and (c) tuned EM-EBG, the first case (h1<h2) tuned EM-EBG, the second case (h1>h2).

### IV. TUNING EM-EBG HOLES DEPTH

As mentioned in a normal EM-EBG cell, the depth of the two parts is similar. For more suppression of the current distribution on ground plane, tuned EM-EBG which is designed on Taconic RF35 (60 mil) is applied on the ground plane of design 3, this new design is named design 4. Width, length and height of tuned EM-EBG structure are selected as 10 mm, 24 mm and 1.52 mm, respectively, which fills the distance between the two slots on non-planar ground plane. This EM-EBG structure has 14 rows and 6 columns.

Depth of holes (h1, h2) as mentioned above, referring to capacitive part and inductive parts of EM-EBG, are changed to achieve the best isolation. Depth of the holes influences the bandwidth and parameters of EBG. For achieving more isolation, EM-EBG holes depth is tuned. Top holes depth (h1) and that of bottom holes (h2) influence the capacitive and inductive parts, respectively [8]. The result of mutual coupling simulation between two antennas are extracted by numerical methods using Ansoft HFSS Designer.

In Fig 6, mutual coupling for different depths are presented. The best mutual couplings at 14.6-15.5 GHz bandwidth is obtained for \(h_1=0.9h\), \(h_2=0.1h\).

By tuning \(h_1\), \(h_2\), i.e., by changing capacitive and inductive parts of EM-EBGs, mutual coupling is decreased by 9 dB in comparison to design 3.
Fig. 6. Simulation result of mutual coupling for different capacitive and inductive parts.

Using numerical methods, the dispersion diagram can be extracted. In Fig. 7, the dispersion diagram of the tuned EM-EBG in periodic condition for the first three modes (TM₀, TE₁, and TE₂) are illustrated. The band gap of 15-17 GHz between the two first modes is seen. Also, between TM₀ and TE₁ modes, a band gap is observed where none of surface modes are supported.

Result of current distribution on design 4 is depicted in Fig. 8. By comparing Figs. 2 and 8, it is obvious that by inserting EM-EBG, the surface current on second antenna has been decreased. Phase center is one of most important characteristics of aperture antennas such as cavity backed slot antennas for interferometer applications. Result of calculation of place of phase center of two antennas for design 3 and design 4 are presented in Tables 1 and 2. For design 3 and 4, place of phase centers in Y direction are symmetric and in Z direction are similar. By inserting EM-EBGs (reduction of mutual coupling) phase center of antennas of design 4 move forward in Z direction. These results are calculated by CST Microwave Studio Software.

![Fig. 7. Dispersion diagram of the tuned EM-EBG cell.](image)

Table 1: Place of phase centers of antennas design 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>Left Antenna (X,Y,Z) mm</th>
<th>Right Antenna (X,Y,Z) mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>(0,-23.8,-1.77)</td>
<td>(0,23.8,-1.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>(0,-24.038)</td>
<td>(0,24.04,0.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>(0,-23.89,0.56)</td>
<td>(0,23.95,1.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>(0,-23.82,1.3)</td>
<td>(0,23.86,0.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>(0,-23.97,1.47)</td>
<td>(0,24.45,1.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>(0,-24.44,-2.6)</td>
<td>(0,24.45,-2.53)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. EM-EBG effect on current distribution for design 4.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

To validate the results of simulation for different designs of isolation antennas in array, especially effect of applying a tuned EM-EBG structure, based on designs 3 and 4, two non-planar CBS antenna arrays (2×1) were fabricated. In one array, between the two antennas a tuned EM-EBG is inserted as shown in Fig. 9. The results of measurement of S parameters for designs 3 and 4 are extracted by Agilent 8720ES network analyzer. And also result of pattern and gain measurements have been extracted in Antenna Chamber of KN Toosi Technical University. The fabricated antennas have 5% return loss bandwidth and 26 dB isolation for design 3 comparing to 33 dB for design 4 as shown in Figs. 10 to 13. The measurement results reveal that by inserting tuned EM-EBG mutual coupling is decreased by 7 dB, FBR is decreased by 7.5 dB and total gain is improved by 0.5 dB. On the whole, from both simulation and measurement, it could be understood that design 4 has a better performance compared with design 3.

![Fig. 9. Fabricated antenna array with tuned EM-EBG.](image)

Table 2: Place of phase centers of antennas design 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>Left Antenna (X,Y,Z) mm</th>
<th>Right Antenna (X,Y,Z) mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>(0,-23.59,8.7)</td>
<td>(0,23.61,8.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>(0,-23.52,9.45)</td>
<td>(0,23.57,9.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>(0,-23.33,9.28)</td>
<td>(0,23.42,9.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>(0,-23.17,7.98)</td>
<td>(0,23.26,8.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>(0,-23.14,5.7)</td>
<td>(0,23.24,5.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>(0,-23.3,3.78)</td>
<td>(0,23.4,3.58)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 10. Measured S parameters for design 3.](image)
Fig. 9. Fabricated cavity backed slot antenna non-planar array: (a) top view and (b) side view (left) design 3, (right) design 4.

Fig. 10. Mutual coupling improvement by applying tuned EM-EBG.

Fig. 11. (a) Simulated and (b) measured $S_{11}$ and $S_{22}$ for designs 3 and 4.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, two new methods have been presented for reduction of mutual coupling in CBS antennas, including non-planar ground plane and tuned EM-EBG. Simulations reveal that by utilizing non-planar ground plane mutual coupling is decreased by 2.5 dB comparing to planar ground plane. Results show that the depth of holes have a great impact on the surface current suppression.

Two prototypes of non-planar antenna were fabricated. For one of them, tuned EM-EBG had been used. The performance of the fabricated antennas were compared with each other. The measurements confirmed that a tuned-EM-EBG improves the mutual coupling and FBR by about 7 dB and 8 dB respectively.
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Abstract — Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have appeared as a very efficient alternative to time consuming full-wave simulations of electrical characteristics of RF MEMS. In this paper, a new ANN based method to be used in the design of RF MEMS devices is proposed. ANNs are trained to model dependence of the scattering parameters and the resonant frequency of an RF MEMS switch on the switch geometrical parameters, as well as to perform the opposite procedure, i.e., to determine values of the geometrical parameters to achieve the desired electrical resonant frequency. The developed models can be used for fast simulation and optimization of the switch characteristics replacing time consuming procedures in full-wave simulators, which leads to a significant reduction of time needed for the device design.

Index Terms — Artificial neural networks, computer aided design, RF MEMS.

I. INTRODUCTION

RF MEMS switches are of growing interest for use in various communication and measurement systems, as they possess some properties superior to their mechanical or electronic counterparts [1-4]. They are lightweight, small, extremely linear, can be integrated and allow easy re-configurability or tunability of a system. A simulation of electrical parameters of RF MEMS components can be performed using standard commercial electromagnetic simulators. However, due to the aspect ratio of the vertical and lateral dimensions and the 3D topology, a full-wave simulation becomes time consuming. If the switch is integrated in a larger system, the desired overall system performance requires a certain behavior of the switch, e.g., in case of the capacitive shunt switch it is the position of the resonance in a given frequency range. To achieve the required performance, time consuming optimizations should be performed, i.e., calculations of the switch with varying parameters have to be repeated. This paper demonstrates how the synthesis of the required switch performance can be accelerated by developing an ANN based model of the switch.

ANNs have been already applied to model some electrical or mechanical characteristics of different RF MEMS devices [5-11]. They have been applied mostly to the models of RF MEMS resonators [5, 9], and to the RF MEMS switches [6-8, 10, 11]. As far as the RF MEMS switch electrical characteristics are concerned, the ANNs have been applied for developing ANN models of the switch scattering parameters based on the frequency and switch geometrical parameters [6, 7], or for modeling the resonant frequency dependence on the switch geometrical parameters [11]. Also, it has been shown how some of the developed ANN models can be used in the design of circuits containing the modeled devices [10].

This contribution presents a neural modeling approach of a capacitive coplanar shunt switch. For the considered device, neural models for dependence of the switch electrical characteristics, i.e., the scattering parameters and resonant frequency, on the switch dimensions are developed. Also, a new approach for the inverse process, i.e., determination of the switch dimensions to achieve the desired switch performance, avoiding full-wave optimization procedures is proposed.

The paper is organized as follows: after introduction, in Section II the considered device is described. In Section III, a brief background on ANNs is given. In the following section the ANN based feed-forward models for determination of switch electrical characteristics for the given switch geometrical parameters are described, as
some of them are further used for building the inverse models. The proposed inverse models are described in Section V. Further, details of the proposed modeling technique and the obtained numerical results are presented and discussed in Section VI. Finally, Section VII contains concluding remarks.

II. DEVICE DESCRIPTION

The considered device is an RF MEMS capacitive coplanar shunt switch, depicted in Fig. 1, fabricated at Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK) in Trento, Italy in an 8 layer Silicon micromachining process [12]. The signal line below the bridge is realized as a thin aluminum layer. Adjacent to the signal line the DC actuation pads made of polysilicon are placed. The bridge is a thin membrane connecting both sides of the ground. The inductance of the bridge and the fixed capacitance between signal line and bridge form a resonant circuit to ground. The resonant frequency can be changed by varying the length of the fingered part, $L_f$, close to the anchors and the solid part, $L_s$. At the series resonance the circuit acts as a short circuit to ground, in a certain frequency band around the resonant frequency the transmission of the signal is suppressed. The bridge can be closed by applying the actuation voltage of around 45 V.

Fig. 1. Top-view of the realized RF MEMS switch and schematic of the cross-section with 8 layers in FBK technology [12].

III. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

In this work standard multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural networks are exploited. An MLP ANN consists of basic processing elements (neurons) grouped into layers: an input layer (IL), an output layer (OL), as well as several hidden layers (HL) [13]. Each neuron is connected to all neurons from the adjacent layers, whereas there are no connections among neurons belonging to the same layer. A neuron is characterized by a transfer function and each connection is weighted. In this work the following neuron transfer functions are used: linear transfer function for the input and output neurons and sigmoid transfer function for the hidden neurons. Information flows forward from the input layer to the output layer. An ANN learns relationship among sets of input-output data (training sets) by adjusting network connection weights and thresholds of activation functions. There is a number of algorithms for training of ANNs. The most frequently used are backpropagation algorithm and its modifications, as the Levenberg Marquardt algorithm [13], used in the present work. Once trained, the network provides fast response for various input vectors without changes in its structure and without additional optimizations. The most important feature of ANNs is their generalization ability, i.e., ability to generate a correct response even for the input parameter values not included in the training set. The generalization ability has qualified ANNs to be used as an efficient tool for modeling in the field of RF and microwaves [5-9, 13-24]. As examples, ANNs could be used as an alternative to time-consuming electromagnetic simulations [7, 13, 20, 23] or an alternative to the conventional modeling of microwave devices [14, 17, 22, 24].

IV. FEED-FORWARD RF MEMS SWITCH MODELING

As mentioned in the introductory section, ANNs can be applied to develop models of the electrical characteristics of RF MEMS switches. It should be noted that in the work of the other authors, the simple rectangular shape membrane has been studied. This is the first time that a membrane with complex structure and shape is considered to be modeled by ANNs.

Two types of the models are developed here. The first type of the models is based on ANNs trained to predict the switch scattering parameters dependence on the switch geometrical parameters and frequency, whereas in the second type of the models ANNs are exploited to model dependence of the switch electrical resonant frequency on the switch geometrical parameters. Figures 2 and 3 show the mentioned ANN models developed for the considered capacitive shunt switch.

The considered geometrical parameters are the lengths of the fingered and solid parts, $L_f$ and $L_s$, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
As far as an RF MEMS switch is a symmetric and reciprocal device, i.e., \( S_{22} = S_{11} \) and \( S_{12} = S_{21} \), it is enough to develop only models for \( S_{11} \) and \( S_{21} \). For each of the modeled parameters, two ANNs are trained, one to model the magnitude \(|S_{ij}|\) and the other to model the phase \( \angle S_{ij} \). As the training data, the S-parameters calculated in numerical full-wave simulations in an electromagnetic simulator are used. Each ANN has three input neurons corresponding to the two lateral dimensions of the switch and the frequency, and one output neuron corresponding to the modeled parameter. The model is validated by comparing the ANN response and the full-wave simulation results for the combination of dimensions not seen by the ANN during the training. Once the ANNs are trained, the S-parameters of the switch can be easily calculated in a very short time by finding the ANN response. In order to use the developed ANN model in a circuit simulator for the switch S-parameter simulation and optimization, the expressions describing the ANNs are implemented in the simulator. Namely, the switch is represented by a two-port expression defined device. The expressions describing the ANNs are put into variable and equation blocks (VAR) having the switch lateral dimensions and frequency as input parameters and switch S-parameters as outputs. The S-parameters calculated in the VAR blocks are assigned to the two-port device S-parameters. Therefore, the two-port device and the corresponding VAR blocks represent the ANN model of switch with included dependence on the geometrical parameters. The overall procedure of model development and implementation is shown in Fig. 4. Once the ANN model of the switch scattering parameters is implemented in a circuit simulator, further simulations and optimizations are performed in a standard way, but in significantly shorter time, as will be illustrated later.

![Fig. 2. ANN model of RF MEMS switch S-parameters.](image1)

![Fig. 3. ANN model of RF MEMS switch resonant frequency.](image2)

![Fig. 4. ANN model development and implementation.](image3)
optimize the dimensions to achieve the desired resonant frequency.

It is worth to mention that the ANN models are valid for the values of the lateral dimensions falling within their ranges used in the training set.

V. INVERSE RF MEMS SWITCH MODELING

With the aim to avoid optimization procedures in full-wave electromagnetic or circuit simulators, the inverse RF MEMS switch modeling approach based on ANNs is also proposed here. This gives the possibility to directly determine the necessary geometrical dimensions for a desired resonant frequency. The idea is to train ANNs with the aim to directly predict one of the switch geometrical parameters in order to satisfy working conditions around the resonance when the other parameter is fixed, as shown in Fig. 5. Namely, ANNs are trained to learn the relationship between the chosen lateral switch dimension and resonant frequency and the other switch dimension. Therefore, the ANNs have two input neurons and one output neuron. The training and test data are obtained by standard full-wave simulations. By using the trained ANNs, the considered geometrical parameter values could be determined by a simple calculation of the ANN response. In that way design of the RF MEMS switch becomes more efficient.

Fig. 5. ANN based determination of RF MEMS switch geometrical parameters.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The data used for the ANN model development and validation was obtained by full-wave simulations within ADS software package (ADS momentum) [25] for the frequencies up to 40 GHz. As the number of hidden neurons could not be determined prior to the training process, for each ANN, ANNs with different number of hidden neurons were trained and then the ANN showing the best modeling results was chosen as the final one.

A. Feed-forward RF MEMS switch models

The S-parameters used for the model development were simulated in ADS momentum for 23 combinations of geometrical parameters \(L_s\) and \(L_f\). The data referring to 17 combinations was used for training and the data referring to the rest of 6 combinations was used for validation of the model generalization. As mentioned above, for each of the modeled parameters ANNs with different number of hidden neurons were trained and compared. The ANN accuracy was compared by assessing the errors obtained for the test values not used for training. It was found that among the trained ANNs the best test statistics gave the following two-hidden-layer ANNs: for the magnitude of \(S_{11}\): the ANN having 8 neurons in the first layer and 6 neurons in the second hidden layer, and for the magnitude of \(S_{21}\): the ANN with 8 neurons in both hidden layers. For models of the phases in both cases the best results were obtained by the two hidden-layer ANNs containing 10 neurons in each hidden layer. As illustration, Figs. 6 and 7 show comparison of the ANN simulated scattering parameters (lines) and the corresponding reference values obtained by the full-wave simulations in ADS (symbols). It can be concluded that the ANN responses match very well with the simulated values. As the ANN model directly relates the switch lateral dimensions to the scattering parameters over frequency, the S-parameters of a varied geometry can be calculated within seconds.

Optimization of the dimensions for the given requirements in the desired frequency band lasts less than a second when performed by using the neural model implemented in the ADS circuit simulator in a way described in the previous section, which is significantly faster than the optimization in a full wave simulator, which lasts around 2 hours.

To confirm further the achieved good modeling accuracy, magnitude of the transmission coefficient of the fabricated device \((L_s = 174 \ \mu m \text{ and } L_f = 40 \ \mu m)\) optimized for a resonant frequency of 15 GHz is depicted in Fig. 8. The plot shows the measured data (dashed line) in comparison with the results of the ANN model (line) and the full-wave simulations (symbols).

To develop a model for the resonant frequency, first the resonant frequency for all the combinations of dimensions of the geometrical parameters \(L_s\) and \(L_f\) considered in the previous case was determined. The resonant frequency was found as the frequency corresponding to the minimum value of magnitude of \(S_{21}\) simulated in a full-wave simulator. The training and test set correspond to the same geometrical parameter combinations as in the previous case. Among the trained ANNs with different number of hidden
neurons, the best results were obtained by the ANN having only one hidden layer containing five neurons. Table 1 shows the resonant frequency determined by the ANN model for several combinations of the geometrical parameters not used for the training. It can be seen that the resonant frequency values simulated by the ANN are very close to the target values, as confirmed by the relative percentage error less than 1%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L_s$ ([μm])</th>
<th>$L_f$ ([μm])</th>
<th>$f_{\text{res-Target}}$ (GHz)</th>
<th>$f_{\text{res-ANN}}$ (GHz)</th>
<th>Rel. Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>13.689</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>12.403</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>11.550</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>10.638</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.127</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.499</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Inverse RF MEMS switch models

The inverse models described in Section V were developed using the full-wave simulated data referring to the same 23 combinations of the switch lateral dimensions as used for the development of the feed-forward models. It appeared that the accuracy of the
modeling was not satisfactory, as the errors during the model validation achieved even several tens percent. This indicates that a larger training set should be used to build reliable inverse ANN models. Acquiring more training data needed for the inverse ANN models assumes new full-wave simulations, as the resonant frequency for each new combination of input geometrical parameters is determined by a full-wave simulation. To make a larger training set, but without significant increase of the model development time, the feed-forward ANN model for the resonant frequency described above was used. As this ANN model gives a response almost in a moment, building a larger data set does not increase significantly the duration of the model development procedure. For building a new larger training dataset, a non-uniform distribution of combinations of the dimensions was used. The number of data in the areas of the input parameter space where the ANN models showed higher error values was increased until the satisfactory accuracy of the inverse ANNs model was reached. The final training dataset referred to 814 input-output pairs. During the ANN model development procedure, the ANNs with different number of hidden neurons were trained and validated on the set of data not used for the training purpose. Among the trained ANNs, the ANNs with two hidden layers with 15 neurons in each hidden layer were chosen for the both lateral dimensions determination.

To illustrate the accuracy of the inverse RF MEMS ANN models, in Tables 2 and 3 there are results of the model testing for the input combinations not used for the ANN training. It should be noted that the resonant frequency values given in the tables are calculated in the full-wave simulator for the combination of input dimension and target output dimension. It can be seen that the absolute difference of the predicted and expected values is less than 3 μm (which is already close to fabrication tolerances) in the case of modeling the length of fingered part, and less than 3.5 μm, in the case of modeling the length of solid part. The relative errors are in most cases less than 3%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L_f$ (μm)</th>
<th>$f_{res}$ (GHz)</th>
<th>$L_f$ (Target) (μm)</th>
<th>$L_f$ (ANN) (μm)</th>
<th>Relative Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>19.17</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>17.92</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>13.13</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>10.83</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: RF MEMS switch inverse modeling: $L_f$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L_s$ (μm)</th>
<th>$f_{res}$ (GHz)</th>
<th>$L_s$ (target) (μm)</th>
<th>$L_s$ (ANN) (μm)</th>
<th>Relative Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>19.17</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>17.92</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>13.13</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>202.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>347.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>10.83</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>348.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>403.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: RF MEMS switch inverse modeling: $L_s$

VII. CONCLUSION

At the example of a capacitive coplanar shunt switch in RF MEMS technology, efficient ways for determination of the switch geometrical parameters based on the ANNs were presented. Usage of the proposed ANN models can be an efficient alternative to the standard optimization of the switch dimensions in the full-wave simulators. First, feed-forward models based on ANNs were trained to determine the switch electrical characteristics for the given values of the considered geometrical parameters. Then, inverse ANN models for determination of the switch geometrical parameters for the given switch resonant frequency were developed.

Once developed the proposed ANN models can be used for obtaining further results within seconds, which is much faster than full-wave EM simulations and optimizations lasting up to 2 hours. Having in mind that training a number of ANNs with different number of hidden neurons and long numerical simulations performed to obtain the training data take time comparable to the time needed for the optimization of the single switch, the efficiency of the proposed method is not obvious for a single switch simulation and optimization. However, the speed of the ANN models comes out as an advantage for a settled technology, when a number of switches with slight variations have to be adjusted to fulfill requirements for different applications without using heavy and time-consuming full-wave simulators, thus speeding up significantly the fabrication cycle.
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Abstract — It is known that proper and efficient modeling of vector hysteresis is crucial to the precise design and performance estimation of electric power devices and magnetic recording processes. Recently, discrete Hopfield neural networks have been successfully utilized in the construction of vector hysteresis models. This paper presents a novel energy-minimization Hopfield neural network approach to implement Stoner-Wohlfarth-like vector hysteresis operators in triangular sub-regions. Advantages of the approach stem from the non-rectangular nature of such operators, which could mimic major hysteresis loops as well as their implementation in the most commonly used triangular discretization sub-domains. Details of the approach are given in the paper.

Index Terms — Discrete Hopfield neural network, energy minimization, shape anisotropy, vector Hysteresis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic field computation in nonlinear media and media exhibiting hysteresis is, in general, a crucial activity to a wide variety of applications such as those involving analysis of magnetic recording processes and determination of core losses in power devices (see, for instance, [1-4]). In this context, only computationally efficient vector hysteresis models may be practically utilized in numerical field computation methodologies, which are indispensable for handling complicated device geometries and excitation schemes.

In the past, substantial efforts focusing on the efficiency enhancement of typical vector hysteresis models have been reported (refer, for instance, to [5]). The notion of implementing an arbitrary elementary hysteresis operator using a dual-node discrete Hopfield neural network (HNN) having positive feedback values was first introduced in [6]. In this approach, switching thresholds of the operator were easily manipulated through the feedback factor as well as an input offset term. Later on, discrete HNNs have been successfully configured to construct scalar – as well as coupled pairs of – hysteresis operators [7-9]. Moreover, an enhancement of the aforementioned HNN configuration was carried out in [10] for the implementation of Stoner-Wohlfarth-like operators. An important advantage of this enhancement stems from the non-rectangular nature of the generated operators which minimizes the number of operators required to mimic a specific loop.

This paper presents an energy minimization HNN approach to model vector hysteresis in triangular sub-regions. More specifically, the approach further generalizes the work in [10] by correlating a triangular geometrical configuration to the coupling coefficients of a corresponding 3-node HNN. Using this approach, it is possible to account for shape anisotropy implications on vector hysteresis. The approach could also be utilized in field computation in media exhibiting hysteresis.

II. REALIZATION OF A TRIANGULAR SUB-REGION INVOLVING MEDIA EXHIBITING HYSTERESIS

The proposed 2D methodology is based on the utilization of the hybrid discrete-continuous activation function proposed in [10] in a 3-node HNN with positive feedbacks, as shown in Fig. 1. It should be pointed out that this configuration is genuinely proposed in this work to realize the primitive scalar and vector hysteresis properties for a triangular sub-region \( u \) having arbitrary geometry. Within this proposed configuration, the orientation of every node is assumed to be along the line joining the \( \ell^{th} \) triangle center point to its corresponding vertex. Positive feedbacks \( k_{ij}^{(u)} \) between different triangle nodes \( i \) and \( j \) are assumed to be given by:

\[
k_{ij}^{(u)} = k_{cpl} \left| \cos(\phi_{ij}^{(u)}) \right|,
\]

where, \( k_{cpl} \) is a pre-selected coupling factor \( \leq 1 \) and \( \phi_{ij}^{(u)} \) is the angle subtended between nodes \( i \) and \( j \) orientations as shown in Fig. 2.

Assuming a hybrid activation function \( f(x) \) [10] given by:
\[ f(x) = c f_c(x) + (1-c) f_d(x), \]  
where, \( c \) is a positive constant \( \leq 1 \) while \( f_c(x) \) and \( f_d(x) \) are the sigmoid continuous and signum discrete activation functions, respectively, given by:

\[ f_c(x) = \tanh(\alpha x), \quad \alpha > 0, \]

\[ f_d(x) = \begin{cases} +1 & \text{if } x > 0 \\ -1 & \text{if } x < 0 \\ \text{unchanged} & \text{if } x = 0 \end{cases}. \]

The new hybrid activation rule for, say, node \( i \) thus becomes:

\[ m_i^{(u)}(t+1) = c f_c(\text{net}_i^{(u)}(t)) + (1-c) f_d(\text{net}_i^{(u)}(t)), \]

where \( m_i^{(u)} \) is the node output while \( \text{net}_i^{(u)} \) maybe defined, in accordance with (1) and Fig. 1, by:

\[ \text{net}_i^{(u)}(t) = \bar{h}^{(u)}(t) \cdot \left( \frac{m_i^{(u)}}{m_i} \right) + \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{3} k_{i,j}^{(u)} m_j^{(u)}(t), \]

where \( \bar{h}^{(u)} \) is the external input applied to the \( u^{th} \) triangle.

For every applied external input \( \bar{h}^{(u)} \), well established HNN time-stepping algorithms are utilized in accordance with (5)-(7) to achieve a minimum value for the \( u^{th} \) triangle energy \( E^{(u)} \) (see, for instance, [11, 12]). From the superposition principle, overall triangle output \( m^{(u)} \) may be computed from:

\[ m^{(u)} = \sum_{i=1}^{3} m_i^{(u)}. \]

In order to demonstrate the effect of the geometrical configuration on a triangle’s primitive scalar and vector hysteresis properties, consider the 3 triangles whose geometrical details are given in Fig. 3 and Table 1. x-axis scalar and rotational \( M-H \) curves corresponding to the three triangles under consideration are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively.

Table 1: Geometrical details of the triangles shown in Fig. 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Triangle</th>
<th>Orientation of the Lines Joining Center Point and Vertices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tr_1</td>
<td>0°, +120°, -120°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr_2</td>
<td>0°, +135°, -135°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr_3</td>
<td>-15.94°, +116.56°, -158.2°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Realization of a basic vector hysteresis operator representing a triangular sub-region using a tri-node HNN.

Fig. 2. Examples of two triangular sub-regions having different aspect ratios.

The state of this network converges to the minimum of the following energy function:

\[ E^{(u)} = -\sum_{i=1}^{3} \left( \bar{h}^{(u)} \cdot m_i^{(u)} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{3} k_{i,j}^{(u)} m_i^{(u)} m_j^{(u)} \right). \]
Few important observations, which are in full harmony with magnetism physical principles, may be drawn from these figures [13]. For instance, Fig. 4 suggests that the triangle having the least stretch towards the x-axis (i.e., Tr_1) is the one having the widest (hardest) scalar x-axis $M$-$H$ curve. Moreover, for the triangle which does not have a vertex orientation along the x-axis (i.e., Tr_3) it is not easy to achieve full saturation. Furthermore, Fig. 5 clearly demonstrates the tri-axis anisotropy associated with a triangular sub-region. In addition, the impact of the geometrical configuration on the rotational $M$-$H$ curves symmetry as well as tilting is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 5.

More importantly, the ability of the proposed approach to realize different $M$-$H$ curve width and squareness for a particular triangle is clearly demonstrated in Figs. 6 and 7. In these two figures, different scalar $M$-$H$ curves are generated for triangle Tr_1 by varying $k_{copl}$ and $c$, respectively. Likewise, it could be demonstrated that the scalar $M$-$H$ curves may be modified by varying $a$. This fact highlights the ability of the approach to custom fit specific hysteresis curves.

III. VECTOR HYSTERESIS MODELING FOR ARBITRARILY SHAPED OBJECTS

As previously stated, any two-dimensional geometrical arbitrary shape may be approximated by an ensemble of triangular sub-regions. Obviously, no shape anisotropy is introduced for circular configurations. In order to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed approach, the circular geometrical configuration shown in Fig. 8 (a) is considered to fit experimentally measured hysteresis loop of an isotropic magnetic sample. More specifically, this circular configuration is assumed to be composed of an ensemble of 36 triangular sub-regions. Identification of the model is achieved through the determination of unknowns $k_{copl}$, $c$ and $a$ that result in best fit with the experimental data.

For the case under consideration, the method of least square errors was utilized to carry out this process. As a result, values $k_{copl} = 0.38$, $a = 1.2$ and $c = 0.3$ were found to give the best possible qualitative and quantitative
fit for the experimentally measured loop as shown in Fig. 9. Rotational $M$-$H$ curves of the overall ensemble demonstrating the expected isotropic nature is also shown in Fig. 10 (a). Moreover, a comparison between measured and computed $M$ rotational component phase lag corresponding to different rotating $H$ amplitudes is shown in Fig. 10 (b). This figure demonstrates the good qualitative and quantitative values achieved while using an extremely low number of hysteresis operators.

In order to demonstrate the proposed approach ability to account for scalar and vector hysteresis properties variations as a result of introduced shape anisotropy, three additional geometrical configurations were considered. In specific, a square as well as a rectangle and an ellipse both having an aspect ratio of 4 were considered as shown in Figs. 8 (b)-(d).

For consistency purposes, each of these geometrical configurations was assumed to be comprised of 36 triangular sub-regions and to have the same overall unity area. Results given in Figs. 11-13 clearly suggest that the proposed approach could be successfully utilized in predicting overall hysteresis properties variations resulting from shape-introduced anisotropy. For instance, while the scalar hysteresis loop of a square object deviates from that of a circular object, loops along the $x$- and $y$-directions are identical. Nevertheless, square nature of the object may be easily inferred from its rotational $M$-$H$ curve. On the other hand, the double aspect ratio assumed for each of the ellipsoidal and rectangular objects introduces an anisotropic behavior demonstrated by the clear deviation between generated scalar hysteresis loops along $x$- and $y$-directions. Scalar loops for the aforementioned two objects are not the same. This is also demonstrated by their different rotational $M$-$H$ curves.
Fig. 12. Scalar $M-H$ curves along the along the $x$- and $y$-axes corresponding to Figs. 8 (c)-(d) for $k_{cpl} = 0.38$, $a=1.2$ and $c = 0.3$.

Fig. 13. Rotational $M-H$ curves corresponding to Figs. 8 (b)-(d) for $k_{cpl} = 0.38$, $a=1.2$ and $c = 0.3$.

For a closer look at the total magnetization orientation for every triangular sub-region in each of the four geometrical configurations, please refer to Fig. 14. In this figure a snapshot of the above-mentioned magnetization magnitudes and orientations is shown for the instant when the applied field is maximum along the positive $x$-axis direction. Results given in this figure provide a somewhat detailed view of how individual triangular sub-region magnetizations tend to orient in the direction of the applied field. Those results are especially important as they demonstrate that local hysteresis losses may be accounted for and – by incorporating inter-domain interactions – could be extended for field computation purposes in media exhibiting hysteresis.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

It can be concluded from the previous analysis, discussion and results that a tunable efficient approach to mimic scalar and vector hysteresis properties in triangular sub-regions has been proposed. Using an ensemble of triangular sub-regions, it is demonstrated that the proposed approach may be successfully utilized in matching hysteresis properties of symmetrical bodies. It has also been shown that the proposed approach may be utilized to infer shape-anisotropy-introduced hysteresis properties variations. Given that the proposed approach may be utilized to determine the magnetization magnitude and orientation on the local triangular sub-region scale, it may be extended in the future for field computation applications in media exhibiting hysteresis.
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Abstract — In order to efficiently solve the stochastic finite integration technique formulation for electrokinetics, a recently proposed generalized spectral decomposition approach is applied. Compared to the standard approach, the proposed method drastically reduces the computational burden. The results are validated by comparison with those obtained with high order polynomial chaos expansion, taken as the reference solution.

Index Terms — Electrokinetics, finite integration technique, polynomial chaos expansion, resistance welding, uncertainty quantification.

I. INTRODUCTION

The spectral stochastic finite element method (FEM) [1] based on the polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) is a well-established method and has been applied to various electromagnetic problems, e.g., [2]. In order to take advantages of the finite integration technique (FIT), a well-known alternative to the FEM, in [3] the authors presented its spectral stochastic formulation in the case of a prototype problem of electrokinetics type.

The approach in [3] exhibits large computational costs both in the storage requirements and in execution time, due to the large dimensions of the linear systems to be constructed and solved. In order to alleviate these drawbacks, in this paper the benefits of a generalized spectral decomposition approach to the stochastic FIT formulation are shown. Such approach, based on [4], allows to reduce the storage requirement to that of about one deterministic problem and the computational complexity of about one order of magnitude.

These results are validated considering a simplified geometry of a typical system for resistance welding [2, 3]. Here, three aluminium electrodes over a conductive aluminium substrate are considered. The three contact resistances are modelled as sheets of depth equal to d and conductivities \( \sigma_1 \), \( \sigma_2 \), and \( \sigma_3 \). The conductivity of aluminium is indicated with \( \sigma_0 \). Only the conductive region is discretized. Voltages \( V_1 \), \( V_2 \), and \( V_3 \) are imposed as Dirichlet boundary conditions and the three currents \( I_1 \), \( I_2 \), and \( I_3 \) are computed from the field solution.

II. DETERMINISTIC FIT FORMULATION

The stochastic FIT formulation starts from a deterministic FIT formulation, derived discretizing the spatial region of the problem \( \Omega \) by a pair of three-dimensional oriented dual grids, \( \tilde{G} \) and \( \tilde{G}^\ast \). In order to manage boundary conditions, following [5] unlike standard FIT, the pair of two-dimensional oriented dual grids, \( G_b \) and \( G_b^\ast \) are also introduced, where \( G_b \) is the trace of the primal grid \( G \) onto the boundary \( \partial \Omega \) of \( \tilde{G} \) and \( G_b^\ast \) is its dual. The continuity law for currents is discretized, in exact form, as:

\[
\mathbf{D} \mathbf{i} + \mathbf{D}_b \mathbf{i}_b = \mathbf{0},
\]

in which \( \mathbf{i} \) and \( \mathbf{i}_b \) are the vectors of the fluxes of the electric current through the faces of \( \tilde{G} \) and \( \tilde{G}^\ast \) respectively, \( \mathbf{D} \) is the volume-face incidence matrix of \( \tilde{G} \) and \( \mathbf{D}_b \) is the incidence matrix between the volumes of \( \tilde{G} \) and the faces of \( \tilde{G}_b \).

The irrotationality of the electric field is expressed, in exact form, as:

\[
\mathbf{v} = -\mathbf{G} \mathbf{\varphi},
\]

in which \( \mathbf{v} \) is the vector with the circulations of the electric field along the edges of \( \tilde{G} \), \( \mathbf{\varphi} \) is the vector of the electric potentials at the nodes of \( \tilde{G} \) and \( \mathbf{G} \) is the edge-node incidence matrix of \( \tilde{G} \). As it is well known [5-7], for any pair of dual grids \( -\mathbf{G}^\ast = \mathbf{D} \).

Ohm’s law, relating the electric field to the electric current density by means of the electric conductivity \( \sigma \), assumed to be strictly positive, is discretized in approximate form by means of a discrete material matrix \( \mathbf{M}_\sigma \), as:

\[
\mathbf{i} = \mathbf{M}_\sigma \mathbf{v}.
\]

The discrete material matrix \( \mathbf{M}_\sigma \) is assumed to be derived using the energetic approach introduced in [6] for a tetrahedral grid and extended in [7] for generic polyhedral grids. As detailed in [6], in this way this matrix is symmetric and positive definite. In usual electrokinetics problems it can be assumed that the electric conductivity is uniform and equal to \( \sigma_k \) in each subregion \( \Omega_k \) composed of a distinct material. As a result, the discrete constitutive matrix takes the form:

\[
\mathbf{M}_\sigma = \sum_{k=1}^7 \sigma_k \mathbf{M}_k.
\]
Lastly boundary conditions are introduced. For a Dirichlet problem, here considered for the sake of simplicity, such conditions can be written in exact form in terms of the incidence matrix \( \mathbf{D}_b \) as follows [5]:
\[
\mathbf{D}_b^T \varphi = \varphi_b, \tag{5}
\]
in which \( \varphi_b \) is the vector of the electric potential on the boundary \( \partial \Omega \), hence assumed known.

After grouping the unknown electric potentials at the nodes of \( G_n \), not belonging to \( G_b \), in the \( N \times 1 \) vector \( u \), it can be written:
\[
\varphi = \mathbf{D}_n u + \mathbf{D}_b \varphi_b,
\]
in which \( \mathbf{D}_n \) is the matrix mapping the electric potentials of \( u \) onto the electric potentials of \( \varphi \). Then eliminating all variables different from \( u \), (1)-(3), (5) can be reduced to the form:
\[
\mathbf{A} \mathbf{u} = \mathbf{b}, \tag{6}
\]
in the unknown \( u \), in which
\[
\mathbf{A} = \mathbf{D}_n^T \mathbf{G}_n^T \mathbf{M}_\sigma \mathbf{G}_n \mathbf{D}_n^T, \quad \mathbf{b} = -\mathbf{D}_n^T \mathbf{G}_n^T \mathbf{M}_\sigma \mathbf{D}_n \varphi_b.
\]

In case (4) holds, (6) takes the simplified form:
\[
\sum_{k=1}^K \sigma_k \mathbf{A}_k \mathbf{u} = \sum_{k=1}^K \sigma_k \mathbf{b}_k,
\]
in which
\[
\mathbf{A}_k = \mathbf{D}_n^T \mathbf{G}_n^T \mathbf{M}_\sigma \mathbf{D}_n^T, \quad \mathbf{b}_k = -\mathbf{D}_n^T \mathbf{G}_n^T \mathbf{M}_\sigma \mathbf{D}_n \varphi_b.
\]

As a consequence of the symmetry, positive definite properties of the discrete material matrix \( \mathbf{M}_\sigma \), also matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) is symmetric, positive definite. Thus, robust sparse numerical methods for symmetric positive definite matrices, both direct and iterative, can be used for solving (6).

III. STOCHASTIC FIT FORMULATION

The electric conductivity is now assumed to depend on a small number \( Q \) of random variables \( \xi_1, \ldots, \xi_Q \), that can be assumed to be statistically independent and to form a vector \( \xi = [\xi_q] \). As a result the constitutive matrix (4) depends on \( \xi \) and is indicated by \( \mathbf{M}_\sigma(\xi) \).

Hence, also the coefficient matrix, the right hand vector and unknowns in (6) depend on \( \xi \) so that it can be written:
\[
\mathbf{A}(\xi) \mathbf{u}(\xi) = \mathbf{b}(\xi). \tag{7}
\]

A PCE can now be used to approximate the unknown vector \( \mathbf{u}(\xi) \) in the form:
\[
\mathbf{u}(\xi) = \sum_{|\alpha| \leq P} \mathbf{u}_\alpha \psi_\alpha(\xi), \tag{8}
\]
in which \( \alpha = (\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_Q) \) are multi-indices of \( q \) elements, \( |\alpha| = \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 + \cdots + \alpha_Q \) and
\[
\psi_\alpha(\xi) = \psi_{\alpha_1}^{\xi_1}(\xi_1) \psi_{\alpha_2}^{\xi_2}(\xi_2) \cdots \psi_{\alpha_Q}^{\xi_Q}(\xi_Q),
\]
where \( \psi_j(\xi_q) \), with \( j = 0,1,\ldots,P \), are polynomials of degree not greater than \( P \), forming an orthonormal basis in the probability space of random variable \( \xi_q \), with \( q = 1,\ldots,Q \). Thus, the functions \( \psi_\alpha(\xi) \) are polynomials of degrees not greater than \( P \), forming a basis of dimension:
\[
M = \begin{pmatrix} P + Q \\ p \\ p \end{pmatrix}, \tag{9}
\]
which is orthonormal in the probability space of random vector \( \xi \). Equivalently, by defining the column vector \( \mathbf{y}(\xi) = [\psi_\alpha(\xi)] \) and the \( N \times M \) matrix \( \mathbf{U} = [\mathbf{u}_\alpha] \), obtained by juxtaposing \( \mathbf{u}_\alpha \) in lexicographic order, it can be written:
\[
\mathbf{u}(\xi) = \mathbf{U}(\xi). \tag{10}
\]

The spectral stochastic FIT equations are achieved by substituting (10) into (7), multiplying both members on the right by \( \mathbf{y}^T(\xi) \) and taking the expected value \( E[A] \), so that it results in:
\[
E \left[ (\mathbf{A}(\xi) \mathbf{U}(\xi) - \mathbf{b}(\xi)) \mathbf{y}^T(\xi) \right] = 0. \tag{11}
\]

Using the vec(\cdot) operator [8], (11) can be written as:
\[
\mathbf{A} \mathbf{U} = \mathbf{B}, \tag{12}
\]
a linear system of \( MN \) equations in the \( MN \) unknowns forming column vector \( \mathbf{U} = \text{vec}(\mathbf{U}) \). The coefficient matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) and right-hand vector \( \mathbf{B} \) of this system of equations can be written respectively in the form:
\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{A} &= E[\mathbf{y}(\xi) \mathbf{y}^T(\xi) \otimes \mathbf{A}(\xi)] = (1_n \otimes \mathbf{D}_b^T \mathbf{G}_n^T) E[\mathbf{y}(\xi) \mathbf{y}^T(\xi) \otimes \mathbf{M}_\sigma(\xi)] (1_n \otimes \mathbf{D}_n \mathbf{G}_n \mathbf{D}_n^T), \\
\mathbf{B} &= E[\mathbf{y}(\xi) \otimes \mathbf{b}(\xi)] = (1_n \otimes \mathbf{D}_b^T \mathbf{G}_n^T) E[\mathbf{y}(\xi) \otimes \mathbf{M}_\sigma(\xi)] (1_n \otimes \mathbf{D}_n \varphi_b). \end{align*}
\]

being \( \otimes \) the tensor product.

In case (4) holds, (11) and (12) can be respectively written in the simplified forms:
\[
\sum_{k=1}^K \mathbf{A}_k \mathbf{U} = \sum_{k=1}^K \mathbf{b}_k = \sum_{k=1}^K \mathbf{S}_k \mathbf{e}_1 \otimes \mathbf{b}_k, \quad \mathbf{S}_k = E[\sigma_k(\xi) \psi_j(\xi) \psi_l(\xi)].
\]
a symmetric positive definite matrix and being \( \mathbf{e}_1 \) the \( M \times 1 \) vector with all zeros except the first element equal to one.

As a consequence of the symmetry, positive definite properties of the discrete material matrix \( \mathbf{M}_\sigma \), the coefficient matrix of (12) is symmetric, positive definite. Thus, also for problem (12), the robust sparse numerical methods specific for symmetric positive definite matrices, both direct and iterative can be used. However, as with stochastic FEM, difficulties arise with the solution of this system of equations when the number of independent random variables \( Q \) and PCE order \( P \) increase, due to the increased dimensionality \( MN \) of the problem, as a consequence of (9).

IV. GENERALIZED SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION

An iterative approach, recently proposed in literature [4], is here adapted to approximate the solution of (12). In this approach, given at step \( j - 1 \) an approximation for \( \mathbf{u}(\xi) \) in a form analogous to (10),
\[
\mathbf{u}_{j-1}(\xi) = \mathbf{U}_{j-1}(\xi), \tag{13}
\]
a new approximation \( \mathbf{u}_j(\xi) \) is obtained as:
\[
\mathbf{u}_j(\xi) = \mathbf{u}_{j-1}(\xi) + \sum_{r=1}^P \mathbf{w}_r \mathbf{A}_r(\xi), \tag{14}
\]
in which a number $R \ll M$ of $N \times 1$ vectors $\mathbf{w}_r$ are searched for together with a number $R$ of functions $\lambda_r(\xi)$ belonging to the space spanned by the $\psi_n(\xi)$ functions expressed as:

$$\lambda_r(\xi) = \sum_{n \in \mathcal{S}_r} l_{nr} \psi_n(\xi),$$

in which $l_{nr}$ are coefficients. Let $\lambda(\xi) = [\lambda_r(\xi)]$ be an $R \times 1$ vector. Also let $\mathbf{W} = [\mathbf{w}_r]$ be an $N \times R$ matrix and let it be $\mathcal{L} = [l_{ra}]$ an $R \times M$ matrix so that $\lambda(\xi) = \mathbf{L} \psi(\xi)$ and (13) can be rewritten in the form:

$$\mathbf{U}_j = \mathbf{U}_{j-1} + \mathbf{W} \mathcal{L},$$

$$\mathbf{u}_j(\xi) = \mathbf{u}_{j-1}(\xi),$$

in which $\mathbf{W}$ and $\mathcal{L}$ have to be determined. In order to compute $\mathbf{W}$ and $\mathcal{L}$, an iterative procedure is adopted. Precisely, assuming that $\mathbf{W}$ is known, $\mathcal{L}$ is computed by solving the equations obtained substituting (16) into (11) and multiplying on the left by $\mathbf{W}^T$,

$$\mathbf{W}^T [(\mathbf{A}(\xi)(\mathbf{U}_{j-1} + \mathbf{W} \mathcal{L}) \psi(\xi) - b(\xi) \psi^T(\xi)) = 0.$$

After applying the vec($\cdot$) operator, this equation is written in the form of the system of RM equations:

$$E[\psi(\xi) \psi^T(\xi) \otimes \mathbf{W}^T \mathbf{A}(\xi) \mathbf{W}] \mathbf{L} = E[\psi(\xi) \otimes \mathbf{W}^T b(\xi)] - E[\psi(\xi) \psi^T(\xi) \otimes \mathbf{W} \mathbf{A}(\xi)] \mathbf{U}_{j-1},$$

(19)

in the RM unknowns forming the column vector $\mathbf{L} = \text{vec}(\mathcal{L})$. In case (4) holds, Equations (18) and (19) can be respectively rewritten in the simplified forms:

$$\sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathbf{W}^T \mathbf{A}_k \mathbf{w} \mathcal{L}_k = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathbf{W}^T \mathbf{b}_k e_1^T S_k - \sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathbf{W}^T \mathbf{U}_{j-1} S_k,$$

$$\sum_{k=1}^{K} S_k \otimes \mathbf{W} \mathbf{A}_k \mathbf{W} \mathbf{L} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} S_k e_1 \otimes \mathbf{W} \mathbf{b}_k + -(\sum_{k=1}^{K} S_k \otimes \mathbf{W} \mathbf{A}_k \mathbf{U}_{j-1}),$$

(20)

(21)

Then, assuming $\mathcal{L}$ to be known, $\mathbf{W}$ is computed solving the equations obtained substituting (16) into (11), multiplying on the right by $\mathcal{L}^T$ and using that $\lambda^T(\xi) = \psi^T(\xi) \mathcal{L}^T$, so that

$$E[(\mathbf{A}(\xi)(\mathbf{U}_{j-1} + \mathbf{W} \mathcal{L}) \psi(\xi) - b(\xi) \mathbf{A}(\xi)] \mathbf{L}^T(\xi) = 0.$$  

(22)

After applying the vec($\cdot$) operator, this equation is written in the form of the system of RN equations:

$$E[\mathbf{L} \psi(\xi) \psi^T(\xi) \otimes \mathbf{A}(\xi)] \mathbf{W} = E[\mathbf{L} \psi(\xi) \otimes \mathbf{b}(\xi)] + E[\mathbf{L} \psi^T(\xi) \mathbf{L}^T(\xi) \otimes \mathbf{A}(\xi)] \mathbf{U}_{j-1},$$

(23)

in the RN variables forming the column vector $\mathbf{W} = \text{vec}(\mathbf{W})$. In case (4) holds, Equations (22) and (23) can be respectively rewritten in the forms:

$$\sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathbf{A}_k \mathbf{w} \mathcal{L}_k \mathbf{L}^T = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathbf{b}_k e_1^T S_k \mathbf{L}^T - \sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathbf{A}_k \mathbf{U}_{j-1} S_k \mathbf{L}^T,$$

(24)

$$\sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathcal{L} S_k \mathbf{L}^T \otimes \mathbf{A}_k \mathbf{W} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathcal{L} S_k e_1 \otimes \mathbf{b}_k + -(\sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathcal{L} S_k \mathbf{L}^T \otimes \mathbf{A}_k) \mathbf{U}_{j-1}.$$

(25)

Equations (21), (23) are iteratively solved until convergence of $\mathbf{W} \mathcal{L}$ in the energy norm. This procedure can be stopped after $S$ iterations, typically in the range 1 + 4 [4]. The whole procedure is then repeated, increasing $j$ until the residual of (12) when $\mathbf{U} = \mathbf{U}_j$ is less than a tolerance, as detailed in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1: Approximation of $\mathbf{U}$**

Set $i := 0$
Set $j := 0$
Set $\mathbf{U}_j := 0$

**repeat**
Set $j := j + 1$
Choose $\mathcal{L}$ randomly

**repeat 5 times**
Set $i := i + 1$ (total number of iterations)
Orthonormalize rows of $\mathcal{L}$
Solve (25) for $\mathbf{W} = \text{vec}(\mathbf{W})$
Orthonormalize columns of $\mathbf{W}$
Solve (21) for $\mathbf{L} = \text{vec}(\mathcal{L})$

**end**
Update $\mathbf{U}_j$ by (16)

**until** convergence

For each step $i$ Algorithm 1 requires the solutions of the systems of RM Equation (24) and the solutions of the systems of RN Equation (20). Since the coefficient matrices of these problems are ensured to be symmetric, positive definite, the same robust numerical methods for solving the deterministic problems, both direct and iterative, can be used.

Using iterative methods the coefficient matrix is not directly constructed, but the product of the coefficient matrix with column vectors is computed. Since (20) and (21) are equivalent, the left-hand-side of (21) can be more efficiently computed as:

$$\text{vec}(\sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathbf{W}^T \mathbf{A}_k \mathcal{L} \mathbf{S}_k \mathbf{L}^T).$$

Similarly since (24) and (25) are equivalent, the left-hand-side of (25) can be more efficiently computed as:

$$\text{vec}(\sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathbf{A}_k \mathcal{L} \mathbf{S}_k \mathbf{L}^T).$$

In order to reduce computational complexity, while maintaining satisfactory convergence properties, small values of $R$ are chosen. While in [4] only the case $R=1$ is considered, here it is shown that small values of $R$ greater than 1 can be more effective choices. It is noted that for small numbers $Q$ of random variables and relatively low PCE orders $P$, as in the cases considered here, $M$ is usually much smaller than $N$, so that the only computationally demanding problem is problem (25) in RN variables. The orthonormalization of the rows of $\mathcal{L}$ and of the columns of $\mathbf{W}$ is performed in order to ensure robustness, as detailed in [4].

**V. NUMERICAL RESULTS**

The 3D problem shown in Fig. 1 is chosen as a test case. Conductivities $\sigma_1$, $\sigma_2$, and $\sigma_3$ are modelled as uniformly distributed random variables, in the range 1.41 MS/m – 11.3 MS/m. Voltages are imposed with values $V_1=V_3=1$ V and $V_2=0$. Only the conductive region, without the surrounding air region, is discretized.
Homogeneous Neumann’s boundary conditions are used everywhere, with the exception of the three electrodes at which Dirichlet’s boundary conditions are used, as indicated in Fig. 1.

A set of primal tetrahedral grids is generated. Among these a tetrahedral grid with $n=6441$ nodes is chosen whose further refining introduces variations in the potential distribution lesser that $1\%$ in the energy norm. The energetic approach to FIT is used for constructing discrete material matrices. In particular, the basis functions introduced in [6] for tetrahedral grids are adopted.

The PCE of the electric current $I_1$ is estimated in the case $P=7$. In the PCE intrusive approach the computational time for solving (12) by the Conjugate Gradient (CG) algorithm is about $152$ s on a 2.3 GHz Intel Core i7 with tolerance equal to $10^{-9}$. Memory storage requirement is about $120$ MB.

In Fig. 2, the probability density function (pdf) of the current $I_1$ computed following the GSD approach (Algorithm 1) and the one obtained with the standard PCE intrusive approach are compared. In [3] the computation of the same pdf is carried out in about 10 hours by means of $10^5$ Monte Carlo simulations using the same computer, validating previous results. A good agreement among the three methods is observed.

The convergence of the approximations to the solution $U$ provided by Algorithm 1 for various choices of $R$ and $S$ is shown in Figs. 3-8, when the relative error is defined as:

$$error = \frac{\|U_{i-1} - U\|}{\|U\|}. \quad (22)$$

![Fig. 1. 2D section of the test case. Depth is equal to $s$, with $s=10$ mm and $d=1$ mm.](image)

![Fig. 2. Probability density function of the current $I_1$.](image)

![Fig. 3. Relative error (22) vs. number of iterations $i$ of Algorithm 1 when $R=1$, for different values of $S$.](image)

![Fig. 4. Relative error vs. number of iterations $i$ when $R=4$, for different values of $S$.](image)

![Fig. 5. Relative error vs. number of iterations $i$ when $S=1$, for different values of $R$.](image)
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper it is shown how a generalized spectral decomposition approach can be applied to the spectral stochastic formulation of FIT based on PCE. As an application example, a typical system for resistance welding is analyzed. The results show that the proposed approach allows to drastically reduce the storage requirement and the computational time of the spectral stochastic formulation of FIT based on PCE.
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Abstract — This paper presents a novel approach for the efficient solution of large-scale microstrip structures with the mixed potential integral equation (MPIE) in conjunction with the method of moments (MoM) based on the conventional Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) basis functions. Although multilevel QR (MLQR) is efficient compared with direct method, it consumes more computation time and storage memory. A novel matrix compression technique is presented to recompress the sub-matrices of MLQR algorithm. The advantages of applying the novel recompression technique are illustrated by numerical results, the computation time as well as the memory requirements are compared to the conventional MLQR algorithm and the matrix decomposition algorithm-singular value decomposition (MDA-SVD). It is demonstrated that the use of proposed method can result in significant savings in computation time and memory requirements, with little or no compromise in the accuracy of the solution.

Index Terms — Compression techniques, microstrip structure, Multilevel QR Algorithm (MLQR).

I. INTRODUCTION

The method of moments (MoM) \cite{1-5} has been widely used for the analysis of microstrip structures. The first kind is the spectral domain MoM which has been used to analyze the electromagnetic problems in \cite{3}. The second kind is the spatial domain MoM which is proposed by Michalski and Hsu in \cite{4} for scattering by microstrip patch antennas in a multilayered medium. However, the conventional MoM using subsectional basis functions and \(\lambda/10\) discretization becomes highly inefficient for the analysis of large-scale microstrip structures. This is because the size of the associated MoM matrix grows very rapidly as the dimensions become large in terms of the wavelength, or a fine mesh is used to model a complex structure to guarantee good solution accuracy, and this in turn places an inordinately heavy burden on the CPU in terms of both memory requirement and computational complexity, which increase with \(O(N^2)\) and \(O(N^3)\), where \(N\) is the number of unknowns. This difficulty can be circumvented by using the Krylov iterative method, which can reduce the operation count to \(O(N^2)\).

To make the iterative methods more efficient, many fast algorithms are developed to speed up the matrix-vector product operation, such as the fast multipole method (FMM) \cite{6-7} and the matrix decomposition techniques \cite{8-22}, etc. The multilevel fast multi-pole algorithm (MLFMA) \cite{23} has been successfully applied to the free space problem since the memory cost is reduced to the order of \(N\log N\). To be noticed, though the FMM is successfully applied to the microstrip problems, the procession is always difficult because of its dependence on the Green’s function. At the beginning, FMM is tried to combine with discrete complex image method (DCIM) to solve the static and two-dimensional problems \cite{6}. Unfortunately, it will be lack of accuracy when the frequency is high. Though FMM is employed in \cite{7} for full wave analysis, the implementation is very complicated because the surface-wave poles are extracted in DCIM. The FMM also has been applied to thin layer structures as the thin stratified medium fast multipole algorithm \cite{24} which is adaptive to thin-stratified media. In contrast with FMM, the matrix decomposition technique is purely algebraic and, therefore, independent of the problem of Green’s function. It can be easily interfaced to existing MOM codes. QR is a popular matrix decomposition technique, which has been successfully applied in \cite{18-22} to electromagnetic problems.

The aim of this paper is to present a novel representation of MLQR algorithm for analyzing the electromagnetic scattering and radiation problems of
microstrip structures. It utilizes novel recompression technique to recompress the sub-matrices of MLQR. Simulation results show that the proposed method is computationally more efficient than the MLQR and the MDA-SVD algorithm [16-17].

II. NOVEL VERSION OF MLQR ALGORITHM

A. MLQR algorithm
The QR algorithm has been widely used to analyze the scattering/radiation [18-22], which exploits the well known fact that for well separated sub-scatterers, the corresponding sub-matrices are low rank and can be compressed [8-17]. MLQR has been successfully applied in [21-22] to electromagnetic problems. In MLQR implementation, the far-field matrix can be expressed as:

$$[Z_r] = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{i=1}^{M(i)} \sum_{j=1}^{F_{\text{Far}(i)}(j)} [Q_{ij}] [R_{ij}], \quad (1)$$

where $M(l)$ is the number of on empty groups at level $l$ and, denotes the number of far interaction groups of the $i$-th nonempty group for each observation group $l(i)$ at level $l$. The largest boxes not touching each other are at level 3 in the octal tree, while the smallest boxes are at level 1. The product $[Q_{ij}] [R_{ij}]$ is associated with the interaction between the observer group $l(i)$ and the source group $l(j)$. For a given observation group $l(i)$, it is needed to store the matrix $[R_{ij}]$ for different source group $l(j)$, increasing the memory requirement. A novel recompression technique is utilized to recompress the sub-matrices of MLQR in this paper, which provides a sparser impedance matrix than the MLQR in solving 2-D and 3-D electromagnetic problems.

B. Novel Version of MLQR (NVMLQR)
A novel version of MLQR is proposed in this section, which utilizes matrix recompression technique to transform the far-field matrix into a sparser form. The Equation (1) can be changed into the following form:

$$[Z_r] = \sum_{l=3}^{L} \sum_{i=1}^{M(i)} \sum_{j=1}^{F_{\text{Far}(i)}(j)} [Y_{ij}] [W_{ij}^*], \quad (2)$$

where $[W]$ is a unitary matrix, which is also block-diagonal matrix. The $[W]^*$ is the conjugate matrix of $[W]$. It needs to store the matrix $[W_{ij}]$ only once for a given the observer group $l(i)$ and the dimensions of matrix $[Y_{ij}]$ are very small. Therefore, the form of Equation (2) is much sparser than that of Equation (1). The following process is used to form the two matrices in the Equation (2):

(i) The formation process of matrix $[Y]$

For level $l$, loop over all level $l$ source groups $l(i)$, which is not near-neighbors of the group $l(j)$. Extract the corresponding sub-matrix $[Z_{l(i)(j)}]$, $l(i) \in \text{Far}(l(j))$ of impedance matrix $[Z]$, which is approximated by Equation (1). Then concatenate all matrix $[R_{l(i)(j)}]$ in a row and obtain the matrix $R$. Maintaining the admissible error $\varepsilon$, use adaptive cross approximation-singular value decomposition (ACA-SVD) [25] (which does need to form the whole information of matrix $[A]$) to decompose the matrix $[A]$:

$$[A_{mn}] = \begin{cases} \ldots \quad [R_{l(i)(j)}] \quad \text{ACA-SVD} \\ \quad k < \min(p,m), \end{cases} \quad (3)$$

where $n$ indicates the number of the basis functions in the box $l(j)$, $p$ denotes the sum of the rank $r$ of sub-matrix $[Z_{l(i)(j)}]$, $l(i) \in \text{Far}(l(j))$ in Equation (1), while $k$ indicates the rank of the matrix $[A]$, $[Y_{ij}^*]'$ is the $j$-th diagonal block of $[W]$. Implement the procedure as the above, we can build $[W]$. Using the procedures at all level of octal tree structure, we can obtain the whole matrix of $[W]$.

(ii) The formation process of matrix $[Y]$

The matrix $[Y]$ is formed by using the matrix $[W]$ and Equation (1), which utilizes the matrix $[W]$ multiply both sides of the Equation (1). For level $l$, the detail process is shown in the following:

$$[Y] = \sum_{i=1}^{M(i)} \sum_{j=1}^{F_{\text{Far}(i)(j)}} [Q_{ij}] [R_{ij}] [W_{ij}]. \quad (4)$$

The dimensions of matrix $[Y]$ are very small. Using the procedures at all level of octal tree structure, we can obtain the whole matrix of $[Y]$.

The essential of above procedure is to recompress the far-field matrix of MLQR. The dominant memory usage of the novel version of MLQR is the storage of the matrices $[W]$ and $[Y]$. The forms of the matrices $[W]$ and $[Y]$ are very sparse. Because of recompression of far interactions, the matrix-vector multiplication of proposed method is more efficient than that of MLQR.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To validate and demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed novel version of MLQR (NVMLQR), some numerical results are presented in this section. In the implementation of the NVMLQR, the restarted version of generalized minimal residual (GMRES) algorithm [26-27] is used as the iterative method. The restart number of GMRES is set to be 30 and the stop precision for restarted GMRES is denoted to be $10^{-3}$. The truncating tolerance of MDA-SVD is $10^{-3}$ relative to the largest singular value. All experiments are performed on a Core-i5 3350P with 3.1 GHz CPU and...
A. The accuracy of the NVMLQR

The first example is a dual wideband filter shown in Fig. 1 (a). The dimensions of the structure are the same as that presented in [28]. The second example concerns the radiation from microstrip corporate fed planar arrays. The geometry of an 16×16 antenna array is depicted in Fig. 1 (b), where \( \varepsilon_r = 2.2 \) and the substrate thickness is \( h = 1.59 \text{mm} \). The width of rectangular patch is \( W = 10.08 \text{mm} \) with \( L = 11.79 \text{mm} \). The fed line is of the width \( d_1 = 1.3 \text{mm} \), \( d_2 = 3.93 \text{mm} \) with the length \( L_1 = 12.32 \text{mm} \), \( L_2 = 18.48 \text{mm} \). The interval between patches are \( D_1 = 23.58 \text{mm} \) and \( D_2 = 22.40 \text{mm} \), respectively. The frequency is 9.42 GHz. The \( S \)-parameter of the dual wideband filter is analyzed in Fig. 2, while the radiation pattern which is observed at \( \phi = 90^\circ \) shown in Fig. 3. It can be found that the results of the proposed method agree well with the HFSS and the Ansoft Designer simulation results. The results validate the accuracy of the proposed method.

B. The efficiency analysis of the NVMLQR

In order to check the efficiency of the algorithm, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 shows the memory behavior and the CPU
time per iteration of the NVMLQR observed on the series-fed microstrip antenna when the number of unknowns is increased, respectively. MVP indicates one matrix-vector operation in Fig. 5. According to the plots, the memory requirement of the NVMLQR is much less than that of MLQR, while it is much less than sixth of the MDA-SVD’s memory and a seventh of the MLQR’s memory. The MVP time of the NVMLQR is much less than a quarter of that of MDA-SVD and a fifth of that of MLQR.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel version of MLQR (NVMLQR) is applied to analyze the properties of microstrip structures efficiently. It is more convenient than MLFMA for solving the complex Green’s functions’ problems. Since recompression of far interactions of MLQR, the matrix-vector multiplication of the NVMLQR is much more efficient than MLQR. The numerical results demonstrate that the memory requirement and matrix-vector multiplication time of NVMLQR are much less than that of MLQR and MDA-SVD, while the accuracy of the NVMLQR is controllable. It can be used to compute monostatic RCS’s of complex objects efficiently.
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Abstract — An analytical solution is presented for line source excitation of a cylinder with perfect electromagnetic conductor (PEMC) core which is coated with multilayer anisotropic materials. Exact solution is presented using analytical relations for scattering from cylindrical structures. For multilayer structures, we have to calculate the inverse of a matrix which is sparse, thus, we use recursive relations to calculate the fields. A recursive relation for solving the problem with PEMC boundary condition is presented. Finally, some examples are given using this method and the results are compared and validated with the simulation results and other works. The advantage of analytical relation proposed in this paper is much less run time compared to numerical simulation.

Index Terms — Line source, multilayer structures, perfect electromagnetic conductor, scattering RCS, special materials/anisotropic.

I. INTRODUCTION

Perfect electromagnetic conductor which was introduced by Lindell and Sihvola [3] is described using the following relations:

\[ H + M E = 0, \]
\[ \vec{D} - M \vec{B} = 0, \]

where M is the admittance of PEMC: a more general form of PEC or PMC, which can be simplified to show these boundary conditions.

PEMC is an ideal boundary, since it can be shown that pointing vector has only an imaginary part and no real part; thus, no real power flows into PEMC and it can be described as:

\[ n \times (\vec{H} \times M \vec{E}) = 0. \]

PEMC boundary condition has been widely studied in several works from realization to a variety of scattering problems to applications. In references [6-8], the realization of PEMC boundary condition has been conducted. A grounded ferrite can be designed to have a Faraday rotation and thus show PEMC boundary condition. In [9-19], scattering problems containing PEMC boundary condition have been worked on. Reflection and transmission obliquely incident plane wave at the interface of a PEMC was considered in [9]. Analytical relations for scattering from a PEMC sphere and cylinder have been considered in [10] and [11], respectively. Scattering from a PEMC cylinder coated with single metamaterial layer was considered in [12]. Also, scattering from a PEMC cylinder buried in a dielectric half space was investigated in [13]. Scattering from two PEMC cylinders was investigated in [14] using iterative methods. In [15], a transformation method was introduced to solve the problems containing PEMC boundary condition and those involving PEMC objects in the air were treated. In [16], an extension to PEMC was introduced as “good electromagnetic conductor”. Plane electromagnetic wave propagation in PEMC was considered in [17]. In [18] and [19] a PEMC cylindrical reflector has been studied and high frequency expressions were used.

Electromagnetic scattering from stratified media is the subject of many research and scientific articles [21]. By using stratified media, we can obtain some advantageous like wideband operation of our structure [22] and increased degree of freedom. Specifically, scattering analysis of anisotropic stratified medium is the subject of interest in many works [23-24]. For example, in [24], a stratified anisotropic medium was used to achieve invisibility. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate the problem of multilayer anisotropic coat with different cores including PEMC core. Solution of electromagnetic scattering from an anisotropic cylinder is studied in many resources. One of which is [20].

Most of the PEMC problems have concentrated on single PEMC core or single layer coated PEMC. For example, in [4], a single anisotropic layer coating a PEMC cylinder was considered and scattering of plane wave was investigates through this structure. Not many papers have investigated the scattering problem of a multilayer structure containing PEMC core. In this paper, this problem is considered for the cylindrical geometry with a simple method.
Organization of the paper is as follows: In the first section, formulation of the problem is stated, general form of the field in each region is introduced, boundary conditions are presented and the problem of sparseness of a matrix which should be inverted to solve the problem is issued.

In the next section, recursive relations are introduced to solve the problem of sparseness of that matrix mentioned in the previous paragraph. The last section presents the results.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

In this section, we investigate the analysis of the above stated problem. Geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 1. The permittivity and permeability tensors of the above stated problem. Geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 1. The permittivity and permeability tensors of the problem can be stated as:

\[
\varepsilon = \begin{bmatrix} \varepsilon_1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \varepsilon_2 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \varepsilon_3 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \mu = \begin{bmatrix} \mu_1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \mu_2 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \mu_3 \end{bmatrix} \rho \phi z .
\]

The form of the field in each region is introduced, boundary conditions involve the continuity of tangential electric and magnetic fields at the boundary between two layers or between the last layer and free space. Since we have two polarizations, as one original polarization and one cross polarization, we should write boundary conditions for each polarization separately and apply PEMC boundary conditions between the field components of co and cross-polarized components of the first layer. In what follows, we have written boundary conditions in each region separately, the first two equations are for general polarization and the last two equations are for cross polarization. One of the two equations is for the electric field and the other is related to the magnetic field:

And the field distribution for cross-pol components can be stated as:

\[
H_z^s = -\frac{k_0}{4j} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} b_n H_n^{(2)}(k_0 \rho) e^{jn(\theta-\phi)},
\]

\[
E_\phi^s = -\frac{\omega \mu_0}{4} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} b_n H_n^{(2)}(k_0 \rho) e^{jn(\theta-\phi)}, \quad (\rho > \rho_N)
\]

\[
H_z^{(i)}(n) = -\frac{k_0}{4j} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} [c_{n}^{(i)} H_{n}^{(i)}(u_n^i) + d_{n}^{(i)} H_{n}^{(i)}(u_n^i)]...
\]

Also, the form of field distribution in each anisotropic layer would be:

\[
E_z^i = -\frac{\omega \mu_0}{4} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} a_n H_n^{(2)}(k_0 \rho) e^{jn(\theta-\phi)},
\]

\[
H_\phi^i = -\frac{k_0}{4j} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} a_n H_n^{(2)}(k_0 \rho) e^{jn(\theta-\phi)}. \quad (8)
\]

And the field distribution for cross-pol components can be stated as:

\[
H_z^s = -\frac{k_0}{4j} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} b_n H_n^{(2)}(k_0 \rho) e^{jn(\theta-\phi)},
\]

\[
E_\phi^s = -\frac{\omega \mu_0}{4} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} b_n H_n^{(2)}(k_0 \rho) e^{jn(\theta-\phi)}, \quad (\rho > \rho_N)
\]

\[
H_z^{(i)}(n) = -\frac{k_0}{4j} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} [c_{n}^{(i)} H_{n}^{(i)}(u_n^i) + d_{n}^{(i)} H_{n}^{(i)}(u_n^i)]...
\]

\[
E_\phi^i = -\frac{\omega \mu_0}{4} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} [c_{n}^{(i)} H_{n}^{(i)}(u_n^i) + d_{n}^{(i)} H_{n}^{(i)}(u_n^i)]
\]

\[
\omega = n \frac{\mu_1}{\mu_1}, \quad u_n^i = k_0 \rho \sqrt{\varepsilon_n^i H_{2i}}, \quad Y_{ij} = \frac{\varepsilon_{ij}}{\mu_2}.
\]

Here, \(\rho_N\) is radius of the \(N\)th layer.

Now, we should apply boundary conditions to complete the formulation of the problem. Boundary conditions involve the continuity of tangential electric and magnetic fields at the boundary between two layers or between the last layer and free space. Since we have two polarizations, as one original polarization and one cross polarization, we should write boundary conditions for each polarization separately and apply PEMC boundary conditions between the field components of co and cross-polarized components of the first layer. In what follows, we have written boundary conditions in each region separately, the first two equations are for general polarization and the last two equations are for cross polarization. One of the two equations is for the electric field and the other is related to the magnetic field:
Equations (17-20) are boundary conditions between last layer and free space. Equations (21-22) are PEMC boundary conditions.

Equations (17-20) are formulated in the following section recursive relations instead which is introduced and task and we want to prevent this difficulty so we use recursive relations. We get this idea and use it for our cylindrically layered media.

According to Equations (19) and (20), we can obtain recursive relations for cross-polarized components as follows:

$$\frac{d_{21}}{c_{21}} = F_d H_{n+1}^{1+}(u_n^e) - H_n^{2+}(k_n \rho_n) H_{n+1}^{2+}(u_n^e), \quad (25)$$

$$\frac{c_{21}}{c_{21}} = H_n^{2+}(k_n \rho_n) H_{n+1}^{2+}(u_n^e) - F_d F_{n+1}^{2+} (u_n^e), \quad (26)$$

$$F_d = Z_m H_{n}^{2+}(k_n \rho_n), \quad (27)$$

$$F_{d_2} = Z_{m+1}[H_{n+1}^{1+}(u_n^e) + d_{21}/c_{21}], \quad (28)$$

$$F_{d_2} = Z_{m+1}[H_{n+1}^{1+} (u_n^e) + d_{21}/c_{21}], \quad (29)$$

It is observed that we have a certain known value for $d_{21}/c_{21}$; thus, we can express $d_{21}/c_{21}$ in terms of $d_{21}/c_{21}$ according to 26 and continue it until getting to the first layer and obtain $d_{12}/c_{12}$ which is known.
Afterwards, we make a relationship between co and cross-polarized components using the following relation (obtained from PEMC boundary condition):

\[
\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i} = \frac{F_i\left(\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right)H_{vri}^{(1)}(u_{m1}^{(r)}) - F_k\left(\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right)H_{vri}^{(1)}(u_{m1}^{(k)})}{F_k\left(\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right)H_{vri}^{(2)}(u_{m1}^{(k)}) - F_i\left(\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right)H_{vri}^{(2)}(u_{m1}^{(r)})}, \tag{30}
\]

\[
F_k = \left(\frac{k_{0c}}{4}\right)^2Y_i H_{vri}^{(1)'}(u_{m1}^{(k)}), \tag{31}
\]

\[
F_i = \left[H_{vri}^{(1)}(u_{m1}^{(r)}) + \frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}H_{vri}^{(2)}(u_{m1}^{(r)})\right], \tag{32}
\]

\[
F_k = \left[H_{vri}^{(1)'}(u_{m1}^{(k)}) + \frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}H_{vri}^{(2)'}(u_{m1}^{(k)})\right]. \tag{33}
\]

Now, we move from the first layer to the last layer using recursive relations of co-polarized components of the field. We express \(d_i^N / c_n^i\) in terms of \(d_i^N / c_n^i\) which is known according to Equation (30) and continue to obtain \(d_i^N / c_n^i\). We use the following recursive relation for this task:

\[
\frac{d_i^{N+1}}{c_n^{i+1}} = \frac{F_i\left(\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right)H_{vri}^{(1)}(u_{m1}^{(r)}) - F_k\left(\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right)H_{vri}^{(1)}(u_{m1}^{(k)})}{F_k\left(\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right)H_{vri}^{(2)}(u_{m1}^{(k)}) - F_i\left(\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right)H_{vri}^{(2)}(u_{m1}^{(r)})}, \tag{34}
\]

\[
F_i\left(\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right) = Y_i\left[H_{vri}^{(1)}(u_{m1}^{(r)}) + H_{vri}^{(2)}(u_{m1}^{(r)})\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right], \tag{35}
\]

\[
F_k\left(\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right) = Y_k\left[H_{vri}^{(1)'}(u_{m1}^{(k)}) + H_{vri}^{(2)'}(u_{m1}^{(k)})\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right]. \tag{36}
\]

When we obtain \(d_i^N / c_n^i\), we can use Equations (17) and (18) to obtain \(a_n\) as follows:

\[
a_n = \frac{F_i\left(\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right)H_{vri}^{(1)}(k_{0d}r) - F_k\left(\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right)H_{vri}^{(1)}(k_{0d}r')}{F_k\left(\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right)H_{vri}^{(2)}(k_{0d}r) - F_i\left(\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right)H_{vri}^{(2)}(k_{0d}r')}, \tag{37}
\]

\[
F_i\left(\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right) = \left[H_{vri}^{(1)}(u_{m1}^{(r)}) + H_{vri}^{(2)}(u_{m1}^{(r)})\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right], \tag{38}
\]

\[
F_k\left(\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right) = Y_k\left[H_{vri}^{(1)'}(u_{m1}^{(k)}) + H_{vri}^{(2)'}(u_{m1}^{(k)})\frac{d_i^N}{c_n^i}\right]. \tag{39}
\]

Thus, the problem is solved completely and we know the scattering coefficient and consequently scattering pattern and total field pattern.

Similar relations might be written for TE polarization. We can briefly describe what we did in this part:

We started from the last layer and used recursive relations of cross-polarized components (Equations (25) and (26)) to move through the layers to the first layer. In the first layer, we used PEMC boundary conditions (Equations (21) and (22)) and made a relationship between co- and cross-pol components (Equation (30)). Afterwards, we moved through the layers to the last layer using recursive relations of co-polarized components (Equation (34)) and finally obtained scattering coefficient. Thus, our movement was from the last to the first layers in terms of recursive relations of cross-polarized components and from the first to the last layers in terms of recursive relations of co-polarized components. This issue is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.

Note that, according to Fig. 2, by starting with \(b_n\), we mean that we use Equation (25) to start moving through the layers and there is no dependence on \(b_n\).

\[\text{Fig. 2. Movements in layers in order to find scattering coefficient. Layers are cylindrical.}\]

**IV. RESULTS**

In this section, we are going to illustrate the numerical results of the formulas presented earlier. Some methods are exerted to validate the results. One of them is to compare the results of a simple problem solved using our method with full-wave software like CST microwave studio. A simple problem refers to the one in which the core is PEC and the coat material is isotropic. Thus, we simulate a PEC cylinder coated with several dielectric layers illuminated by plane wave and then observe a near-field pattern. Afterwards, we are sure that our results are true for simple problems and recursive relations are written correctly. Finally, we compare the results with those of some of the previous works for PEMC core.

The result seen in CST is electric in TM polarization case and magnetic field in TE polarization case evaluated on a curve which is a circle concentric with a cylindrical structure.

Therefore, a PEC cylinder coated with 5 dielectric layers illuminated with TM and TE-polarized plane wave is simulated. Comparison is made between our code and CST simulation and then presented in Fig. 3. As can be seen from Fig. 3, comparisons show that our method has great accuracy and is thus reliable. The next step is to compare the results with other works.

In [4], Montaseri et al. solved the problem for one layer case. Here, we compare our results with those of their work. Two general cases are considered: Isotropic
and Anisotropic. In each case, co and cross-pol results are compared.

The results in [4] are for the plane wave case. Normalized scattering cross-section with the following form is considered:

\[
\frac{\sigma_{\text{co}}}{\lambda_0} = \frac{2}{\pi} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} a_n e^{j\phi_0 \lambda_0 n} , \quad (40)
\]

\[
\frac{\sigma_{\text{cross}}}{\lambda_0} = \frac{2}{\pi} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} b_n e^{j\phi_0 \lambda_0 n} , \quad (41)
\]

where \(a_n\) is scattering coefficient for co-polarized component, \(b_n\) is scattering coefficient for cross-polarized coefficient, and \(\phi_0\) is angle of plane wave incidence.

In Figs. 4 and 5, isotropic dielectric cylinder coating a PEMC cylinder scattering is evaluated.

In Figs. 6 and 7, isotropic dielectric cylinder coating a PEMC cylinder scattering is evaluated.

Finally, we present the field pattern of line source from a 2-layer anisotropic structure with PEMC in the first layer. It is illuminated with electromagnetic fields of a line source and results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for co- and cross-pol, respectively.

Fig. 4. Normalized co-polarization scattering cross section with parameters \(\varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_2 = \varepsilon_3 = 9.8, \mu_1 = \mu_2 = \mu_3 = 1, \phi_0 = \pi/2, M\eta_0 = \pm 1, a = \lambda/6, b = \lambda/3\).

Fig. 5. Normalized cross-polarization scattering cross section with parameters \(\varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_2 = \varepsilon_3 = 9.8, \mu_1 = \mu_2 = \mu_3 = 1, \phi_0 = \pi/2, M\eta_0 = \pm 1, a = \lambda/6, b = \lambda/3\).
V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyzed line source scattering from a multilayer cylinder with a PEMC boundary condition at the first layer. Formulation of the problem was stated and boundary conditions were obtained. For the multilayer problems, the inverse of a matrix that was sparse was calculated. Thus, we introduced a novel recursive method for the calculation of scattering coefficient for PEMC boundary condition. Finally, we illustrated the validation of the results using CST microwave studio and comparison with previous works and one case of multilayer problem was evaluated.
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Abstract — In this paper, a planar phased array fractal antenna for the future fifth generation (5G) applications is presented. The proposed array antenna is designed to operate at 22 GHz. 64 patch antenna elements with coaxial-probe feeds have been used for the proposed design. The antenna elements are based on Vicsek fractal geometry where the third iteration patches operate over a wide bandwidth and contribute to improve the efficiency and realized gain performance. The designed planar array has more than 22 dB realized gain and -0.3 dB total efficiency when its beam is tilted to 0° elevation. The antenna configuration is simple, easy to fabricate and can be integrated into 5G devices. Simulated and measured results are presented to validate the usefulness of the proposed phased array antenna for 5G applications.

Index Terms — 5G wireless communications, fractal antenna, patch antenna, planar phased array.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the increasing need for future applications requiring even higher data rates (such as wireless broadband connections, massive machine type communications and highly reliable networks), the research and development of fifth-generation (5G) mobile communication systems have started. It is predicted that the commercial deployment of 5G will be approximately in the early of 2020s [1-3]. One major difference in the enabling technologies for 4G and 5G communication is the use of millimeter wave (mm-Wave) frequencies, aiming for wider bandwidth and higher spectral efficiency [4]. However, moving from the cellular carrier frequencies used today (<4 GHz) up towards the mm-Wave bands introduces new aspects that need careful consideration [5-7].

As a solution to minimizing the antenna size while keeping high radiation efficiency, fractal antennas have drawn special attention in microwave engineering. In many cases, the use of fractal element antennas can simplify circuit design. Another benefit of fractal antennas is that, fractal antennas are in form of a printed circuit board (PCB), which can reduce fabrication costs.

Basically, a fractal is a rough or fragmented geometric shape that can be subdivided in parts, each of which is a reduced-size copy of the whole. Fractals are generally self-similar and independent of scale. Fractal antenna theory uses a modern (fractal) geometry that is a natural extension of Euclidian geometry [8-10].

This paper focuses on the design and implementation of a planar phased array fractal antenna for millimeter-wave 5G mobile applications. The proposed design shown in Fig. 1 consists of 64-elements of 22 GHz Vicsek fractal patch antenna elements with coaxial-probe feed. The proposed phased array antenna has high efficiencies, high gains and good beam steering characteristics. The analysis and performance of the antenna are obtained by using CST software [11].

Fig. 1. Proposed antenna configuration: (a) side view, (b) top layer, and (c) bottom layer.
II. ANTENNA DESIGN

The fractal geometries are generated by an iterative process performed on a simple starting topology. As can be observed in Fig. 2 (a), the proposed fractal shape begins as a simple square (0th order). Next, divide the square into nine equal small squares and move the four at comers [9].

According to the properties of self-similarity, the fractal dimension $D_f$ is defined as:

$$D_f = \frac{\log(N)}{\log(R)},$$

(1)

where $N$ is the total number of distinct copies similar to (1), which is scaled down by a ratio of $1/r$. For the Vicsek shape, $N=5$ and $r=3$. So the fractal dimension is:

$$D_f = \frac{\log 5}{\log 3} = 1.4650.$$  

The resonant frequencies can be carried out using the following equation [12]:

$$f_{mn} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{m\pi}{l} + \frac{n\pi}{w}},$$

(2)

where $(f_{mn})$ is the $mn$ mode resonant frequency, $l, w$ are the two dimensions $(w=l)$ of the square, and $c$ is the velocity of light. The fundamental frequency corresponds to 22 GHz by using the equation above.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, 64-elements of Vicsek fractal patch antenna have been used for the proposed design. For beam forming array, the distance between antenna elements $(d)$ is calculated near $\lambda/2$ ($f_0=22$ GHz). The overall dimension of the proposed planar phased array antenna is $8\lambda/2\times8\lambda/2$.

III. SINGLE ELEMENT FRACTAL PATCH ANTENNA

In this section the fundamental properties of the designed Vicsek fractal patch antenna have been investigated. The geometry of the single element patch antenna is illustrated in Fig. 2. A microstrip patch antenna is basically a conductor printed on the top layer of the substrate with a full ground plane. It can be fed in a variety of ways such as microstrip feed, coaxial feed, aperture coupled feed, and proximity coupled feed [13].

In this paper, the coaxial probe feeding technique has been used. The basic geometry of the radiation patch is a square of length $L$, on which repeated iterations lead to the Vicsek snowflake geometry as shown in Fig. 3.

As illustrated, the fractal shape begins as a simple square which its iteration order is zero [Fig. 4 (a)]. Next, divide the square into nine equal small squares and move the four at comers [Fig. 4 (b)]. In order to obtain the second and third iteration [Figs. 4 (c) and (d)], the same process is applied for the small squares located at the corners of radiation patch. The values of the antenna parameters are listed in Table 1.

![Fig. 2. Generating rules of Vicsek shape: (a) the 0th order and (b) the 1st order.](image)

![Fig. 3. Configuration of single element antenna: (a) side view, (b) top layer, and (c) bottom layer.](image)

![Fig. 4. Vicsek snowflake in its different iteration stages: (a) basic geometry, (b) first iteration, (c) second iteration, and (d) third iteration.](image)

![Table 1: Dimensions of the antenna parameters](image)
Fig. 5. Simulated S_{11} characteristics of the Vicsek fractal patch antenna for different iterations stages.

Figure 6 shows the simulated radiation patterns of the antennas shown in Fig. 4 at resonance frequencies. As illustrated, by using the proposed fractal structure, the efficiency and realized gain characteristics can be improved. It can be seen, the single element 22 GHz Vicsek patch has values of -0.1 dB and 6.8 dB for radiation efficiency and realized gain characteristics respectively.

Fig. 6. Simulated radiation patterns at resonance frequencies of the antennas for different iteration stages shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 7 shows the simulated surface current distribution for the antenna at 22 GHz. As illustrated, the currents flow around the Vicsek fractal radiator. It can be seen, the distribution of the current around the radiation patch is almost uniform due to symmetrical configuration of the radiator. One of the important parameters of the proposed design is the feeding point. Its main effect occurs on the operation frequency of the antenna.

Fig. 7. Simulated surface current distribution of the single antenna element at 22 GHz.

Figure 8 illustrates the simulated S_{11} characteristics with various values of C (distance between feeding point and center of the radiator). As the distance between feeding point and center of antenna increases from 0.6 to 0.8 mm, the operation frequency of antenna is varied from 21.6 to 22.2 GHz. From this result, we can conclude that the antenna operation frequency can be controlled by changing the antenna feeding point. For C=0.75 mm, the antenna has a good impedance matching at the desired frequency (22 GHz).

Fig. 8. Simulated S_{11} characteristics of the antenna for different values of C.

Simulated maximum gain, radiation and total efficiencies of the single element patch antenna over operation frequency range are illustrated in Fig. 9. As seen, the antenna radiation and total efficiencies are better than -0.2 and -1 dB, respectively. In addition, the antenna has more than 6.7 dBi maximum gain.

Fig. 9. Simulated maximum gain, radiation and total efficiencies of the antenna over the operation frequency range.
IV. 1×8 LINEAR ARRAY USING THE PROPOSED FRACTAL STRUCTURE

Figure 10 shows the configuration of the 1×8 linear array with eight elements of 22 GHz patch antennas. For beam forming array, the distance between elements is calculated \( \lambda/2=6.8 \) mm. The simulated S-parameters of the linear array are illustrated in Fig. 11.

As illustrated, the antenna can operate at the frequency range of 21.6 to 22.4 GHz. It can be seen that the antenna has -22 dB return loss and the highest mutual-coupling between the elements is less than -23 dB which is sufficient for beam steering issue.

3D beam steering characteristic of the array radiation patterns with realized gain values at different scanning angles (0°, 30°, and 60°) at 22 GHz are shown in Fig. 12. The analysis and performance of the antenna beams are obtained by post-processing using CST software. The shape and direction of the array beams are determined by relative phases amplitudes applied to each radiating element as below:

\[
\psi = 2\pi (d/\lambda) \sin \theta, \quad (3)
\]

where \( d \) is the distance between the radiation elements and \( \theta \) is the angle of incidence. In order to see the radiation beam of the array at 30° (by considering that the elements are arranged on a linear array with distance of \( \lambda/2 \)), the phase shift between adjacent sources will be calculated \( \Psi=90^\circ \). The next step is applying 90° phased-shifting with same values of the amplitude=1 for the radiation elements, respectively. Same process of the phase shifting could be used of the planar phased arrays.

As seen, the proposed antenna has a good beam steering property which is highly effective to cover the spherical beam-coverage for 5G devices. The beam-steering characteristic of the proposed antenna for plus/minus (+/-) scanning angles are expected to be the same.

Fig. 11. Simulated S-parameters of the linear array.

Fig. 10. Geometry of the linear array: (a) top layer and (b) bottom layer.

Fig. 12. 3D Radiation patterns of the linear array at different scanning angles: (a) 0°, (b) 30°, and (c) 60°.

V. THE PROPOSED PLANAR PHASED ARRAY 5G ANTENNA

64 Vicsek patches have been used to design the final planar 5G antenna. The proposed planar array with final design has been fabricated to validate the performance. Figure 14 shows the photograph of fabricated antenna. The simulated and measured \( S_{11} \)
characteristics of the antenna element are shown in Fig. 15. As illustrated, the antenna has a good response in the frequency range of 21.5 to 22.5 GHz.

Fig. 15. Measured and simulated S11 characteristics of the proposed antenna.

Simulated surface-current distribution for the antenna at 22 GHz (resonance frequency) is shown at Fig. 16. As illustrated, the current flows are distributed around the fractal patch elements and the effect of the full ground plane to reduce the power of radiation is insignificant.

Fig. 16. Simulated current distribution of the proposed planar phased array at 22 GHz (resonance frequency).

Figure 17 shows the radiation beams of the proposed 8×8 phased array antenna with realized gain values for different scanning angles at 22 GHz. It can be seen, the antenna has a good beam steering characteristic with high-level gains at different scanning angles. In addition the proposed array has high efficiencies at different scanning angles.

Fig. 17. 3D radiation patterns of the proposed planar array at different scanning angles.

Figure 18 shows the directivity characteristics of the single element, linear, and planar arrays of the proposed fractal patch antenna. It can be seen that the designed arrays have good performances. More than 7, 13, and 23 dBi directivity values with good radiation behaviors and low back lobes have been achieved for the arrays.

Fig. 18. Simulated directivity characteristics of the single element, linear, and planar array antennas at 0° scanning angle.

As can be observed in Fig. 1, eight 1×8 uniform linear arrays are used where each radiating element of them is excited by signals with equal magnitude. One of the most important system blocks to achieve a functional array antenna is the feed network. There are various feed network techniques that could be used for this purpose (such as the corporate feed network shown in Fig. 19). The power dividers (such as Wilkinson) divide the power to equally 1:N and also unequally by changing the input and output. The feed network of proposed phased array can be implemented using low loss phase shifters (such as HMC933LP4E) for beam steering issue. The HMC933LP4E phase shifter [15] is
controlled via an analog-control voltage from 0 to +13V. It has a low insertion loss characteristic in the operation frequency of 18-24 GHz.

Compared with previous works [16-20], the proposed phased array antenna provides attractive features such as high-gain/high-directivity, low-profile/symmetric structure, high efficiency and easy to fabricate. Vicsek fractal radiation elements have been used as a solution to minimizing the antenna overall size while keeping high radiation efficiency. The overall dimension of the proposed design is 55×55 mm². Using the fractal elements instead of conventional structure, the antenna provides superior antenna fundamental radiation performance. The values of the antenna gain, directivity and efficiency characteristics when its beam is tilted to 0° are 22.5 dB, 23 dBi, and -0.29 (93%).

The design and its radiation elements have symmetrical configurations which causes the antenna provides directional and symmetrical radiation patterns. Furthermore, the antenna has good beam-steering property with high-gain values and low side/back lobes at different angles. It also has wide-angle scanning which makes it suitable for phased array applications.

VI. INVESTIGATION ON THE ARRAY PERFORMANCE WITH DIFFERENT NUMBER OF RADIATORS

In this section, the investigation on the performance of the proposed 22 GHz planar array with different number of the patch antennas has been done.

Figure 20 shows the configurations of the arrays with 2×2, 4×4, and 8×8 numbers of antenna elements. The spacing between the elements of the arrays is λ/2 of 22 GHz. Figure 21 shows the simulated S-parameters (S_{11} & S_{21}) of the arrays. It can be seen that the designed arrays have good and similar performances.

As illustrated in Fig. 21 (a), -25, -28, and -35 dB reflection coefficients (S_{11}) are achieved for the 2×2, 4×4, and 8×8 planar arrays. Figure 22 (b) shows the highest mutual couplings (S_{21}) between antenna elements for the proposed arrays. As can be observed, the designed arrays have sufficient mutual couplings between the radiation elements (less than -24 dB).

Fig. 19. Schematic of the corporate feed network for the planar phased arrays.

Fig. 20. Configuration of the planar arrays: (a) 2×2, (b) 4×4, and (c) 8×8.

Fig. 21. (a) S_{11} and (b) S_{21} of the planar arrays.

Fig. 22. 3D radiation beams of the planar arrays at 0° scanning angle for: (a) 2×2, (b) 4×4, and (c) 8×8.
3D directional radiation beams of the arrays when their beams are tilted to 0° elevation are shown in Fig. 22. More than 10.9, 16.5, and 23 dBi directivity values with good radiation behaviors and low back/side lobes have been achieved for the planar arrays.

Table 2 summarizes the performances of the designed arrays in terms of realized gain, efficiency, bandwidth (BW), reflection coefficient (RC) and mutual coupling (MC). As seen, the arrays exhibit good performance in in different terms of the antenna parameters. Table 2: Characteristics of the planar arrays at 0°

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>Gain</th>
<th>Effic.</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>RC</th>
<th>MC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1×1</td>
<td>6.82 dB</td>
<td>-0.13 dB</td>
<td>1 GHz</td>
<td>-23 dB</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2×2</td>
<td>10.7 dB</td>
<td>-0.23 dB</td>
<td>0.9 GHz</td>
<td>-35 dB</td>
<td>-26 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4×4</td>
<td>16.7 dB</td>
<td>-0.28 dB</td>
<td>0.9 GHz</td>
<td>-28 dB</td>
<td>-26 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8×8</td>
<td>22.7 dB</td>
<td>-0.29 dB</td>
<td>0.9 GHz</td>
<td>-25 dB</td>
<td>-24 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSION

An 8×8 phased array 5G antenna with fractal patch elements is designed and investigated in this study. The antenna elements are designed based on Vicsek fractal geometry to operate at 22 GHz. The proposed antenna has good performance in terms of impedance matching, antenna gain, efficiency, and beam steering characteristics. The antenna also features compact and symmetric structure. The results show that the proposed antenna could be used in high speed wireless communication systems in particular for use in 5G mobile devices. In addition, the radiation characteristics of the proposed planar phased array with different number of the radiators have been investigated.
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Abstract — In this paper, a compact design and new structure of monopole antenna with dual band notch characteristics for UWB applications has been presented. The antenna consists of a triangular patch with C-shaped slot, two L-shaped and one split ring shaped parasitic backplane elements structure. By inserting three slots in the rectangular truncated ground plane as defected ground structures (DGSs), much wider impedance bandwidth can be produced, and moreover to improve the input matching quality of the antenna at all its operating bands which are spread in a vast frequency range, a modified stepped feed-line is employed. These changes much improves the antenna’s impedance bandwidth by 112% which covers the entire UWB bandwidth range. In order to generate single band notch characteristic, split ring shaped parasitic element backplane structure is utilized on the ground plane side of the substrate. In addition, by etching a C-shaped slot on the radiating patch, a dual band notch function is achieved. The measured frequency results show an impedance bandwidth of 3.15-10.78 GHz for a Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) less than 2 with two eliminated bands placed at 3.49-3.81 GHz (320 MHz, 8.8%) and 5.24-6.22 GHz (980 MHz, 17%), which reject the WiMAX band, and Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) band, respectively. A prototype was fabricated and measured based upon optimal parameters and experimental results show consistency with simulation results. The measured radiation patterns of proposed antenna for most frequencies are omnidirectional and this antenna as wide impedance bandwidth.

Index Terms — C-shape slot, dual band notch, monopole antenna, split ring shaped parasitic element, ultra wideband (UWB).

I. INTRODUCTION

In 2002, Federal Communications Commission (FCC) of US declares the frequencies from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz as an unlicensed band for wireless radio communication [1]. This technology uses short duration pulses that result in very large or wideband transmission bandwidths. With proper technical standards, UWB devices can be operated using spectrum, occupied by existing radio services without causing interference, thereby permitting scarce spectrum resources to be used more efficiently [2]. One key component, necessary to fulfill these requirements in UWB system, is a planar antenna that is capable of providing a wide impedance bandwidth. The antenna needs to work over the UWB, as it is defined by the FCC. In addition, it needs to give omnidirectional radiation coverage over the entire UWB frequency range [3]. A lot of effort has been put into designing new antennas which can satisfy the requirements of modern communication systems. As a result of accelerating growth of UWB technology, there has been a vast body of literature introducing novel antennas for UWB applications and systems [4-13].

UWB systems have met a hostile radio environment which may cause potential interferences to the UWB band. For instance, IEEE 802.16 WIMAX system operates at 3.3–3.7 GHz and IEEE 802.11a WLAN system operates at 5.15–5.825 GHz [6-10]. However, the use of filters increases the complexity and cost of the UWB system. The frequency band notch characteristics can be essentially achieved using one of the two common methods [13]. Two common methods to creation the band notch are using C-shaped, T-shaped, H-shaped, U-shaped, L-shaped slots [4-8], on the radiation patch or on the ground plane and the parasitic elements with various geometric shapes on the back-plane of antenna or in the...
vicinity of the patch [12].

In this paper, a dual band notch compact monopole antenna has been presented. In the proposed structure to improve the bandwidth, three slots in the rectangular truncated ground plane and a modified stepped feed-line is used which creates an extra resonance, and hence, much wider impedance bandwidth can be produced. This change much improves the antenna’s impedance bandwidth up to 112%. Adding a split ring-shape as a parasitic element on the back-plane of the antenna structure leads to a single band notch function which occurs at frequencies near 5.5 GHz, and then cutting a C-shaped slot on the antenna radiating patch creates an added band notch function at frequencies next to 3.7 GHz. The designed antenna has a small size of $20\times18\times1.6$ mm$^3$. Good VSWR and radiation pattern characteristics are obtained in the frequency band of interest. Also, the antenna is provided for parametric analysis. The finally design of the proposed antenna has been fabricated and tested and the results are acceptable.

II. ANTENNA DESIGN

The dual band notch compact monopole antenna with C-shaped slot and split ring shaped parasitic element fed by a 50-Ω microstrip line is shown in Fig. 1, which is printed on a FR4 substrate with thickness of 1.6 mm, permittivity of 4.4, and loss tangent of 0.018. The basic antenna structure consists of a radiating triangular patch, a 50 Ω microstrip modified stepped feed-line, and three slots in the rectangular truncated ground plane. The radiating stub is connected to the feed-line of width $W_f$ (2.8 mm), as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Proposed antenna is connected to a 50 Ω SMA connector for signal transmission. A single band notch function is provided by inserting a split ring shaped parasitic element backplane and a dual band notch characteristic is obtained by using a C-shaped slot in the triangular radiating patch. The planar monopole antenna with its final design parameters was constructed, and the numerical and experimental results of the input impedance and radiation characteristics are presented and discussed. The parameters of this proposed antenna are studied by changing one parameter at a time while others were kept fixed. Simulated results are obtained using Ansoft simulation software High-Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) [14]. Final design parameters values of the presented antenna are specified in Table 1.

Figure 2 shows the structure of various antennas which were used for simulation studies of UWB antenna without notch bands. VSWR characteristics for ordinary triangular patch antenna (Fig. 2 (a)), triangular patch antenna with three slots in the rectangular truncated ground plane (Fig. 2 (b)), proposed UWB antenna without split ring-shape parasitic element and C-shape slot (Fig. 2 (c)) are compared in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, three slots in the rectangular truncated ground plane directly influence both the upper and lower band edge frequencies. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the rectangular slots on the ground plane conductor play an important role in the broadband characteristic of the proposed antenna and also in determining the impedance matching sensitivity of this antenna [7-9]. It is found that by etching steps on the feed-line additional resonance (at 9 GHz) is excited, and hence, much wider impedance bandwidth can be produced, because of multi-resonance characteristics.
Table 1: The final dimensions of the designed monopole antenna

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>mm</th>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>mm</th>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a₁</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>b₁</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>W₁</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a₂</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>b₂</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>L₁</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a₃</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>b₃</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>R₁</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a₄</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>b₄</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>R₂</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a₅</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>b₅</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>D₁</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a₆</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>b₆</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>L₂</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a₇</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>b₇</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>t₁</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a₈</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>b₈</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>t₂</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a₉</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>b₉</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>t₃</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. (a) Ordinary triangular patch antenna, (b) triangular patch antenna with three slots in the rectangular truncated ground plane, and (c) proposed UWB antenna without the split ring-shape parasitic element and C-shape slot.

Fig. 3. Simulated VSWR characteristics for antennas shown in Fig. 2.

To understand the phenomenon behind this new exited resonance performance by modified stepped feed-line, the simulated current distributions on the triangular patch at 9 GHz for the antennas with and without etching steps on the feed line are compared in Fig. 4. As it can be observed in Fig. 4, at 9 GHz the current is more dominate along the edges of the modified stepped feed-line, and therefore, the antenna impedance changes at this frequency due to the resonant properties of these etching [10-12].

Fig. 4. Simulated surface current distribution on the triangular patch antenna with: (a) the simple feed-line at 9 GHz, and (b) the modified stepped feed-line at 9 GHz.

Figure 5 shows the structure of various antennas used for band notch function simulation studies. The VSWR characteristics for the triangular patch antenna without split ring-shape parasitic element and C-shape slot (Fig. 5 (a)), antenna with C-shaped slot on the radiating patch (Fig. 5 (b)), and the proposed antenna (Fig. 5(c)) are compared in Fig. 6. As it is observed in Fig. 6, adding C-shaped slot on the radiating patch of the antenna structure generates single band notch characteristics. In order to eliminate interferences from WiMAX system line break operating at 3.5-3.7 GHz, a C-shaped slot with a width of 0.5 mm is etched on the radiation patch to generate band notch function. The total length of the C-shaped slot on the radiation patch is \( L_{\text{Notch}} = a₁ + 2(a₂ + a₃ + a₄) \) [10-11]. Besides WiMAX system, WLAN operating from 5.3 to 6 GHz may cause interferences to the UWB system too. By printing a split ring-shape as a parasitic element, on the backplane of proposed antenna, 5.7 GHz band-notched function is realized [7].

Fig. 5. (a) Primary antenna without split ring-plane parasitic element and C-shape slot, (b) antenna with C-shape slot, and (c) proposed antenna.
Fig. 6. Simulated VSWR characteristics for antennas shown in Fig. 5.

To understand the phenomenon behind this dual band notch performance, the simulated current distribution for the proposed antenna at the notched center frequencies of 3.6 GHz and 5.7 GHz is presented in Fig. 7 (a) and Fig. 7 (b), respectively. The large current distribution with red vector and small current distribution with blue vector is shown in Fig. 7. As it can be observed from Fig. 7 (a), at the lower notched center frequency (3.6 GHz), the current flows are more dominant around the C-shaped slot and they are oppositely directed between the slot edges [8]. Therefore, the antenna impedance changes at this frequency due to the band notch properties of the proposed structure, and as a result the desired high attenuation is achieved. According Fig. 7 (b), at the upper notched center frequency (5.7 GHz), the current flows are more dominant around the parasitic element, the surface currents are oppositely directed between this parasitic element and the radiating patch [9]. Therefore, the resultant radiation fields cancel, and high attenuation near the notched frequencies is produced, and as a result, the antenna does not radiate efficiently at the notched frequencies [13].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, the monopole antenna with a new dual band-notched structure with various design parameters was constructed, and the experimental results are presented and discussed. The parameters of this proposed antenna are studied by changing one parameter at a time and fixing the others. Figure 8 shows the VSWR to change in the L1, without the parasitic element and C-shape slot of proposed antenna (Fig. 2(c)). According to Fig. 8, choose the size L1=1.5 mm to increase the upper bandwidth of the antenna. Figure 9 shows the VSWR to change in the parameter β, without the parasitic element and C-shape slot of proposed antenna (Fig. 1 (b)). By choosing the β = 12.9 selecting the primary antenna bandwidth is between 3.2-10.6 GHz. Three slots (air gaps) on the rectangular truncated ground plane, increases the bandwidth and relatively good matching with UWB.
As can be seen in Fig. 10, choice three slots (air gaps) on the rectangular truncated ground plane, improving the bandwidth of the primary antenna. The truncated ground plane plays an important role in the broadband characteristics of this antenna, because it helps to match the patch with the feed line in a wide range of frequencies. This is because the truncation creates a capacitive load that neutralizes the inductive nature of the patch to produce nearly pure resistive input impedance [5-7].

In the proposed antenna length of the C-shape slot on the radiation patch, and width of the split ring-shape parasitic element on the backplane, as control parameters for choose band notch. Following the analysis each of the parameter will be discussed. By changing the length of the C-shape slot, the notched frequency will change. According to Fig. 11, with the choice of $L_{\text{Notch}} = 26.4$ mm, between 3.5-3.7 GHz amount VSWR is bigger than 2. Therefore, the WiMAX frequency band can be notched. The place, length and width of the C-shaped slot have great effects on the band notch performance and should be tuned carefully. In the next phase of the proposed antenna design, changes in the width of the parasitic element alter the band notched. Parasitic element is formed of the inner radius ($R_1$) and the outer radius ($R_2$). The width of the split ring-shaped conductor changes with constant outer radius and inner radius shift. Figure 12 shows simulated VSWR for different values of $R_1$ with other parameters fixed and also shows the effect of $R_1$ parameter in the VSWR parameter on the frequency bandwidth, impedance matching, higher and lower operating frequency. It is observed that the VSWR at the $R_1 = 4.5$ mm for 5.3-6 GHz is bigger 2, actually the WLAN band notched. In other words, the band-notch for WLAN can be controlled by the radius of the split ring-shaped. Actually, changes in the width of the split ring-shape due to the frequency-notched change.

![Fig. 9. Simulated VSWR characteristic for various of $\beta$ angle.](image)

![Fig. 10. (a) Various slot number (air gaps) on the rectangular truncated ground, and (b) simulated SWR characteristic.](image)
A prototype of the proposed dual band-notched antenna was fabricated and its radiation characteristics have been measured and investigated. The photograph of the fabricated antenna is shown in Fig. 13 and its measured and simulated VSWR characteristics are compared in Fig. 14. The fabricated antenna provides a wide usable fractional bandwidth of more than 112% (3.15 to 10.78 GHz) also band notched 8.8% (3.49 to 3.81) and 17% (5.24 to 6.22 GHz). In simulated of proposed antenna with dual band-notched fractional bandwidth of more than 111% (3 to 10.6 GHz) also band notched 5.5% (3.4 – 3.7) and 12% (5.3 – 6 GHz). As shown in Fig. 14, there exists a discrepancy between measured data and the simulated results. This discrepancy between measured and simulated results is mostly due to a number of parameters such as the fabricated antenna dimensions as well as the thickness and dielectric constant of the substrate, in other words FR4 substrate quality on which the antenna is fabricated, the wide range of simulation frequencies and also the effect of SMA soldering [15-16].
Figure 15 shows the measured radiation patterns including the co- and cross-polarization in the H- and E-planes. The main purpose of the radiation patterns is to demonstrate that the antenna actually radiates over a wide range of frequencies. From an overall view of these radiation patterns, the antenna behaves similarly to the typical printed monopoles. It can be seen that the radiation patterns in the H-plane are nearly omnidirectional for the three frequencies. The omnidirectional patterns can enhance and increase the channel capacity [10].

As shown in Fig. 15 (c), the 10 GHz, H-plane pattern has a larger cross polarization compared to similar UWB antennas. This discrepancy between measured and expected results is mostly due to the small ground plane effects and the change of excited surface current distributions on the system ground plane at high frequencies [12].

Figure 16 presents the measured peak gains of the proposed antenna with dual band notch within its working frequency band. The proposed antenna has a gain variation between 2.3 dBi and 3.2 dBi in the UWB. A sharp decrease of maximum gain in the notched frequency band at 3.6 and 5.7 GHz is shown. For other frequencies outside the notched frequency band, the antenna gain with the filter is similar to those without it.

In this paper, a compact design and new structure of monopole antenna with dual band notch characteristics for UWB applications is presented. In this design, the proposed antenna can work from 3 GHz to 10.6 GHz with VSWR < 2. Moreover, by inserting a C-shaped slot on the radiating patch and a split ring-shaped parasitic element on the other side of the substrate, a dual band notch characteristic is generated. In other word, WiMAX and WLAN band is notched in this antenna. The proposed antenna has advantages of low cost, compact size, and ease of fabrication. The experimental results show that the realized antenna with a very compact size, simple structure, and wide bandwidth can be a good candidate for UWB application.
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Abstract — In this paper, a compact and miniaturized broadband phase shifter using coupled-lines (CL) is proposed. This broadband phase shifter merely consists of two sections, one pair of CL as the reference and another two parallel CLs as the main body. An analysis of even-odd mode on the theoretical circuit is shown to explain the basic principle of the proposed phase shifter. For demonstration of this novel configuration, a broadband 90° phase shifter was designed and fabricated. The measured results present that the proposed phase shifter can provide a stable wide bandwidth (over 80%) of 90° phase difference with deviation less than 6.7°, good return losses more than 10 dB and low insertion losses less than 0.53 dB.

Index Terms — Broadband, coupled-line (CL), phase shifter.

I. INTRODUCTION

Differential phase shifter is a key component to various communication systems. It is often designed as a four-port passive component comprised of two paths, the main body for phase delay and the reference section for phase adjustment. There are two phase shifts: \( \Delta S_{21} \) from reference part, and \( \Delta S_{12} \) from main body. The purpose of this configuration is to create a stable phase difference between the two sections, namely \( \Delta \Phi = \Delta S_{12} - \Delta S_{21} \), over a wide bandwidth. The values of shifted phase rely on the different circuit parameters of the differential phase shifter.

The classic Schiffman phase shifter in [1, 2] achieved an 80% of bandwidth with a phase error of 10°. From then on, a serial of designs aimed at broadening the bandwidth with lower phase deviation were proposed. One approach by adding a T-shaped open stub on the main line was invented in [3], which yielded a wide bandwidth of 82% and phase inaccuracy of 6.4°. Based on these designs, the reference part was developed with some parallel multi-section coupled-lines in [4]. Another structure utilized multi-section radial stubs on the main line [5], which leads to an ultra-wideband frequency with a phase deviation of 9.02°. In addition, the multi-layer structure used broadside-coupled microstrip patches [6], achieving various shifted phase ranging from -180° to 180°. On the other hand, a T-type bandpass network for the main body merely depending on the L/C components was designed in [7]. It accomplished a better bandwidth larger than 125%. However, the circuits in [3-6] often require a complicated technique of fabrication, especially the multi-layer structure which is not suitable for the single-layer components. Meanwhile, the L/C components in [7] limit the performance when operating at a higher frequency.

This paper proposes a novel broadband phase shifter using coupled-lines with a compact structure. A theoretical model was analyzed via even-odd mode and kinds of circuit parameters for different shifted phase were provided and simulated as well. For experimental validations, an example of a broadband 90° phase shifter was simulated, fabricated, and measured.

II. PHASE SHIFTER DESIGN

The schematic of the proposed differential phase shifter with four ports is shown in Fig. 1 (a). It contains two paths: Path 1 employs only one coupled-line with an interconnected point as the reference section; Path 2 utilizes two pair of parallel CLs as main body.

Compared to the previously reported phase shifters, the circuit of this novel phase shifter is compact and miniaturized since it simply consists of some coupled-lines maintaining wide-band feature. Besides, this main body includes two connected sections with one connecting point shorted to ground by two vias. The electrical parameters of the ideal circuit are defined as follow: the even-mode and odd-mode characteristic impedances are \( Z_{oi} \) and \( Z_{oi} \) \((i = 1, 2, 3)\), respectively; while, \( \theta_j \) \((j = 1, 2)\) corresponds to the electrical lengths of the reference part and the main body. The electrical lengths \( \theta_j \) \((j = 1, 2)\) at the frequency \( f \) are defined as:

\[
\theta_1 = \theta_{o1} \frac{f}{f_0}, \quad \theta_2 = \theta_{o2} \frac{f}{f_0},
\]

where \( \theta_{oj} \) \((j = 1, 2)\) are the electrical lengths of the reference part and the main body at the designed frequency \( f_0 \). In addition, \( Z_0 \) stands for the characteristic impedance of each port.

Since the topology of the schematic is symmetric, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a), it means that the theoretical
analysis can be simplified with the even-odd mode method displayed in [8]. Figure 1 (b) and Fig. 1 (c) present the symmetric equivalent circuits of the main body (Path 2) when separately motivated by even-mode source or odd-mode source.

As for the Fig. 1 (b) and Fig. 1 (c), the input impedances of the Path 2 both for the even- and odd-mode equivalent circuits can be expressed as:

\[
Z_{\text{in}} = \frac{Z_{\text{e}} Z_{\text{o}}}{j[Z_{\text{e}} \tan(\theta_2) - Z_{\text{o}} \cot(\theta_2)]}, \quad (2a)
\]

\[
Z_{\text{in}} = \frac{Z_{\text{e}} Z_{\text{o}}}{j(Z_{\text{e}} + Z_{\text{o}})}, \quad (2b)
\]

Based on the Equations (2a) and (2b), the reflection coefficients of the Path 2 for each mode excitations and source or odd-mode source.

Consequently, by combining (7) and (10), the differential phase shift \( \delta \) between Path 1 and Path 2 for this schematic can be calculated as below:

\[
\delta = \angle(S_{33}) - \angle(S_{21}) = \tan^{-1}(\phi) - \cos^{-1}(\varphi). \quad (11)
\]

For instance, we have assumed that all the electrical lengths of the coupled-lines work under the frequency \( f_0 = 2.6 \) GHz. All the circuit parameters of the proposed typical design parameters can be identified by using Equations (1)-(11). To validate the capability of the proposed broadband phase shifter, five typical examples with the differential shifted phase of 70°, 85°, 100°, 120° and 135° have been designed and simulated.

Table 1 lists the corresponding circuit parameters and operating bandwidth in terms of the ideal simulated return losses \( S_{33} \) for their amplitude (\( f_0 = 2.6 \) GHz) and phase feature as well, which is also exhibited in Fig. 2. In contrast to [3-6], the proposed structure with a single-layer structure leads to a compact and miniaturized topology, which is easier to be implemented. Meanwhile, it can maintain a wide-band operating properties at a higher frequency band compared with the L/C components in [7].

![Circuit configuration of the proposed phase shifter](image)

(a) Circuit configuration of the proposed phase shifter, (b) the even-mode and (c) the odd-mode symmetric equivalent circuit of the Path 2.
### Table 1: The calculated optimum ideal circuit parameters of five examples for different shifted phase values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Shifted Phase</th>
<th>Circuit Parameters</th>
<th>Bandwidth (GHz)</th>
<th>Return Loss (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>70°</td>
<td>$Z_{e1}=59\Omega, Z_{d1}=42.4\Omega$, $Z_{d2}=69\Omega, Z_{e2}=60\Omega$, $Z_{e3}=95\Omega, Z_{d3}=83\Omega$, $\theta_1=121^\circ, \theta_2=90^\circ$</td>
<td>2.03-3.27</td>
<td>(70°±3.89°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>85°</td>
<td>$Z_{e1}=59\Omega, Z_{d1}=42.4\Omega$, $Z_{d2}=69\Omega, Z_{e2}=55\Omega$, $Z_{e3}=95\Omega, Z_{d3}=83\Omega$, $\theta_1=128^\circ, \theta_2=90^\circ$</td>
<td>2.03-3.25</td>
<td>(85°±3.72°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>100°</td>
<td>$Z_{e1}=59\Omega, Z_{d1}=42.4\Omega$, $Z_{d2}=69\Omega, Z_{e2}=50\Omega$, $Z_{e3}=110\Omega, Z_{d3}=90\Omega$, $\theta_1=135^\circ, \theta_2=90^\circ$</td>
<td>2.02-3.34</td>
<td>(100°±5.56°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>120°</td>
<td>$Z_{e1}=59\Omega, Z_{d1}=42.4\Omega$, $Z_{d2}=69\Omega, Z_{e2}=43\Omega$, $Z_{e3}=110\Omega, Z_{d3}=90\Omega$, $\theta_1=146^\circ, \theta_2=90^\circ$</td>
<td>1.95-3.85</td>
<td>(120°±6.67°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>135°</td>
<td>$Z_{e1}=59\Omega, Z_{d1}=42.4\Omega$, $Z_{d2}=69\Omega, Z_{e2}=43\Omega$, $Z_{e3}=110\Omega, Z_{d3}=80\Omega$, $\theta_1=154^\circ, \theta_2=90^\circ$</td>
<td>1.93-3.97</td>
<td>(135°±7.5°)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

To demonstrate the proposed model and theoretical analysis, a 90° broadband phase shifter was simulated, fabricated, and tested as an instance. This circuit was designed on FR4 substrate with the relative permittivity of 2.65 and the thickness of 1 mm. Based on the working principle as mentioned before, this instance can be easily realized. The circuit structure of the specified shifted phase and the photograph of the fabricated entity are given in Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b). The impedance values of the coupled-lines can be extracted from Equation (1)-(11). The selected characteristic impedances and electrical lengths are as follow: $Z_{e1}=59\ \Omega$, $Z_{d1}=42.4\ \Omega$, $Z_{d2}=70\ \Omega$, $Z_{d2}=60\ \Omega$, $Z_{d3}=75\ \Omega$, $Z_{d3}=50\ \Omega$, $\theta_1=131^\circ$ and $\theta_2=90^\circ$ at 2.6 GHz. Moreover, for the feasibility of the measurement, the impedance $Z_0$ of the four ports is defined to 50 $\Omega$. After the line-calculation and optimization of the model, all the physical dimensions are (unit: mm): $W_R=2.72$, $W_1=2.59$, $W_2=1.7$, $W_3=1.8$, $L_1=28.67$, $L_2=19.8$, $S_1=0.63$, $S_2=1.8$, $S_3=0.56$ and $C=0.4$. It should be pointed out that, the size of the interconnected sections at each coupled-line have tiny influence on the performance of the proposed phase shifter due to the simulated process.

![Fig. 2. (a) Simulated responses of the proposed phase shifter for the different shifted phase values under the ideal transmission-line models return loss of $S_{33}$, and (b) different values of shifted phase.](image)

![Fig. 3. (a) The optimized dimensions, and (b) the photograph of the fabricated 90° phase shifter.](image)
close agreement between the measurement and the simulation was fulfilled with the return losses better than 10 dB and the insertion losses lower than 0.53 dB (containing the loss imported by SMA connectors). Besides, the operating frequency band can cover a wide bandwidth from 1.34 GHz to 3.20 GHz (over 80%) with a small inaccuracy of shifted phase within 90 ± 6.7°. Simultaneously, the main body occupied a miniaturized size smaller in terms of the guided wavelength \[0.51\lambda_g \times 0.33\lambda_g\] (including port lines), \(\lambda_g=77.64\) mm. In addition, the slight deviation between the simulation and the experiment probably results from simulated algorithm and the calibrated errors from measurement as well. In order to further explain the novelty and advantages of this proposed phase shifter, Tables 2 and 3 summarize the compared characteristics and measured performance between this proposed phase shifter and the other ones in [3-7].

![Simulated and measured results: return losses, and (b) insertion losses and the shifted phase between two outputs of the fabricated 90° phase shifter.](image)

**Fig. 4.** (a) Simulated and measured results: return losses, and (b) insertion losses and the shifted phase between two outputs of the fabricated 90° phase shifter.

**Table 2: The comparison between the proposed phase shifter and previous ones**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Symmetry</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Refer. Line</th>
<th>Main Line</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Described Shifting Phases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Microstrip lines</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>PCB</td>
<td>A 50-Ω transmission line</td>
<td>T-shaped open stub</td>
<td>Easily implemented</td>
<td>60°, 75°, 90°, 105°, 120°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Microstrip lines</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>PCB</td>
<td>Phase correcting network using multi-sections of CLs</td>
<td>T-shaped open stub</td>
<td>Complicated, and large size</td>
<td>90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Microstrip lines</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>PCB</td>
<td>A 50-Ω transmission line</td>
<td>Multi-section radial stubs and open stub</td>
<td>Inconvenient fabricated and UWB</td>
<td>90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>Multi-layer</td>
<td>Microstrip patches</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>RO4003C</td>
<td>A 50-Ω transmission line</td>
<td>Broadside-coupled microstrip patches at the top and bottom layer</td>
<td>Inconvenient fabricated, small size and UWB</td>
<td>-180°, -90°, 90°, 180°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>L/C components</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>FR4</td>
<td>A 50-Ω transmission line</td>
<td>L/C components</td>
<td>Small size and limitation of higher frequency</td>
<td>22.5°, 45°, 90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Microstrip lines</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>PCB</td>
<td>A pair of coupled-line</td>
<td>Two pair of Coupled-lines</td>
<td>Convenient fabricated, compact and a small size</td>
<td>70°, 85°, 100°, 120°, 135°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: The comparison of the measured results between the proposed phase shifter and previous ones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Bandwidth (GHz)</th>
<th>Shifting Phase</th>
<th>Phase Error</th>
<th>BW (%)</th>
<th>Return Loss (dB)</th>
<th>Insertion Loss (dB)</th>
<th>Size of Main Body Without Port Line (Wavelength λg×λg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>2.30-5.50</td>
<td>90°</td>
<td>6.4°</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&lt;0.6</td>
<td>0.48×0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>2.50-5.43</td>
<td>90°</td>
<td>2.54°</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&lt;0.8</td>
<td>0.48×0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>3.10-10.6</td>
<td>90°</td>
<td>9.02°</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&lt;0.96</td>
<td>0.81×0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>3-11</td>
<td>-180°,-90°,90°,180°</td>
<td>6°,2°,5°,7°</td>
<td>114.3</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&lt;0.7,&lt;1.4,&lt;0.6,&lt;1.2</td>
<td>0.2&lt;0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>0.58-2.52</td>
<td>90°</td>
<td>5.5°</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>&gt;18.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.16</td>
<td>N. A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td>1.34-3.20</td>
<td>90°</td>
<td>6.72°</td>
<td>81.9</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&lt;0.53</td>
<td>0.51×0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper reports a novel circuit configuration for the wideband differential phase shifter only comprised of coupled-lines. The circuit of the proposed phase shifter makes it easier to design and fabrication with a compact and miniaturized structure. It can provide a stable shifting phase in a wide bandwidth with low phase deviation. Besides, the theoretical analysis and the various configurations for different shifted phase values are given. For the verification of this novel structure, an example of a broadband 90° phase shifter with coupled-lines was simulated, fabricated, and measured. The measured results validated that it could accomplish a stable wide bandwidth (over 80%) with phase error 90° ± 6.72°, return losses more than 10 dB and low insertion losses less than 0.53 dB. Moreover, the wide-band success with low-cost and miniaturized size of this proposed phase shifter will be of convenience for the combinations of antenna array systems and other microwave systems.
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Mode Matching in Microstrip Antenna with both Electric and Magnetic Surface Current on Sidewall in Cavity Model
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Abstract — A model is developed to calculate the input impedance of a coaxially fed circular microstrip disc antenna in L band and C band. A mode matching approach with both electric and magnetic surface current is used, which makes it possible to improve the effects of modes. In addition, the method of images is used to remove the ground plane. Finally comparison is made with CST studio results, as it can be seen the theoretical calculations for input impedance are in good agreement with CST studio results except for minor shift in frequency.

Index Terms — Antennas, cavity model, input impedance, microstrip antennas, mode matching.

I. INTRODUCTION

Some papers have studied the subject of input impedance for microstrip antennas of various configurations [1], [2]. Several papers analyze coaxial feed microstrip antenna in conjunction with the cavity model of circular disk with different techniques, e.g., Green’s function technique [3], Vector Hankel Transform with Galerkin’s method [4], equivalent current ribbon mode [5], and multiport analysis [6]. An improved cavity model formulation to predict accurate input impedance of coax-fed circular microstrip antenna has been reported in [7]. Computation and optimization of input impedance of coax-fed microstrip antenna are discussed in [8].

The present paper uses cavity Green’s-function technique along with mode matching technique for evaluating the input impedance of a probe-fed circular ring microstrip antenna. Figure 1 shows the antenna, which consists of a circular disk mounted on a grounded dielectric, the antenna has a radius equal to a, the fringing fields along the circumference of the antenna are taken into account by replacing the patch radius a by the effective radius a_e [9]. Antenna is driven by a coaxial line through the ground plane at radial distance r_0 from the center of the patch. The thickness and the dielectric constant of the substrate are denoted by h and ε_r respectively. In order to have less frequency shift compared with CST studio results, effective dielectric constant can be used [9]. The permeability μ of the substrate is equal to that of the air, i.e., μ = μ_0. To determine the input impedance of the antenna, it is necessary to find the electric field solution beneath the circular patch [10]. In general this solution takes the form of a cylindrical mode expansion, with each mode being determined to within an arbitrary constant. To find all of these constants additional boundary conditions are required, which are obtained by considering the wall admittances. These wall admittances y_n fix the ratio between the z – directed electric field and the φ – directed magnetic field for each mode [10]. In this paper we use both electric and magnetic surface currents on the sidewall in cavity model in order to calculate the sidewall admittance. It is noticeable that, considering both currents do not appear to be available in the literature.

Fig. 1. Geometry of microstrip disc antenna: (a) top view of patch, and (b) 3D structure.
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II. CALCULATION OF WALL ADMITTANCE
As shown in Fig. 2, region I is defined by \( r < a \), and region II is defined by \( r > a \), the method of images is used to remove the ground plane, so that the sidewall extends along the \( z \)-axis from \(-h\) to \(+h\).

![Fig. 2. Two regions of the problem.](Image)

In order to calculate wall admittance at the boundary between regions I and II, electric and magnetic fields with respect to the electric and magnetic vector potential in cylindrical coordinate are written as [12]:

\[
E_\phi = \frac{\partial F_z}{\partial r}(r, \phi, z) - \frac{\partial}{\partial z} A_\phi(r, \phi, z) i, \tag{1}
\]

\[
E_z = -\omega A_z(r, \phi, z) i - \frac{\partial}{\partial z} A_\phi(r, \phi, z) i, \tag{2}
\]

\[
H_\phi = -\frac{\omega e_0}{\mu_0} A_z(r, \phi, z) - \frac{\partial}{\partial z} F_z(r, \phi, z) i, \tag{3}
\]

\[
H_z = -\frac{\omega e_0}{\mu_0} F_z(r, \phi, z) i - \frac{\partial}{\partial z} A_\phi(r, \phi, z) i, \tag{4}
\]

where \( i \) is imaginary unit. Applying Fourier transform and Fourier series with respect to \( z \) and \( \phi \) variables, respectively, result in Helmholtz equation for \( z \) component of vector potentials:

\[
\left( r^2 \frac{\partial^2}{\partial r^2} + r \frac{\partial}{\partial r} + k_r^2 r^2 - n^2 \right) \left[ \hat{A}_\phi(r, \phi) \right] = 0, \tag{5}
\]

in which \( k_r = \sqrt{k_0^2 - k_z^2} \) and \( k_0 \) is the free space wave number, in every region and \(-\infty < k_z < \infty\), solution of Helmholtz equation leads to the following equations:

\[
\hat{A}_\phi^I - h_e e^{i\phi} J_n(k_r), \tag{6}
\]

\[
\hat{F}_z^I - g_e e^{i\phi} J_n(k_r), \tag{7}
\]

\[
\hat{A}_\phi^II - f_e e^{i\phi} H_n^{(2)}(k_r), \tag{8}
\]

\[
\hat{F}_z^II - g_e e^{i\phi} H_n^{(2)}(k_r), \tag{9}
\]

where \( J_n \) and \( H_n^{(2)} \) are Bessel function of the first kind and Hankel function of the second kind, respectively. \( h_e \), \( g_e \), \( f_e \) and \( g_e \) are constant values. By substituting (6)-(9) in (1)-(4), electric and magnetic field in every region can be obtained.

The boundary conditions on surface of the wall are given by:

\[
\hat{H}_{\phi,n}^+(a, \phi) - \hat{H}_{\phi,n}^-(a, \phi) \rightarrow \hat{J}_{\phi,n}, \tag{10}
\]

\[
\hat{E}_{z,n}^+(a, \phi) - \hat{E}_{z,n}^-(a, \phi) \rightarrow -\hat{M}_{\phi,n}, \tag{11}
\]

\[
\hat{H}_{\phi,n}^+(a, \phi) - \hat{H}_{\phi,n}^-(a, \phi), \tag{12}
\]

\[
\hat{E}_{z,n}^+(a, \phi) - \hat{E}_{z,n}^-(a, \phi). \tag{13}
\]

Magnetic and electric surface current on wall surface in main space and in Fourier space is as following:

\[
\hat{J}(\phi, z) = z \sum_n I_n e^{i\phi} \left\{ U(h + z) - U(z - h) \right\}, \tag{14}
\]

\[
\hat{M}(\phi, z) = \phi \sum_n M_n e^{i\phi} \left\{ U(h + z) - U(z - h) \right\}, \tag{15}
\]

in which \( U(z) \) is the unit step function. By substituting (14) and (15) in (10) and (11), respectively, \( h_e \), \( g_e \), \( f_e \) and \( g_e \) are found with respect to \( J_n \) and \( M_n \), then inverse Fourier transform are applied. Because of inverse transform, each equation has \( \exp(i k_z z) \) term. In order to eliminate the \( z \) dependence of equations, averaging with respect to \( z \) variable is taken as following:

\[
\frac{\int_{-h}^{h} e^{i k_z z} \, dz}{2h} = \frac{\sin(h k_z)}{h k_z}, \tag{16}
\]

then, wall admittances \( y_n \) are defined as ratio between the \( z \)-directed electric field and the \( \phi \)-directed magnetic field for each mode in main space [10]:

\[
H_{\phi,n}^+(a, \phi) = -y_n E_{z,n}^+(a, \phi), \tag{17}
\]

\[
H_{\phi,n}^+(a, \phi) = \sum_n J_n e^{i\phi}, \tag{18}
\]

\[
E_{\phi,n}^+(a, \phi) = \sum_n M_n e^{i\phi}, \tag{19}
\]

\[
J_n = -y_n M_n. \tag{20}
\]

After some mathematical simplification, the following equation for \( y_n \) can be obtained:
\[
\begin{align*}
\gamma_i &= \frac{\left(C^2 - 2AD + C\sqrt{B^2 - 4AD + C^2 + 2BC + BC}\right)}{2A C} + \frac{D}{C}, \\
\gamma_i' &= \frac{\left(2AD - C^2 + C\sqrt{B^2 - 4AD + C^2 + 2BC - BC}\right)}{2A C} - \frac{D}{C},
\end{align*}
\]

in which, \(A, B, C\) and \(D\) have integral form as following:

\[
A = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_0^\infty \frac{\sin^2(h k_z)}{h k_z} k_z^2 H^{(2)}_n(ak_z) J_n(ak_z) \, dk_z,
\]

\[
B = -\frac{1}{\pi} \int_0^\infty \frac{\sin^2(h k_z)}{h k_z} \left(\text{on} \, \varepsilon_0 J_n(ak_z) H^{(2)}_n(ak_z)i - \frac{\omega a k_z \varepsilon_0 J_{n+1}(ak_z) H^{(2)}_n(ak_z)i}{2\omega a k_z \varepsilon_0}\right) \, dk_z,
\]

\[
C = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_0^\infty \frac{\sin^2(h k_z)}{h k_z} k_z^2 H^{(2)}_n(ak_z) J_n(ak_z) \, dk_z,
\]

\[
D = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_0^\infty \frac{\sin^2(h k_z)}{h k_z} \left(\text{on} \, \varepsilon_0 H^{(2)}_n(ak_z) J_{n+1}(ak_z) - \frac{n a k_z \varepsilon_0 \mu_0 H^{(2)}_n(ak_z) J_n(ak_z) - 2\alpha^2 k_z^2 k_z \mu_0}{2\omega a k_z \varepsilon_0}\right) \, dk_z.
\]

Since the integrand is an even function of \(k_z\), the lower limit of integrals is changed to zero and the integral values are doubled. Because the equation with respect to \(y_n\) is a second-order polynomial, it has two answers, for each mode we choose one that gives positive real part.

### III. INPUT IMPEDANCE

For calculation of input impedance, electric field in microstrip antenna is given by [11]:

\[
E_z(r) = I_0 \sum_{n=0}^\infty \frac{\omega \mu_0 J_n(k r_0) Y_n(k r_0)i}{4} - \frac{\omega \mu_0 J^2_n(k r_0) \xi i}{4\xi},
\]

\[
\zeta = ak Y_{n+1}(ak) i + \omega a Y_n \mu_0 Y_n(ak) - n Y_n(ak)i,
\]

\[
\xi = ak J_{n+1}(ak) i + \omega a Y_n \mu_0 J_n(ak) - n J_n(ak)i,
\]

\[
k = \sqrt{k_0^2 - \xi},
\]

where \(J_n\) and \(Y_n\) are Bessel function of the first kind and second kind, respectively. The input impedance can be written as following with respect to Equation (27):

\[
Z_{zo} = -\frac{1}{I_0} \int_0^R E_z(r) \, dz.
\]

### IV. RESULTS

Figure 3 and Fig. 4 show the comparison between theoretical and CST studio input impedance for two values of substrate permittivity. In order to examine modes behavior in this paper we consider PEC patch and PEC ground plane in conjunction with lossless dielectric.

For each calculation we consider 10 modes, the modes having order of greater than 10 were found to have insignificant effect on the calculated input impedance. It is seen that the mode matching results are close to that obtained by the CST studio simulation except for negligible shift in frequency. Figure 5 shows the effect of source position on input impedance. As it can be seen by increasing the radius of feed position the input impedance increases and the results are close to CST studio results.
Fig. 4. Comparison between CST studio result and mode matching method. $a=10\, \text{mm}, h=1\, \text{mm}, \varepsilon_r = 4.4, r_0 = 2.1\, \text{mm}$, (a) real part and (b) imaginary part, respectively.

Fig. 5. Effects of source position on input impedance. $a=10\, \text{mm}, h=1\, \text{mm}, \varepsilon_r = 2.2$, (a) real part and (b) imaginary part, respectively. Dashed lines: mode matching, dotted lines: CST studio simulation.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, mode matching technique was used to calculate the input impedance of antenna for analysis of microstrip antenna with both electric and magnetic surface current on sidewall in cavity model. The results are in good agreement with simulation results except for about 2% shift in frequency. It is believed that these shifts in frequency in comparison with simulation results are because of fringing field at the edge of the patch and these can be compensated with defining better approximation for effective radius of patch. We believe that the concept that is used in this paper can be extended to other cylindrical shape structure like cylindrical slot.
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Abstract — A compact lowpass filter (LPF) and a lowpass-highpass diplexer (LPD) with both sharp roll-off and wide stopband is presented in this paper. The proposed LPF is realized by cascading modified hairpin unit consisting of one U-shape stripline and one pair of offset-coupled striplines with multilayer low-temperature cofired ceramic (LTCC) technology. The LPD is realized by shunting a lowpass filter and a highpass filter at a common junction to achieve all-reject in one port. Good agreement can be achieved by the simulated and measured results.

Index Terms — Coupled lines, Low-Temperature Cofired Ceramic (LTCC), Lowpass filter (LPF), Lowpass-Highpass Diplexer (LPD).

I. INTRODUCTION

Compact, low cost, and highly integrated passive and active components are highly demanded by wireless-device manufacturers. The low temperature cofired ceramic (LTCC) technology, as one of the most promising methods, has been extensively utilized in recent years. LTCC offers layout flexibility and three-dimensional (3D) integration capability to produce embedded passive components, for example, filters [1, 2] and antennas [3], phase shift [4] and coupler [5]. The lowpass filter (LPF) is one of key passive components that are widely used in wireless systems to filter out unwanted signals. There are several conventional methods to design LPFs such as using shunt stubs, high-low impedance transmission lines, or cascading multiple resonators [6, 7]. However, it is quite hard to achieve LPFs with sharp attenuation skirt and compact size simultaneously. To overcome this difficulty, modified hairpin resonators have been widely adopted due to its compactness and flexibility. Various types of miniaturized and performance-improved LPFs have been studied based on hairpin resonators [8-14].

In this paper, a compact LTCC LPF with sharp roll-off and wide stopband is presented by cascading modified hairpin units. The unit consists of one U-shape stripline and one pair of offset-coupled striplines with multilayer LTCC technology. Measured results indicate that the designed filter has an ultra-wide stopband rejection better than 10 dB up to 20 GHz and a sharp roll-off of 81 dB/GHz. Furthermore, a lowpass-highpass diplexer (LHD) is presented to achieve all-reject in one port. It is realized by shunting a lowpass filter and a highpass filter at a common junction.

II. LOWPASS FILTER DESIGN

Figure 1 (a) shows the circuit schematic of the lowpass filter. It is realized by four sections of modified hairpin units. Each unit consists of one U-shape stripline and one pair of offset-coupled striplines with multilayer LTCC technology. Measured results indicate that the designed filter has an ultra-wide stopband rejection better than 10 dB up to 20 GHz and a sharp roll-off of 81 dB/GHz. Furthermore, a lowpass-highpass diplexer (LHD) is presented to achieve all-reject in one port. It is realized by shunting a lowpass filter and a highpass filter at a common junction.
values of the 9-order elliptic-function LPF can be calculated as follows: $L_1=2.611$ (nH), $L_2=1.812$ (nH), $L_3=1.499$ (nH), $L_4=1.878$ (nH), $C_{g1}=0.097$ (PF), $C_{g2}=0.803$ (PF), $C_{g3}=0.385$ (PF), $C_{p1}=0.686$ (PF), $C_{p2}=0.415$ (PF), $C_{p3}=0.399$ (PF) and $C_{p4}=0.497$ (PF). Then, the relationship between the parameters in Fig. 1 (a) and those in Fig. 1 (b) can be obtained [8]:

$$L_i = Z_i \sin(\theta_i) / \omega \quad (H),$$

$$C_{g2} = (Z_{g2} - Z_{g1}) / (2\omega Z_{g1} \cot(\theta_{g1})) \quad (F),$$

$$C_{p2} = 1 / (\omega Z_{p2} \cot(\theta_{p2})) \quad (F),$$

$$i = 1, 2, 3, 4.$$  

By comparing Equations (2) and (3), we can get:

$$Z_{ei} / Z_{oi} = (2C_{g2} + C_{p2}) / C_{p2}. \quad (4)$$

Fig. 1. Diagram of proposed LPF. (a) Circuit schematic and (b) corresponding equivalent circuit.

### III. LOWPASS-HIGHPASS DIPLEXER DESIGN

Figure 2 shows the circuit schematic of the proposed LHD. It is realized by shunting a lowpass filter and a highpass filter at a common junction. It consists of five striplines with electric length of $\theta_i$ and impedance of $Z_i$ ($i=1, 2, 3, 4$), and four coupled lines with electric length of $\theta_i$ and even- and odd-mode impedance of $Z_{ei}$ and $Z_{oi}$ ($i=5, 6, 8, 9$). To minimize reflections at the input port 1, the complex input admittances $Y_{in,LP}$ and $Y_{in,HP}$ of the two filters should satisfy at all frequencies the equation:

$$Y_{in,LP} + Y_{in,HP} = Y_0. \quad (5)$$

This condition can be split into the following two conditions:

$$Re(Y_{in,LP}) + Re(Y_{in,HP}) = Y_0,$$

$$Im(Y_{in,LP}) + Im(Y_{in,HP}) = 0. \quad (6)$$

Fig. 2. Circuit schematic of the proposed LHD.

### IV. FILTER AND DIPLEXER IMPLEMENTATION IN LTCC TECHNOLOGY

The filter and diplexer are designed in a 10-layer LTCC substrate, with the relative permittivity of 5.9, loss tangent of $\tan \delta=0.0015$, and thickness of each substrate layer of 96 $\mu$m. There are 11 metal layers from top to bottom. The 3D configuration of the proposed LPF is illustrated in Fig. 3. The configuration is built up according to the basic circuit shown in Fig. 1 (a). The sections of four transmission lines are realized by U-shape striplines in metal layer 5, layer 6 and layer 8, with width of 0.2 mm. According to Equation (1), we can get $\theta_1=90^\circ$, $\theta_2=49.40^\circ$, $\theta_3=38.90^\circ$ and $\theta_4=51.90^\circ$. The sections of four pairs of coupled lines are realized by offset-coupled striplines with width of 0.53 mm. Then adjusting the relative positions of the offset-coupled striplines to satisfy Equation (4), we can get each $Z_{ei}, Z_{oi}$, and $\theta_i$ ($i=1, 2, 3, 4$). With trial-and-error operations, the first pair of coupled lines is determined in layers 2 and 8, the second in layers 7 and 8, the third in layers 6 and 7 and the forth in layers 4 and 6. Furthermore, $Z_{o1}=28.2$ $\Omega$, $Z_{e1}=22.1$ $\Omega$, $\theta_{c1}=25.8^\circ$, $Z_{c2}=50.6$ $\Omega$, $Z_{c3}=13.2$ $\Omega$, $\theta_{c2}=27.6^\circ$, $Z_{c3}=55$ $\Omega$, $Z_{c4}=10.9$ $\Omega$, $\theta_{c3}=28.7^\circ$, $Z_{c4}=48$ $\Omega$, $Z_{c5}=18.1$ $\Omega$, $\theta_{c4}=29.6^\circ$. After optimization using Ansoft HFSS, we can get that the lengths of the four striplines corresponding to $\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3$ and $\theta_4$ are 5.45 mm, 4.36 mm, 3.13 mm and 5.2 mm respectively. The lengths of the coupled striplines corresponding to $\theta_{c1}, \theta_{c2}, \theta_{c3}$ and $\theta_{c4}$ are 1.8 mm, 2 mm, 2.2 mm and 2.24 mm respectively. The designed parameters of the LPF are summarized in Table 1. The S-parameters in both the simulated and the measured results are shown in Fig. 4. The photo of the filter prototype is shown in Fig. 5. Its overall size is only
4.54×3.37×0.96 mm³. For comparison, Table 2 summarizes the performances of some published lowpass filters. As can be seen from the table, our proposed filter has the properties of sharp roll-off, ultra-wide stopband, and compact size simultaneously.

![3D configuration of the proposed LPF.](image)

**Fig. 3.** 3D configuration of the proposed LPF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>θ_i</th>
<th>θ_Ci</th>
<th>Z_{ei} (Ω)</th>
<th>Z_{oi} (Ω)</th>
<th>L_{Li} (mm)</th>
<th>L_{Ci} (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>90°</td>
<td>25.8°</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>49.4°</td>
<td>27.6°</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>38.9°</td>
<td>28.7°</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>51.9°</td>
<td>29.6°</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** The designed parameters of the LPF

![Simulated and measured results of the LPF.](image)

**Fig. 4.** Simulated and measured results of the LPF.

The 3D configuration of the proposed LHD is illustrated in Fig. 6. The configuration is build up according to the basic circuit shown in Fig. 2. The sections of five transmission lines are realized by microstrip line in the top metal (θ₁) with width of 0.2 mm, U-shape striplines in metal layer 6 (θ₂) and layer 4 (θ₄) with width of 0.2 mm, stripline in layer 4 (θ₄) with width of 0.6 mm and L-shape stripline in metal layer 6 (θ₅) with width of 0.2 mm. The sections of four pairs of coupled lines are realized by offset-coupled striplines in layers 4 and 7 (θ₆) with width of 0.6 mm, the second in layers 2 and 7 (θ₇) with width of 0.6 mm, the third in layers in 5 and 6 (θ₈) with width of 0.2 mm and the forth in layers 4 and 6 (θ₉) with width of 0.6 mm. To satisfying Equation (5), the design parameters are determined as follows: θ₁=43°, θ₂=47°, θ₄=46°, θ₅=29°, θ₆=37°, θ₇=20°, θ₈=47°, θ₉=25° and θ₁₀=10°.

After optimization using Ansoft HFSS, we can get that the lengths of one microstrip line and four striplines corresponding to θ₁, θ₂, θ₄, and θ₅ are 3.3 mm, 3.6 mm, 3.5 mm, 2.2 mm and 1.6 mm respectively. The lengths of the coupled striplines corresponding to θ₆, θ₇, θ₈ and θ₉ are 2.7 mm, 1.5 mm, 1.9 mm and 0.5 mm respectively. The designed parameters of the LHD are summarized in Table 3. Both the simulated and the measured results are shown in Fig. 7. The photo of the diplexer prototype is shown in Fig. 8. Its overall size is only 5.8×5.3×0.96 mm³. For comparison, Table 4 summarizes the performances of some published diplexers.
Fig. 6. 3D configuration of the proposed LHD.

Table 3: The designed parameters of the LHD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>$\theta_1$ (°)</th>
<th>$L_i$ (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>43°</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>47°</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>46°</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>29°</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>37°</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>20°</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>47°</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>25°</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Performance of diplexers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>$f_c$ (GHz)</th>
<th>Size ($\lambda_g*\lambda_g$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>Lowpass-Bandpass</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.80*0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>Lowpass-Highpass</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.43*0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td>Lowpass-Highpass</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.18*0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Simulated and measured results of the LHD.

Fig. 8. Photo of the lowpass diplexer prototype.

V. CONCLUSION

A compact LPF and LHD with sharp roll-off skirt and wide stopband are implemented in multilayer LTCC. The LPF is realized by cascading modified hairpin unit consisting of one U-shape stripline and one pair of offset-coupled striplines. The designed filter has an ultra-wide stopband rejection better than 10 dB up to 20 GHz and a sharp roll off of 81 dB/GHz. Furthermore, the size of the filter is only 4.54×3.37 mm². The LPD is realized by shunting a lowpass filter and a highpass filter at a common junction to achieve all-reject in one port. The size of the diplexer is 4.54×3.37 mm². The measured results are in good agreements with the simulation predictions.
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Abstract — In this paper, a ferrite-loaded substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) frequency tunable bandpass filter is presented. Two ferrite slabs are loaded at sidewalls of an SIW. When a DC magnetic bias is applied to the ferrite slabs, the equivalent width of the ferrite-loaded SIW is changed, which contributes to the tuning ability. As an example, a ferrite-loaded SIW frequency-agile bandpass filter is designed and fabricated according to this principle. Its center frequency can be adjusted from 12.35 GHz to 13.2 GHz. Within this frequency range, the insertion loss is changed from 2.3 dB to 3.9 dB and the return loss is better than 10 dB.

Index Terms — Bandpass filter, ferrite-loaded, frequency-agile, Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW).

I. INTRODUCTION

Reconfigurable microwave devices have received much attention because of growing demands for dynamic spectrum management in smart and miniaturized wireless systems. Ferrite materials are widely used in magnetic control devices. This is because operating characteristics of ferrite materials can be controlled by applied DC magnetic bias. Combined with the currently popular substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) technology [1-5], many ferrite-loaded SIW components are presented in recent years, such as tunable filters [6-7], reconfigurable antennas [8-9], phase shifters [10], tunable cavity resonators [11], isolators [12-13], switches [14-15], etc.

Microwave frequency tunable bandpass filters are important components in future systems. In [4], an electrically and magnetically tunable SIW bandpass filter is proposed. However, it is complicated to apply the voltage control and the magnetic control simultaneously. In [16]-[18], lumped elements, such as PIN diodes and varactors, are utilized to construct SIW reconfigurable filters. Limited by the operating frequency and power handling capacity of lump elements, it is difficult to develop this kind of reconfigurable filter in high frequency band.

In [19], a new concept of frequency tunable bandpass filter is proposed based on the ferrite-loaded SIW and shortly discussed. Detailed design process and experimental result are presented in this paper. This type of filter can work in high frequency with simple configuration. By applying DC magnetic bias to the ferrite slabs, the equivalent width of the SIW is changed. Thus, the operating frequency of this bandpass filter can be reconfigured by the DC magnetic bias.

II. FILTER IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we firstly investigate the electrical property of the ferrite-loaded SIW, and then obtain the equivalent width of the ferrite-loaded SIW when the DC magnetic bias is perpendicular to the direction of propagation. After that, a frequency-agile inductive post bandpass filter is designed based on the ferrite-loaded SIW.

In our design, the used dielectric substrate is the Taconic TLY-5 with a thickness of 1.52 mm. Its permittivity and loss tangent are 2.2 and 0.0009, respectively. The used ferrite material is YIG-1850. Its saturation magnetization value is 1850 Gs, relative dielectric constant is 14.5, and 3 dB line width is 20 Oe, respectively.

A. Ferrite-loaded SIW

Figure 1 illustrates the configuration of the SIW loaded with ferrite slabs. Two rectangular ferrite slabs are loaded along the conducting sidewall. $W_f$ and $L_f$ are the width and length of the ferrite slabs, respectively. The thickness of the ferrite slabs is the same as the substrate. Applied DC magnetic bias, $dH$, is perpendicular to the loaded ferrite slabs. According to [14],

$$
\frac{1+\cos[2\pi f_c(W_z-2W_f)]/\sqrt{\mu_s\varepsilon_s}}{1-\cos[2\pi f_c(W_z-2W_f)]/\sqrt{\mu_s\varepsilon_s}} = \left(\frac{\mu_s}{\mu_f}\right) \left(\frac{\varepsilon_r}{\varepsilon_f}\right) \tanh^2\left[2\pi f_c W_f/\sqrt{\mu_f\varepsilon_f}\right].
$$
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In (1), $W_2$ is depicted in Fig. 1, $f_c$ is the cutoff frequency of the TE$_{10}$ mode in the ferrite-loaded SIW, $\varepsilon_s$ is the dielectric constant of the substrate, $\mu_s$ is the magnetic permeability of the substrate, $\varepsilon_f$ is the dielectric constant of the ferrite, and $\mu_f$ is the effective permeability [20] of the ferrite, which can be written as:

$$\mu_f = \frac{\mu^2 - \kappa^2}{\mu^2}.$$  

(2)

In (2), $\mu$ and $\kappa$ are the permeability tensor elements of the ferrite material, which are related to the external bias, the saturation magnetization value and the operating frequency.

As shown in Fig. 2, the cutoff frequency calculated by (2) of the ferrite-loaded SIW varies with the DC magnetic bias. When the DC magnetic bias ranges from 0 to 0.16 T, the cutoff frequency varies from 9.51 GHz to 10.53 GHz.

$$\mu = \frac{\mu^2 - \kappa^2}{\mu^2}.$$  

(3)

As shown in Fig. 3, $a_{\text{eff}}$ varies from 10.62 mm to 9.6 mm when the DC magnetic bias ranges from 0 to 0.16 T.

**B. Filter design**

The configuration of the proposed ferrite-loaded SIW bandpass filter is shown in Fig. 4. Metalized posts are drilled on the centerline of the ferrite-loaded SIW. A maximally flat tunable bandpass filter is designed with a starting operating frequency band centered at 12.65 GHz. Within the starting operating frequency band, the bandpass filter requires a bandwidth of 330 MHz and a minimum attenuation of 30 dB at 12.15 GHz. The tunable frequency range is 0.9 GHz. The design procedure of this kind of filter is listed as follows.

First, the minimum order, $n$, of the filter can be chosen according to the desired out-of-band rejection at the starting frequency without the DC magnetic bias. Then, the element values, i.e., $g_0$ to $g_{n+1}$, of the lowpass filter prototype can be calculated based on the method as described in [21]. Here, $n=3$, $g_0=1$, $g_1=1$, $g_2=2$, $g_3=1$ and $g_4=1$. After that, the lowpass filter prototype can be converted to the bandpass filter prototype through the $K$ conversion as follows:

$$\frac{K_{01}}{Z_0} = \sqrt{\frac{\pi B_2}{2 g_0 g_1}},$$  

(4)

$$\frac{K_{11}}{Z_0} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{2 g_1 g_{i+1}}},$$  

(5)

$$\frac{K_{n+1}}{Z_0} = \sqrt{\frac{\pi B_2}{2 g_n g_{n+1}}},$$  

(6)

In (4)–(6),

$$B_2 = \frac{\lambda_{g1} - \lambda_{g2}}{\lambda_{g0}}.$$  

(7)

In (7), $\lambda_{g1}$, $\lambda_{g2}$ and $\lambda_{g0}$ are the guide wavelength at the edge and the center frequencies of the starting operating frequency band.
Fig. 4. Configuration of the proposed three-order frequency-agile filter.

Now, a bandpass filter can be realized based on the ferrite-loaded SIW structure. As shown in Fig. 5, an inductive post within a waveguide can be equivalent to the T-type network consisting of inductances and capacitances. When the metallized post is placed at the center point [22], there is

\[
\frac{X_{ai}}{Z_0} = \frac{X_{bi}}{Z_0} = \frac{a_{\text{eff}}}{2 \lambda} \left[ S_0 - \left( \frac{\pi D_i}{2 \lambda} \right)^2 - \frac{5}{8} \left( \frac{\pi D_i}{2 \lambda} \right)^4 - 2 \left( \frac{\pi D_i}{2 \lambda} \right)^4 \left( S_2 - 2 S_0 \frac{\lambda^2}{2 \lambda^2} \right) \right],
\]

(8)

\[
\frac{X_{bi}}{Z_0} = \frac{a_{\text{eff}}}{\lambda} \times \left( \frac{\pi D_i / a_{\text{eff}}}{\lambda} \right)^2 \left[ 1 + \frac{\left( \frac{\pi D_i}{\lambda} \right)^2}{2 (a_{\text{eff}})^2} \right] \left( S_2 + \frac{3}{4} \right).
\]

(9)

In (8) and (9),

\[
S_0 = \ln \left( \frac{4 a_{\text{eff}}}{\pi D_i} \right) - 2 + 2 \sum_{n=3,5} \left[ -1 - \frac{1}{n} \right] \left[ n^2 - \left( \frac{2 a_{\text{eff}}}{\lambda} \right)^2 \right],
\]

(10)

\[
S_2 = \ln \left( \frac{4 a_{\text{eff}}}{\pi D_i} \right) - \frac{5}{2} \left( \frac{\lambda}{2 a_{\text{eff}}} \right)^2 - \left( \frac{\lambda}{a_{\text{eff}}} \right)^2 \sum_{n=3,5} \left[ n^2 - \left( \frac{2 a_{\text{eff}}}{\lambda} \right)^2 \right] - n + 2 \frac{a_{\text{eff}}}{\lambda} \left[ \frac{a_{\text{eff}}}{\lambda} \right]^2.
\]

(11)

Besides, \( a_{\text{eff}} \) can be calculated by (3). Combined with (8)–(9), the equivalent parameters of posts in the ferrite-loaded SIW structure can be calculated with \( dH=0 \).

Here, the impedance inverter can be calculated by use of these equations:

\[
\frac{K_{\text{eff}}}{Z_0} = \tan \left( \frac{\Phi_i}{2} - \arctan \frac{X_{ai}}{Z_0} \right),
\]

(12)

\[
\Phi_i = -\arctan \left( 2 \frac{X_{ai}}{Z_0} - \frac{X_{bi}}{Z_0} \right) + \arctan \frac{X_{bi}}{Z_0}.
\]

(13)

Taking the result calculated from (4)–(7) into (12) and (13), the required \( X_{ai} \) and \( X_{bi} \) can be calculated. Thus, the dimensions of the ferrite-loaded bandpass filter can be determined.

Then, the distance between adjacent center vias is determined by the following equation:

\[
L_i = \frac{\lambda}{2} \left[ 1 + \frac{1}{2 \pi} (\Phi_i + \Phi_{i+1}) \right].
\]

(14)

After the tunable filter is designed at \( dH=0 \), the tuning range can be determined as follows. When a nonzero DC magnetic bias is applied to the ferrite slabs, the center frequency of the bandpass filter can be calculated by:

\[
f_0 = f_i \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{E_i - \left[ 1 + \frac{1}{2 \pi} (\Phi_i + \Phi_{i+1}) \right]^2}} \right).\]

(15)

In (15), \( D_i \) and \( L_i \) are kept constant, \( f_i \) is related with \( dH \). As shown in Fig. 6, the computed result agrees well with the simulated one.

Now, the performance of the filter can be improved based on the full-wave optimization implemented by HFSS. The dimension of the ferrite slab is firstly optimized. For the structure as shown in Fig. 1, a bigger \( W_f \) leads to a better tuning ability but a worse return loss. Then, other parameters of the ferrite-loaded SIW bandpass filter are optimized slightly based on the calculated parameters. The final parameters are: \( W_1=W_2=11.2 \text{ mm}, \ d=0.6 \text{ mm}, \ v=1 \text{ mm}, \ W_f=1 \text{ mm}, \ L_f=34 \text{ mm}, \ L_1=L_3=10.4 \text{ mm}, \ L_2=11.6 \text{ mm}, \ D_1=D_4=0.6 \text{ mm} \) and \( D_2=D_3=2 \text{ mm} \).

Fig. 5. Metalized post in a waveguide and its equivalent circuit.
III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As shown in Fig. 7, a ferrite-loaded SIW frequency-agile bandpass filter is fabricated. A transition from the coaxial cable to the SIW [23] is employed in this design convenient for the test.

HFSS from Ansys is used in this work. Simulated results of the designed filter are shown in Fig. 8. When the internal magnetic bias is increased from 0 T to 0.24 T, the operating frequency of the filter can be adjusted from 12.65 GHz to 13.6 GHz. The return loss is better than 15 dB within the range. The insertion loss is changed from 1.9 dB to 3.8 dB. At the same time, the 3 dB bandwidth is decreased from 2.6% to 1.85%.

The measured results are shown in Fig. 9. Because of boundary conditions at the surface of the ferrite sample [20], the value of the actually applied external bias, $dH'$, is bigger than the internal bias $dH$. When the external magnetic bias is varied from 0 T to 0.34 T, the center frequency of the ferrite-loaded SIW bandpass filter can be tuned from 12.35 GHz to 13.2 GHz. Besides, the 3 dB bandwidth is decreased from 4.8% to 3.2%. The insertion loss is changed from 2.3 dB to 3.9 dB. Over the whole working frequency, a better than 10 dB return loss is achieved.

Fig. 7. Photograph of the fabricated ferrite-loaded SIW frequency-agile bandpass filter.

Fig. 8. Simulated S-parameter of the designed filter with different internal magnetic bias, $dH$. (a) Return loss and (b) insertion loss.

Fig. 9. Measured S-parameter with different total applied external magnetic bias, $dH'$. (a) Return loss and (b) insertion loss.

Because of machining errors, there exists a frequency shift of about 0.3 GHz compared with Fig. 8. The reason
that causes the frequency offset is analyzed as follows. There exist two grooves in the substrate through normal PCB process. This fabrication is not so accurate. The tolerance of the groove in the substrate is firstly discussed. As shown in Fig. 10, when \( W_2 \) varies 0.1 mm, the center frequency will change about 0.1 GHz. Besides, as shown in Fig. 11, when the width of the ferrite slab increases 0.05 mm, the center frequency of the filter will move about 0.05 GHz. That means machining errors of the groove and the ferrite slab make main contributions to the frequency shift. Furthermore, the roughness of the groove also has an impact on the performance of the filter.

![Fig. 10. Tolerance of \( W_2 \).](image)

![Fig. 11. Tolerance of the width of the ferrite slabs \( W_f \).](image)

**IV. CONCLUSION**

A new tunable ferrite-loaded SIW frequency-agile bandpass filter is designed and fabricated in this paper. It achieves the tuning ability by applying DC magnetic bias to the ferrite slabs, which are loaded along the partly metalized sidewall of the SIW. The fabricated ferrite-loaded bandpass filter can be tuned from 12.35 GHz to 13.2 GHz with a return loss of less than 10 dB when the external magnetic bias varies from 0 T to 0.34 T. The measured results agree well with the simulated ones.
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Abstract — The pseudospectral time-domain (PSTD) technique is advantageous for modeling macroscopic light scattering problems but falls short to model a light source of realistic dimensions. We report a novel simulation technique that enables modeling a finite-width, continuous-wave (CW) light source within PSTD simulations that was infeasible before. By exploiting the mathematical characteristics of Maxwell’s equations, the instability problem of the PSTD algorithm can be overcome. We demonstrate the reported simulation enables modeling the CW optical phase conjugation (OPC) phenomenon of light propagation through a scattering medium. Specific simulation findings show that monochromatic phase-conjugated light can be focused through scattering medium. On a wider scope, the reported method enables implementing a finite-width, CW, plane-wave light source in a PSTD simulation for general optics and electromagnetic problems.

Index Terms — CW, Maxwell’s equations, multiple scattering, optical phase conjugation, PSTD, simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Biomedical optical techniques are generally limited to surface applications due to the limited penetration depth of optical wavelengths. If optical wavelengths can penetrate deeper through biological tissue structures, the applicability of biomedical optics can be extended beyond the surface. In 2007, Lerosey et al. reported experimentally demonstrating delivering electromagnetic wave beyond the diffraction limit by means of random metallic scatterers [1]. Recently, much research effort to enhance the penetration depth of visible light through turbid media has been reported [2-4]. Utilization of the optical phase conjugation (OPC) phenomenon has been reported to enhance light penetration through turbid media (e.g., biological tissue) by canceling out the incoherent light scattering effect that causes opacity [5]. The OPC phenomenon causes multiply scattered light to propagate in reversed directions, retrace its previous scattering trajectory, and essentially penetrate through turbid media. Initial experimental effort was done by utilizing a nonlinear crystal [5]; later, a digital optical phase conjugation technique using an optical wavefront sensor and spatial light modulator was reported that significantly enhances the performance, speed, and flexibility of light penetration [6]. Due to the extreme complexity involved for light propagation through macroscopic random media, such phenomena are difficult to analyze. An accurate simulation technique based upon the Maxwell’s equations that can account for the wave characteristics of light is desired.

Based upon numerical solutions of Maxwell’s equations, the pseudospectral time-domain (PSTD) technique is computational economic and can model macroscopic light scattering problems [7] that the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) technique falls short. However, due to the Fourier transforms involved, the conventional PSTD algorithm is incompatible with field discontinuities therefore cannot model a light source of realistic dimensions; typically in a PSTD simulation the light source is modeled by a plane wave with infinite extent. In this manuscript, we report a novel simulation technique that enables modeling a CW plane wave light source of arbitrary width within a PSTD simulation for the first time. The CW OPC simulation consists of two parts: the modeling of forward propagation and the modeling of backward propagation. In Section III (forward propagation): the implementation of a finite-width, CW light source is explained in detail. The key to successfully implementing a finite-width, plane-wave illumination is discussed. In Section IV (backward propagation): simulating the reversed propagation of CW OPC phenomenon is described. Together, the forward propagation and backward propagation enable robust modeling of the CW OPC phenomenon of light penetration through large-scale turbid media (e.g., biological tissues structures).

II. PSEUDOSPECTRAL TIME-DOMAIN ALGORITHM

To model the OPC phenomenon, the PSTD
Algorithm [7] is employed to obtain numerical solutions of Maxwell’s equations. The PSTD algorithm is advantageous for large-scale electromagnetic wave propagation problem. In the PSTD algorithm, temporal derivatives of Maxwell’s equations are calculated using a 2nd-order central difference scheme, whereas the spatial derivatives are evaluated by forward and inverse Fourier transforms:

\[
\left( \frac{\partial E}{\partial x} \right) = -F^{-1}\{jk \cdot F\{E\}\},
\]

\( E \) is the electric vector field, \( k \) is the wave number, and \( F \) represents the Fourier transform. Since computer calculations are based on discrete numbers, discretization of the continuous electromagnetic fields is necessary. According to the Nyquist sampling theorem, the spatial derivatives calculated in Eq. (1) is of spectral accuracy (meaning as accurate as it can get with the given information), allowing the PSTD technique, with a coarse grid of two spatial samples per wavelength, to achieve similar accuracy as the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) technique (FDTD requires 20 spatial samples per wavelength.) The coarse spatial grid points enables simulating the large-scale optical phenomena with economic computational memory; for example, to simulate a 3-D light scattering problem with the same computational memory, the PSTD technique can model up to approximately 1000-time larger light scattering problem than the FDTD technique. Finally, the anisotropic perfectly matched layer (APML) absorbing boundary condition [8] is implemented to absorb all outgoing waves. If all outgoing waves never re-interact with the medium, the optical simulation can be considered as being practically isolated in vacuum.

III. FORWARD PROPAGATION

Biomedical optics typically involve a macroscopic scattering medium illuminated by a finite-width, CW light source; thus, a simulation technique capable of modeling a finite-extent illumination in a large-scale light scattering problem is needed. The FDTD simulation of light propagation through small-scale turbid media has been reported [9]; however, the employed hard source [10] generates artificial scattering that causes inevitable error to the simulation. The PSTD algorithm is computationally memory-efficient and can model larger problems; simulation of the pulse OPC phenomenon using the PSTD algorithm has been reported [11]. However, previous reported simulation technique falls short to model the CW OPC phenomenon that is more realistic for most optical techniques. Furthermore, due to the Fourier transforms involved, the widely used total-field/scattered-field (TF/SF) formulation [10] for FDTD simulations is not compatible with the PSTD algorithm; also, the PSTD algorithm cannot handle a point light source [12]. As a result, a CW light source of realistic size that is stable in a large-scale PSTD light scattering simulation was not feasible, seriously hindering the applicability of the PSTD technique to model practical problems. A finite-width, CW light source compatible with the PSTD algorithm is required.

By exploiting the mathematical characteristics of Maxwell’s equations, we report a novel method to implement an arbitrary CW light source that is stable in the PSTD simulation. A flow chart of the PSTD algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. The characteristics of Maxwell’s equations are such that the electromagnetic fields depend on the changes of local electromagnetic fields rather than remote electromagnetic fields. Therefore, the numerical artifacts caused by field discontinuities are most pronounced in its vicinity; the effect of field discontinuities far away is limited as it decreases inversely with distance squared. A locally continuous electromagnetic field suffices for the PSTD algorithm to update the local electromagnetic field. To model a CW light source within the simulation space, the electromagnetic field of a finite-width, sinusoidal CW plane-wave is added into the source region at each time-step:

\[
E_i = e^{-\frac{(\sum_{t_0}^{t_1} y_0)^2}{\sigma_y^2}} \cos[k(x-x_0) - \omega t],
\]

\((x_0, y_0)\) is the center of the light source, whereas width and thickness denote the x-dimension and y-dimension of the source region, respectively (as shown in Fig. 1). To prevent artificial scattering from the source region, the inserted optical field is added into space as a “soft source” [13]. A Gaussian profile (Eq. (2)) is employed in the y-direction to smooth out field discontinuities of the finite-width plane wave.

Fig. 1. Schematics of simulating a finite-width, CW plane wave light source in a PSTD simulation. A CW plane wave superimposed into the simulation space in the source region (the dashed region).
Fig. 2. Flow chart of PSTD algorithm of modeling CW OPC phenomenon. The $E$-field and $H$-field are updated consequently from each other. As the $E$- and $H$-fields are updated based upon Maxwell’s equations, manipulation of the fields is performed to generate the desired light source.

Instead of a point light source in the PSTD simulation, the incident light is introduced into the simulation space as a piecewise continuous segment of electromagnetic fields (e.g., 5-μm-by-10-μm patch of smooth electromagnetic field), as shown in Fig. 3 (a). The piecewise continuous segment of field ensures stability of the PSTD algorithm, thus, the electromagnetic fields inside or outside the source region is stable and can be updated correctly with light propagating in the forward direction (Fig. 3 (b)). Initially, as the incident field is initially added into the simulation space, transient numerical artifacts of high-frequency oscillation emerge due to the abrupt discontinuity of the electromagnetic fields. Without the constant amplitude of an infinite plane wave in $x$- and $y$-directions, edges of the finite-width plane wave deteriorate (Figs. 3 (c) and 3 (d)). With support from the finite-width CW plane wave continuously added into the source region, the incident plane wave continues to propagate in the forward direction while maintaining its width $w$ (Fig. 3 (e)). As the emitted light reaches steady state, instability at the edges disappears leaving only a finite-width, CW plane wave propagating steadily in the forward direction within the PSTD simulation (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Schematics of implementing a finite-width CW plane wave light source in the PSTD simulation. (a) A plane wave with a cross-sectional width $w$ is added into the source region (dashed box). (b) As time evolve, light propagates in the forward direction. (c) Without the neighboring field of an infinite plane wave, edges of the finite-width plane wave deteriorate. (d) Incident field is added into the source region in the next time-step. Supported by the incident finite-width plane wave continuously added into the source region, the field continues to propagate in the forward direction steadily.

![source region](image)

Fig. 4. (Media 1) A stable light source emitting a CW, finite-width, plane wave in a PSTD simulation. (a) Sinusoidal electromagnetic field added into space at the source region (the green dashed rectangular region). (b) Later inserted electromagnetic field propagates and connects with the previously inserted electromagnetic field. (c) Once the steady state is reached, the sequentially inserted electromagnetic fields together form a CW, finite-width propagating plane wave. The CW cross-sectional amplitude profile of the light beam is shown in the inset-figure (as measured along the white dashed line in Fig. 1).

Width of the source region determines the cross-sectional extent of the emerging CW light, whereas the amplitude of the CW light is proportional to the thickness of the source region. For instance, the amplitude $E_{w0}$ of the sinusoidal plane wave $E_n = A \cdot \sin(kx - \omega t)$ emitted from the source region
as is given by:

$$E_{in} = \frac{m \cdot \Delta x}{c \cdot \Delta t} E_i,$$

(3)

where $m$ is the number of grid layers of the source region, $\Delta x$ and $\Delta t$ are the spatial and temporal grid spacing, respectively, and $c$ is the speed of light. Incident light as a patch of continuous field of the source region is added into the simulation; this minimizes the numerical artifacts to maintain numerical stability. The field added into the simulation is proportional to the area of the source region, therefore, amplitude of the incident light is proportional to the thickness ($m \cdot \Delta x$) of the source region. Light generated from this CW light source propagates in the direction of the Poynting vector. For a typical OPC simulation of light propagation through turbid medium, the turbid medium is illuminated by the incident CW light, where light scatters into various directions. Once the steady state is reached, the outward propagating CW light is recorded in the OPC region (as shown in Fig. 1), which is later used in modeling backward propagation of phase-conjugated light, as discussed in Section IV.

Simulation artifacts caused by discontinuity of the electromagnetic field must be minimized to maintain numerical stability. The source region is smooth and continuous both in the $x$- and $y$-directions with minute discontinuities at the edges. For a finite-width plane wave, the discontinuity at the edges of the source region causes numerical artifacts. It is critical that the source region be wide and smooth enough in both $x$- and $y$-directions; if the source region is too narrow, numerical artifacts emerge due to the Gibbs' phenomenon. By increasing the piecewise continuity of the field in the source region and its neighborhood, the numerical artifacts are reduced. Or, smoothening the inserted electromagnetic field with a Gaussian profile can also significantly reduce the high-frequency numerical artifacts. If the overall electromagnetic field only consists of a small fraction of the electromagnetic field that is discontinuous, the simulation artifacts are localized and decay as the CW steady state is reached. Convergence analyses show that error decreases rapidly as the source region becomes thicker than a few grid points.

The proposed light source implementation enables creating a CW, plane-wave light source of arbitrary width. The amplitude of light emitted from the proposed light source in vacuum is shown in Fig. 5 (a). The amplitude profiles of a CW plane wave is measured adjacent to the source region. Due to diffraction of light, the amplitude profile is not constant but varies in space; for a plane wave with a larger cross-section, the profile becomes constant with undulation at the edge of the plane wave. The amplitude of light emitted from the proposed light source embedded in a scattering medium is shown in Fig. 5 (b); the scattering medium consists of 800 6-μm-diameter, dielectric ($n = 1.2$) cylinders clustered in a region of 180-μm-radius. Light reflected and refracted from the scattering medium interferes with light emitted from the CW light source; the superposition of all these light components result in a complex amplitude profiles of Fig. 5 (b). As demonstrated in Fig. 5, a CW light source with realistic dimensions can be implemented without instabilizing the PSTD simulation; the proposed simulation technique enables PSTD modeling a CW, finite-width, plane-wave light source embedded inside a macroscopic scattering medium.

![Fig. 5. (a) Implementation of a CW light source of various widths ($w$) in vacuum. (b) Implementation of a CW light source of various widths ($w$) embedded in a scattering medium (from bottom to top) $w = 1, 2, 4, 8$, and 16 μm, respectively. The scattering medium consists of 800 6-μm-diameter, dielectric ($n = 1.2$) cylinders clustered in a region of 180-μm-radius. The amplitude profile (measured along the white dashed line of Fig. 1) is more complex due to interference of light reflected and refracted from the scattering medium.](image)

IV. BACKWARD PROPAGATION

In modeling the backward propagation, the OPC reversed propagation of light is generated with the CW amplitude and phase previously recorded in the forward propagation. Similar to the forward propagation, the phase-conjugated electromagnetic field is added into the OPC region (Fig. 6) as a soft source [13]. Having the OPC region implemented as a soft source eliminates the artificial reflection from the OPC region. After the simulation reaches steady state, the temporal variation of the electromagnetic field becomes periodic: the electromagnetic field at everywhere oscillates with the same frequency throughout the entire simulation space.
In the forward propagation, the electromagnetic field in the OPC region is recorded and the CW amplitude and phase are calculated via Fourier transform. In the backward propagation, the phase-conjugated CW steady-state sinusoidal electromagnetic field is added into the OPC region to generate the reversed propagation of phase-conjugated light. The added field emerging at the OPC region essentially serves as the “light source” in the backward propagation. Simulation artifacts occur as the initially added electromagnetic fields caused by the abrupt variations at the boundary of the OPC region. The discontinuities at the edges excite high-frequency numerical artifacts; as the CW electromagnetic field is continuously added into the OPC region, numerical artifacts gradually decay, leaving only the steady-state, phase-conjugated light propagating in reversed directions.

In Fig. 7, a simulation of phase-conjugated, CW light propagation is depicted. The scattering medium consists of 1600 6-μm-diameter, dielectric \( n = 1.2 \) cylinders clustered in a region of 180-μm-radius. Initially, phase-conjugated light \( (λ = 8 \, \mu m) \) is added into space at the ring-shaped OPC region (Fig. 6). The phase-conjugated light is continuously added into the ring-shaped OPC region and merges with the neighboring field to form a smooth, CW phase-conjugated light propagating through the scattering medium as shown in Figs. 7(b,c). The CW, monochromatic, phase-conjugated light of wavelength \( λ \) back-propagates through the scattering medium and reconstructs the original emitted light profile (Fig. 8).

In the forward propagation, the electromagnetic field in the OPC region is recorded and the CW amplitude and phase are calculated via Fourier transform. In the backward propagation, the phase-conjugated CW steady-state sinusoidal electromagnetic field is added into the OPC region to generate the reversed propagation of phase-conjugated light. The added field emerging at the OPC region essentially serves as the “light source” in the backward propagation. Simulation artifacts occur as the initially added electromagnetic fields caused by the abrupt variations at the boundary of the OPC region. The discontinuities at the edges excite high-frequency numerical artifacts; as the CW electromagnetic field is continuously added into the OPC region, numerical artifacts gradually decay, leaving only the steady-state, phase-conjugated light propagating in reversed directions.

In Fig. 7, a simulation of phase-conjugated, CW light propagation is depicted. The scattering medium consists of 1600 6-μm-diameter, dielectric \( n = 1.2 \) cylinders clustered in a region of 180-μm-radius. Initially, phase-conjugated light \( (λ = 8 \, \mu m) \) is added into space at the ring-shaped OPC region (Fig. 6). The phase-conjugated light is continuously added into the ring-shaped OPC region and merges with the neighboring field to form a smooth, CW phase-conjugated light propagating through the scattering medium as shown in Figs. 7(b,c). The CW, monochromatic, phase-conjugated light of wavelength \( λ \) back-propagates through the scattering medium and reconstructs the original emitted light profile (Fig. 8).

![Fig. 6. CW light recorded in the forward propagation is phase-conjugated and added into the OPC region (the blue shaded region) as a soft source.](image)

![Fig. 7. (Media 2) Modeling the backward propagation of phase-conjugated light through scattering medium.](image)

- (a) Phase-conjugated light \( (λ = 8 \, \mu m) \) is added into space at the ring-shaped OPC region and converges upon a scattering medium consisting of 1600 6-μm-diameter, dielectric \( n = 1.2 \) cylinders clustered in a region of 180-μm-radius.
- (b) Phase-conjugated light is continuously added into space at the ring-shaped OPC region, and merges with the previously added field.
- (c) The electromagnetic field merges to form a smooth, CW phase-conjugated light propagating through the scattering medium towards its center as the simulation reaches steady state.

![Fig. 8. Simulating phase-conjugated light back-propagating through a scattering medium to a narrow peak.](image)

- (a) \( λ = 1 \, \mu m \)
- (b) \( λ = 2 \, \mu m \)
- (c) \( λ = 3 \, \mu m \)

The forward propagation light profile (gray dashed line) is compared to the back-propagated light (blue line) and the back-propagated light with a soft sink to eliminate the outgoing light component (black solid line).

The field discontinuity is minimized by continuously adding field at the OPC region which maintains numerical stability of the PSTD simulation. The CW phase-conjugated light is added into space in the OPC region at every time-step. For the same reason as the CW light source described in Section II, a wide and smooth enough of electromagnetic field at the OPC
region is required to avoid numerical artifacts. A convergence analysis is shown in Fig. 9. Various factors affect the convergence, mainly related to the geometry such as refractive index distribution, size of the scattering medium, optical wavelength of incident light, complexity of the scattering medium, etc. Generally larger scattering medium or more complex geometry would require longer run-time to converge. For the reported simulations, an OPC region with a thickness of \( \sim 10 \) layers is sufficient to minimize numerical artifacts.

Fig. 9. Convergence analysis for the numbers of layers of the OPC region. The errors are evaluated by calculating the normalized, root-mean-square error between the forward outgoing and playback incoming cross-sectional profiles of the E-field. As the layers of the OPC region is increased, the error rapidly decreases. A 10-layer OPC region is sufficient to insure numerical stability.

V. DISCUSSIONS

PSTD algorithm is vulnerable to discontinuities; by adding piecewise continuous electromagnetic fields, instabilities of the PSTD algorithm can be avoided. A finite-width, CW light source of arbitrary width inside a PSTD simulation can be modeled with the proposed simulation technique. The number of layers of the OPC region has to be large enough to ensure piecewise continuity. The performance of the proposed method can be evaluated by comparing the outgoing wave and the incoming wave in the forward propagation and backward propagation, respectively. If the proposed method works properly, the outgoing field would match the incoming field as in time reversal. To quantitatively evaluate the performance, the error is evaluated by calculating the normalized root-mean-square error of the E-field of the incoming and outgoing wave along an arbitrary cut:

\[
\text{Error}_{\text{rms}} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} [E_{\text{Play}}(i) - E_{\text{Forward}}(i)]^2}{n}}, \quad (4)
\]

where \( E_{\text{Forward}} \) and \( E_{\text{Playback}} \) are the E-field amplitude recorded along the selected cut (as shown in Figs. 1 and 6, respectively). Based upon the uniqueness theorem, the electromagnetic field along an arbitrary cut matches only if the forward propagation and backward propagation are both modeled accurately. In Fig. 9, we demonstrate that as the number of layers of the OPC region increases beyond a threshold, the error is minimized. A minimal number of layers of the source region and OPC region are required to maintain numerical stability. In order to generate an undistorted backward propagating field, the OPC region has to match the wavefront morphology. This requirement can be met when the light is scattered into all directions by a random medium, and the OPC region is far enough whereas outgoing light mostly impinges the OPC region normally. The amplitude of the simulation has to be properly scaled (Eq. 3) to satisfy energy conservation where the number of layers is proportional to the amount of light “added” in to the simulation space.

The forward and backward propagation of light through a scattering medium is simulated using the proposed simulation technique. A finite-width, CW, plane-wave light source is embedded inside a scattering medium; the scattering medium consists of 1600 randomly-positioned, 6-\( \mu \)m-diameter dielectric (\( n = 1.2 \)) cylinders within a round region with an overall diameter of 360 \( \mu \)m. Various widths of the CW light source are modeled. Due to interference of scattered light caused by the scattering medium, a complex amplitude profile is recorded. The simulation technique reported in this manuscript makes it possible, for the first time, to accurately simulate the CW OPC phenomenon of a light propagation through macroscopic turbid media (e.g., biological tissues) using the PSTD algorithm [14]. As shown in Fig. 10, the OPC backward propagation of a 4-\( \mu \)m-wide, CW light source illuminating a 1000-\( \mu \)m-by-1000-\( \mu \)m turbid medium consisting of 670 biological cells is simulated using 12 Intel CPUs that took \( \sim 48 \) hours. Recently, a two-dimensional (2-D) FDTD simulation analysis of phase-conjugated light propagation through scattering medium has been reported [9]. Due to the limitations of the FDTD technique, a smaller geometry of 60-\( \mu \)m-by-100-\( \mu \)m was modeled. Another simulation analysis has been reported by Carminati et al. [2] where a scattering medium (cylindrical region of radius \( R = 1.91 \) \( \mu \)m) is modeled by a cluster of idealized point dipoles. Instead of treating each scatterer as an idealized point dipole, we model the scattering medium via a grid-based PSTD simulation. To date, the reported simulation technique is the only method that can model such large-scale CW OPC phenomenon based upon numerical solutions of Maxwell’s equations.
Fig. 10. CW OPC simulation of light propagating through a biological turbid medium. Light illuminating a 1000-μm-by-1000-μm tissue consisting of 670 randomly positioned biological cells is simulated. The diameter of each biological cell is approximately 20-30 μm. The illumination electromagnetic wavelength λ = 4 μm with a cross-sectional width of 10 μm.
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Abstract — In this study, a novel compact and fully integrated 2D photonic crystal (PhC) biosensor with high sensitivity has been proposed for Glucose monitoring. The simulation results are obtained using 2D finite element time domain method (FETDM). To evaluate the performance of the suggested design, the transmission spectrum through the reported structure has been calculated. The effect of the structure geometrical parameters of the biosensor is studied to maximize the biosensor sensitivity. The suggested biosensor offers high sensitivity of 422 nm/RIU with high linearity. Additionally, the suggested biosensor has a simple design and is easy for fabrication. The enhancement of the sensitivity of the PhC biosensor is very important to amplify the detection of the small variation in analyte’s physical properties. Therefore, the achieved sensitivity enhancement can improve the applications of Glucose monitoring.

Index Terms — Biosensor, finite element time domain method, photonic crystal, sensitivity, transmission.

I. INTRODUCTION

Biosensors are devices used for detecting and analyzing samples with different characteristics [1,2]. The work in the biosensors depends on the response to the change in the physical properties of the analyzed samples. There are a lot of types of biosensors such as physicochemical, piezoelectric, optical, and electrochemical biosensors. The sensing in the biosensors represents the detecting power against the change in the physical properties of the analyzed samples. The biosensors have a wide range of applications such as food analysis, DNA classifications, microbial biosensors, and Glucose monitoring [3]. Therefore, biosensors have attracted the interest of many researchers all over the world. Recently, the photonic crystal (PhC) biosensor has gained enormous interest due to its simplicity and high sensitivity [4-8]. The 2D PhCs have many related applications such as waveguides, logic gates [9], filters [10], polarization converters [11], PhC router and PhC image encryptors [12,13]. Additionally, the 2D PhC can confine the optical state in very small dimensions. Making a defect through the periodicity of the structure of a 2D PhC shows allowed modes in the photonic bandgap region [14]. The transmission of the electromagnetic wave through the defected area is affected by the change of refractive indices of the composed material. For these reasons, the 2D PhC is exploited for biosensing applications. The sensitivity of the 2D PhC biosensor can be calculated by measuring the shift in resonance wavelength at which maximum transmission through PhC structure occurs. The more displacement of peaks with a satisfied quality factor, the higher sensitivity that can be obtained [4,5]. In this regard, Hsiao and Lee [4] have reported a computational study of PhC nano-ring resonator for biochemical sensing with a maximum sensitivity of 6 nm/RIU. Additionally, Pal et
al. [15] have achieved a sensitivity of 64.5 nm/RIU using hetero-structure slab PhC by detecting the resonance wavelength for analytes of air, water, and isopropanol. Further, Olyae et al. [5] have investigated four-channel label-free PhC biosensor using nanocavity resonators which offer a sensitivity of 65.7 nm/RIU. Moreover, Dorner et al. [16] have enhanced the sensitivity to 103±1 nm/RIU using different concentrations of bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution. Further, Kim et al. [17] reported a sensitivity of 135 nm/RIU by using matched liquids at different five refractive indices from 1.296 to 1.372 with a step of 0.019. Further, Najafgholinezhad and Olyae [6] have presented PhC biosensor with the temperature dependent investigation of microcavity resonator with a sensitivity of 141.67 nm/RIU. Dündar et al. [18] have also studied different concentrations of sugar-water solutions which resulted in a sensitivity of 280 nm/RIU. In addition, Kita et al. [19] have used liquids of refractive indices from 1.00 to 1.37, and they have demonstrated a sensitivity of 350 nm/RIU. In this paper, a novel design of 2D PhC biosensor with high sensitivity is proposed and analyzed. The effect of the structure geometrical parameters of the reported design on the biosensor sensitivity is investigated to maximize the biosensor sensitivity. In this regard, the effect of the radius of the central microcavity in the midway of the defected 2D PhC is studied thoroughly. Additionally, the impact of the surrounding holes around the central microcavity that are filled with the glucose solution is reported. The simulation results are obtained by using finite element time domain method (FETDM) [20-22]. The suggested biosensor offers high sensitivity of 422 nm/RIU which is greater than that reported in [4-6, 15-19]. Further, the proposed biosensor has an easy and accurate label-free performance due to the detection of the target molecules in their natural form. The molecular interaction due to the change in the glucose concentration results in an analyte refractive index variation. Consequently, resonance wavelength shift will occur and hence the biosensor sensitivity can be obtained. In this study, the sensitivity is defined as the resonance wavelength shift $\Delta\lambda$ per analyte refractive index change $\Delta n$ [5]. The detection of the resonance wavelength shift gives information about the corresponding glucose concentration change and the corresponding molecular interactions. Moreover, the suggested label-free PhC biosensors can effectively measure the effective refractive index variation near the active sensing surface.

II. PHOTONIC BANDGAP STRUCTURE

The considered PhC platform consists of GaN dielectric slab drilled with air holes. The air holes of radius $r = 0.345a$ are forming hexagonal lattice as shown in Fig. 1 (a) with a lattice constant $a = 500$ nm. The dielectric constant of the GaN dielectric slab is equal to 4.94 at wavelength $\lambda = 1400$ nm.

The GaN has a wide range of applications in different optical fields such as light emitting diodes (LEDs) and solar cells [23, 24]. It has very high crystalline quality due to its low-temperature depositing [25]. Further, the GaN is insoluble in water [26]. Additionally, the GaN can be operated in different applications under high temperature like optoelectronics (charge screening, light flow control) [27,28]. The GaN is also a good candidate for photonic crystal applications [29] due to the high index contrast between its dielectric permittivity of 4.94 and that of the air. Therefore, a good confinement can be obtained through the defected channel with the analyte filled central cavity and hence high sensitivity can be obtained. The transmission value $T$ is calculated from the formula $T = \left| \frac{E_{\text{out}}}{E_{\text{in}}} \right|^2$, where $E_{\text{in}}$ is the incident input field by port 1 and $E_{\text{out}}$ is the received output field by port 2. Figure 1 (b) represents the transmission spectra through the 2D PhC. It evident from this figure that there is a photonic bandgap from $\lambda = 1200$ nm to 1850 nm. Figures 1 (c) and 1 (d) present the field distributions at wavelengths of 1875 nm and 1450 nm, respectively. The field distribution diagrams are in consistence with the transmission shown in Fig. 2 (b). At $\lambda = 1875$ nm, the light is propagating through the PhC structure while it is forbidden at a wavelength of 1450 nm. The photonic bandgap range is necessary for selecting the allowed modes for the suggested 2D PhC biosensor. The effects of the structure geometrical parameters on the sensitivity of the proposed designs have been studied using the FETDM with perfectly matched layer boundary conditions [21, 22]. In this study, the size of the finite elements varies from 0.00285 to 0.637 $\mu$m. The element growth rate that determines how fast the elements should grow from small to large over the studied domain is equal to 1.3. Additionally, the curvature factor that limits how large the element size
can be along the curved boundaries of the suggested structure is fixed at 0.3.

III. DESIGN CONSIDERATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

As shown in Fig. 2 (a), the 2D PhC biosensor is formed by removing the central horizontal row of air holes from the basic composition of the studied 2D PhC. Further, a microcavity of radius R is added in the midway of the central channel defect. The central cavity is filled with analyte sample of glucose solution with refractive index [30]:

\[ n = 0.00011889C + 1.33230545, \]

where C is the glucose concentration in (g/L). The effect of the microcavity radius R on the sensitivity is studied to maximize the biosensor sensitivity. In this study, Gaussian pulse of width 0.4 μm with a central carrier wavelength of 1.4 μm has been adopted to feed the proposed structure from port 1. The change in the concentration of the glucose affects the transmission of the traveling electromagnetic wave as shown in Fig. 2.

\[ \text{Fig. 3. The shift in the resonance wavelength as a function of the glucose concentration at different R values 1.2r, 1.3r, and 1.4r.} \]

Therefore, the sensitivity of the proposed sensor will be very small. In this study, the sensitivity is defined as the resonance wavelength shift per the change in the analyte refractive index (Δλ/Δn) [5]. The Δn change is calculated according to the change in the glucose concentration as may be noted from Equation (1). In order to enhance the transmission and the sensitivity of the 2D PhC biosensor, the radius of the central microcavity is increased and some of the surrounding air holes are removed.

The new design of the 2D PhC biosensor is shown in Fig. 4 (a). Figure 4 (b) and 4 (c) show the field distribution at R=3.4r and 1.4r at the corresponding resonance wavelengths 1403 nm and 1411 nm, respectively at concentration c=330 g/L. It is revealed from these figures that the transmission through the PhC design is enhanced by increasing the central cavity radius R from 1.2r to 3.4r. Figures 5 (a), 5 (b), and 5 (c) show the transmission through the suggested sensor at different glucose concentrations and at different microcavity radii R. It is evident from these figures that the sensitivity and transmission increase by using the improved design. At R = 3r, 3.2r and 3.4r, the sensitivity is equal to 35 nm/RIU, 201.4 nm/RIU, and 186.5 nm/RIU, respectively. All of these results are also confirmed in Fig. 5 (d), where the resonant wavelengths are plotted against the glucose concentration change. Due to the index contrast between the refractive indices of the GaN and the glucose solution, reflection and refraction occur to the introduced electromagnetic beam in the proposed structure. The measured transmission depends on the refraction when the electromagnetic wave transfers from the GaN to the glucose solution [31]. As the microcavity radius increases, the amount of filled glucose solution and its effect on the transmission of the traveling electromagnetic wave through the defected region will be increased. Consequently, the shift in the resonance
wavelength due to the glucose refractive index change can be detected with high sensitivity.

Fig. 4. (a) Cross-section of the 2D PhC biosensor with the large central microcavity filled with the analyte (glucose solution). Field distribution through the suggested design with glucose concentration $c=330$ g/L at: (b) $R=3.4r$ ($\lambda=1403$ nm) and (c) $R=1.4r$ ($\lambda=1411$ nm).

Fig. 5. The transmission spectra through the proposed biosensor at different glucose concentrations at: (a) $R=3r$, (b) $R=3.2r$, (c) $R=3.4r$, and (d) shift in the resonance wavelength as a function of the glucose concentration at different microcavity radii.

In order to further increase the sensitivity and transmission of the proposed sensor, the surrounding holes around the central microcavity are filled with the glucose solution as shown in Fig. 6 (a). Additionally, it is important from the practical point of view to keep the minimum separation between the edges of the central microcavity and the surrounding holes filled by glucose solution at 15 nm. This separation value is the suitable limit in the practical consideration. Then, the radius of the central microcavity $R$ is tested with values of $3r$, $3.1r$, and $3.2r$ as shown in Figs. 6 (b), 6 (c), and 6 (d). It is observed from these figures that the shift in the resonance wavelength becomes greater than that in the previous tests. It is also noted that the sensitivity increases with increasing the radius of the central microcavity in this structure. The shift in the resonance wavelengths as a function of the glucose concentration is represented in Fig. 7. It is evident from this figure that the resonance wavelength changes linearly with the glucose concentration change. The biosensor sensitivities are equal to 280 nm/RIU, 301.3 nm/RIU and 330.3 nm/RIU corresponding to $R=3r$, $3.1r$, and $3.2r$, respectively.

Fig. 6. (a) Cross-section of the modified 2D PhC biosensor with large central microcavity surrounded by 12 holes filled with the analyte (glucose solution). The transmission spectra at different glucose concentrations at: (b) $R = 3r$, (c) $R = 3.1r$, and (d) $R = 3.2r$.

Fig. 7. The shift in the resonance wavelength as a function of the glucose concentration for the suggested 2D PhC biosensor at different $R$ values.
In order to enhance the sensitivity of the suggested 2D PhC biosensor, the ellipticity of the central microcavity surrounded by holes filled with glucose solution is studied. In this investigation, the effect of the major diameter is changed from 2.2a to 2.6a with a step of 0.1a. However, the minor diameter is fixed at 2.2a because of practical consideration to keep the minimum separation between the edges of surrounding holes filled with glucose solution and the central microcavity at 15 nm. It is evident from Fig. 8 that the sensitivity is affected by changing the major diameter of the elliptical microcavity. The proposed 2D PhC biosensor offers high sensitivity of 422 nm/RIU at the major radius 2.6a which is greater than that reported in [16-19].

The quality factor of the suggested biosensor is also evaluated using the resonance wavelength $\lambda_o$ and the full width at the half maximum of the output transmission $\Delta \lambda_{FWHM}$ as given by $(\lambda_o/\Delta \lambda_{FWHM})$. The numerical results reveal that the suggested PhC biosensor has an average quality factor of 549.2. The crosstalk (CT) of the proposed 2D PhC biosensor is calculated as [13]:

$$CT = 20 \log \left( \frac{T_{desired}}{T_{undesired}} \right), \quad (2)$$

where $T_{desired}$ is the desired transmission at certain resonance wavelength and $T_{undesired}$ is the undesired transmission at the same resonance wavelength. The proposed 2D PhC offers an average CT of 20 dB which shows the effectiveness of the proposed biosensor.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

In this study, the GaN dielectric slab is used as a background material for the suggested PhC biosensor. There are different techniques that are used to grow the GaN dielectric slab [32-35]. The nitride-based layers can be grown on silicon substrates by selective wet etching. The selective wet etching process starts with the growth of multilayer structure by metal organic vapor epitaxy on Si (111) substrate. Then, the drilled air holes of the photonic crystal structure are formed by inductively coupled plasma etching process [32-34]. The GaN dielectric slab can also be produced by selective thermal decomposition (STD) technique. In this regard, the GaN is selectively decomposed at a temperature of ~1000°C under NH$_3$/H$_2$ ambient conditions and the drilled air holes are formed by using electron beam lithography method (EBLM). Arita et al. (2012) have used the STD and high crystalline nitride dielectric slab with the highly smoothed surface has been obtained [35]. Additionally, Baroni et al. (2010) have demonstrated tunable cavities with different sizes filled with liquid crystals (LCs). They have used free standing Si using a membrane to ease the infiltration of LC into the holes in the photonic structure. A glue can also be used to block the unfilled air holes. Therefore, it is believed that the suggested design with the selectively filled central cavity and surrounding air holes can be achieved successfully [36]. Further, the elliptical microcavity hole could be established practically as reported by Quiñónez et al. [37] and Vogelaar et al. [38].

V. CONCLUSION

A novel, compact and highly sensitive biosensor based on PhC platform has been proposed and analyzed in this paper. The 2D PhC biosensor comprises a hexagonal lattice of cylindrical holes that are perforated in a dielectric material. A gradation in the change of the 2D PhC biosensor structure tends to enhance the sensitivity. It is found that the 2D PhC biosensor with elliptical microcavity surrounded by holes filled with analyte exhibits the highest sensitivity of 422 nm/RIU. The numerical results also reveal that the wavelength shift is linearly proportional to the glucose concentration. Further, the proposed design has an amplified sensitivity with high detection of small variation in the glucose concentration. The enhancement of the 2D PhC biosensor will give high quality promising applications for glucose monitoring.
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Abstract — We presented a topology optimization method based on genetic algorithm (GA) combined geometry tailor scheme (GTS) to realize ultra-wideband polarization conversion metasurfaces (UPCM) in microwave range. The present method takes the connectivity condition of the elements into consideration, thereby resulting in good optimization efficiency. As examples, a UPCM is designed by topology optimization, which is composed of the dielectric substrate sandwiched with patched metallic patterns and continuous metal background. Three plasmon resonances are generated by electric and magnetic resonances, which lead to bandwidth expansion of cross-polarization reflection. The simulated results show that the maximum conversion efficiency is nearly 100% at the three plasmon resonance frequencies and the 3 dB bandwidth range from 5.66 to 24.68 GHz can be achieved for both normally incident x- and y-polarized waves.

Index Terms — Genetic Algorithm (GA), geometry tailor, Metamaterials (MMs), metasurface, topology design.

I. INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials (MMs) [1] are artificial media with pitches smaller than the wavelength, which have numerous intriguing artificial electromagnetic responses not attainable with naturally occurring materials. In recent years, many researches worldwide focus on metasurfaces [2], planar metamaterials, which are two-dimension MMs consist of cells repeated periodically throughout a medium. Many MMs have been applied to manipulate electromagnetic characteristics including transmissions and polarizations in sub-wavelength scale, such as polarization manipulation through anisotropic and chiral MMs from microwave terahertz to optical frequency regimes [3], [4].

Recently, the manipulation of polarization is essential for communication, sensing, and other applications. However, narrow working bandwidth is still one of the main problems. In general, the bandwidth can be broadened by multilayer structures. For example, a highly efficient broadband polarization transformation slab has been achieved by stacking twisted complementary circular symmetric split-ring resonators. However, this may be very complicated for irregular shapes and therefore restrict the MMs to regular shape. It is also difficult to find the optimal structures for the MMs using the intuition and empiricism testing. To break through the limitation of bandwidth performances, topology design method was adopted due to the complex nature of the problem, which is based on some kind of intelligent algorithms, such as genetic algorithm (GA).

In this paper, we propose an ultra-wideband polarization conversion metasurfaces (UPCM) design method based on the GA [5] with a geometry tailor scheme (GTS), which is a new type of operator for tailoring pattern shapes. Therefore, the GA with GTS not only can improve the metamaterial topology optimization simulation-efficiency, but also can improve the optimal result searching ability and convergence speed. Firstly, we develop the topology design method with GTS, which operates on matrix of evolution algorithm, as an algorithm operator. The GTS can remove the isolated points in the elements not by natural selection and evolution, but by forcing to wipe them. Secondly, as an example, an UPCM is designed and optimized, then, a comparison between conventional topology method who use natural selection and evolution and topology method with GTS is employed, which demonstrates the topology method with GTS can obtained faster convergence speed of optimization than the conventional topology method. Finally, the effectiveness of the present design method is confirmed by an instance. Both the simulated and optimization results show that the bandwidth is very wide for both x- and y-polarized waves under normal incidence, attaining a 3 dB bandwidth range from 5.66 to 24.68 GHz.
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Furthermore, the efficiency is close to 100% at the three plasmon resonance frequencies, respectively.

II. TOPOLOGY DESIGN METHOD WITH GTS

A. Encoding approach of topology optimization

According to the analysis of GA, the evolutionary structural optimization is just an evolution process under a certain optimization strategy, with which the schema is related to the defining length of the chromosome and thus decides the code number.

Figure 1 shows a single-layer metasurface with a dielectric substrate under consideration and the unit cell of its periodic structure extended infinitely. The unit cell is divided into N×N lattice (10×10 lattice is handled in this paper) to represent the metasurface with an arbitrary element shape in terms of 1s and 0s in the GA. The 1 and 0 correspond to the perfect conductor patch (pixels in Fig. 1) and the free space (blank pixels), respectively. In the present method, the unit-cell geometry tries to work for extensive polarizations bandwidth. So, in the GA, the region is encoded into a 100-bit binary string. The GA starts with a random population and then generates the metasurface element shapes through selection, crossover, mutation and one more operator proposed in this paper. Also the GA keeps the best individual after each generation (elitism strategy). The size of the unit cell must be determined by both $p$ and $h$, which are encoded by a 18 bit binary string.

Fig. 1. The configuration and encoding approach of topology design.

B. GTS design

Not only typical GA operators but also a new-type of operator is needed for the optimization design of the MMs element shape taking into account the connectivity condition of the elements. The relation of the basic functions for the analysis with 1s and 0s in the GA is shown in Fig. 1. Most of the metasurface element shapes generated by the GA include the point contact of the isolated lattice points inside the unit cell. If the conductors of an optimized metasurface element have such points, it means that they do not touch each other analytically, which don’t contribute to metasurface performance. Therefore, the isolated lattice points should be wiped when fabricating these elements, which can improve the optimization speed and simulation speed.

We propose here a GTS, which is a new method for geometry tailor.

Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the optimization-design method based on the GA incorporated with the GTS. This scheme removes the critical points not by natural selective and evolution of GA, but by forcing to eliminate them. The eliminate engine, geometry tailor, works as a sieve, which can search and eliminate the isolated point of geometry matrix. It should be noted here that the GTS can improve optimization simulation efficient by ignoring those isolated pixels which is not contacts physically.

Fig. 2. The flowchart of optimization design with GTS.

C. Fitness function

The numerical simulation is carried out to analyze the reflection behavior of the polarizer with a commercial program, CST MICROWAVE STUDIO 2011 (CST). In the process of simulation, the periodic boundary conditions are used in the x and y directions, and broadband Gaussian-modulated pulse sources with x-polarized and/or y-polarized electric fields are used as the excitation source in the simulation for the linear polarization.

Figure 3 illustrates the comparison between conventional GA and GA with GTS. The fitness function is created according to the goal of expanding polarization bandwidth, which considered the maximal polarization bandwidth and minimal thickness, the more bandwidth the smaller fitness value. In GA, 100 populations are
employed in a generation and the selection scheme is tournament selection with two best individuals reproduced, realizing the uniform genetic and mutation process. The crossover probability is set as 0.8, the mutation rate set as 0.01, and the stop condition is related to the fitness goals or is set as truncation limited by the maximum generation number of 30. As shown clearly in Fig. 3, the algorithm convergence speed and stability of UPCM with GTS is much better than conventional ones.

Fig. 3. The best fitness and average fitness comparison.

III. SIMULATION RESULT

In order to verify the ultra-wideband property of such metasurface, full-wave simulations are performed with CST. Figure 4 shows the simulated cross- and co-polarization reflection and polarization-conversion ratio versus frequency. As shown in Fig. 4, strong cross-polarization reflection occurs under both y-polarized and x-polarized normal incidences. Furthermore, the cross-polarization reflection band is very wide. The 3 dB bandwidth is from 5.44 GHz to 24.68 GHz for both y-polarized and x-polarized incident waves. As mentioned above, the ultra-wideband property is resulted from the three plasmon resonance frequencies at 7.23 GHz, 11.88 GHz, and 23.16 GHz, where the polarization conversion efficiency is nearly 100%, as shown in Fig. 5, a 1:4.3 3 dB bandwidth can be achieved for both normally incident x- and y-polarized waves.

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULT

To confirm the proposed polarization conversion metasurface, a 320×320 mm² sample of the proposed metasurface is fabricated and measured. The experiment system is demonstrated in Fig. 6, in which the sample is illuminated by two vertical horns antenna, so the cross-polarization ratio can be measured. The sample is fabricated by PCB technology. Figure 7 shows the measured results, which are measured by several horn antennas of different working band, ranging from 1 to 30 GHz. Through the comparison of the available results, we can conclude that the measurements are well corresponding with the simulation result.

Fig. 4. The cross-polarization and co-polarization reflection.

Fig. 5. The polarization conversion ratio.

Fig. 6. The fabricated sample of design metasurface and its measurement system.
V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, by means of simulation, we demonstrate that UPCM can be realized using reflective metasurfaces at microwave frequencies by topology design. Due to multiple electric and magnetic resonances, cross-polarization reflection bandwidth can be expanded significantly. An improved topology with GTS has been proposed to achieve better design of UPCM. As an explicit example, we designed and verified a UPCM with a 1:4.3 3 dB bandwidth. Furthermore, the maximum conversion efficiency is up to 100% at the three plasmon resonance frequencies. Because of the easy design, such polarization conversion metasurfaces are of great application values in the polarization controlled devices and other MMs.
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Abstract — In the present paper, a simplified lumped element human body, stroked by a lightning touch voltage, is designed and analyzed using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The extracted results are compared with an electronic circuit simulator validating our numerical method. Moreover, other touch voltage scenarios are investigated, measuring and comparing the current that flows through different body parts. Additionally, the induced current to a human body, being in the vicinity of a lightning stroked object, is accurately calculated through the FDTD algorithm. The inability of the circuit modeler to simulate non-contact configurations proves the necessity of our numerical algorithm, while the possibility of the electric discharge effect is introduced.

Index Terms — Circuit model, FDTD, high voltage, human body, lightning.

I. INTRODUCTION
Lightning is a natural phenomenon that may have a serious impact on human beings, because of its impressive appearance and mainly its severe threats imposed on life and structures [1-3]. Several mechanisms have been so far reported to explain its interaction with humans, like the direct strike that occurs when the lightning channel terminates on the body, exposing it at the full lightning current [4-6]. However, only a small percentage of the incidents are due to this case; consequently the more realistic touch voltage and side flash cases are examined in this work. The first one occurs if the person holds a lightning stroked object, while the latter when the human stands close to it and a discharge path is created between the object and the human.

The proposed method uses a simplified human model, realized with lumped elements [7]. The current flow through the human body is extracted by means of a home-made FDTD algorithm [8], while it is compared with an electronic circuit simulator for the simple case of a telephone-mediated strike. The results are almost identical proving the FDTD efficiency even under the condition of low frequencies. Likewise, utilizing our numerical algorithm, the current flow through various parts of the human body is measured for diverse cases of touch voltage strikes. Several scenarios have been studied such as the contact of the head and hand with a grounded or ungrounded stroked object, e.g., the aforementioned telephone device. Furthermore, a popular arrangement that involves the contact of the human hand with a grounded or an ungrounded stroked object is also thoroughly examined. For the above cases, the current which flows through different human body parts is measured via the FDTD method.

Moreover, the implemented algorithm is employed at problems of more complicated geometries and conditions, without making additional approximations, unlike its electronic simulation counterpart. Finally, a non-contact scenario is investigated revealing a further impact of a lightning strike. In particular, the induced current because of a side flash is computed, at several body parts, whereas the possibility of an electric discharge should not be ignored, due to its devastating effect on humans.

II. THEORETICAL ASPECTS
The circuit model of the human body related to a lightning strike, approximating the body parts via lumped elements, as in Fig. 1, has been proposed in [6], [7]. It consists of commonly accepted lines including an internal resistance split of approximately 1 kΩ between arms, torso, and legs as internal components. The skin resistivity parts are significantly larger than their internal counterparts, exhibiting a parallel resistance and capacitance of 10 kΩ and 0.25 μF, respectively, except for head’s capacitance, which is increased.

Our test scenario involves a grounded telephone that mediates the lightning current to the human body, since the lightning may strike the telephone wire directly and as a result, its power passes in the telephone set. In normal operation the person holds the telephone with one hand (point 2 in Fig. 1 (b)), and presses the handset to the ear (point 1), creating a capacitive coupling of approximately 88 μF, in the case of the lightning strike.
This touch voltage application has a return path via the feet (point 3) or any other body part that touches an earthed structure. Another scenario examines a corresponding application, where the telephone device is not grounded or the floor insulation is adequately efficient, and the circuit only involves points 1 and 2. On the third one, the input voltage is connected directly at point 2, simulating the contact of the human with any ungrounded stroked object, while on the latter case the object is assumed grounded, so the return path is completed via the feet (point 3).

The second application does not involve the coupling capacitance, since the human is now not touching the stroked device or alternatively the stroked wire, but is standing in its vicinity at distance $d$, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a).

The main extracted result from the numerical algorithm is the current that flows through several body parts for the examined situations. It is measured via the current density that flows through a circular loop, as

$$ I = \iint \mathbf{j} \cdot d\mathbf{S}. $$

The strike is modelled as a double exponential function defined by its two time parameters $t_1$, $t_2$ and its peak value $A$. Although, in the literature the lightning is implemented as a current source, in our work a voltage source is selected, because the strike is mediated via the telephone or an alternative device. The double exponential voltage has the form [9] of:

$$ v(t) = A( e^{-t/t_1} - e^{-t/t_2}) . $$

Fig. 1. (a) The telephone mediated lightning strike scenario, and (b) the circuit model of a human body.

III. FDTD ALGORITHM

The indirect lightning strike analysis on a circuit human body model is performed via an FDTD algorithm that includes lumped elements. The conventional FDTD update equations for the electric $\mathbf{E}$ and the magnetic $\mathbf{H}$ field are derived starting from the Maxwell equations:

$$ \nabla \times \mathbf{E} = -\mu \frac{\partial \mathbf{H}}{\partial t}, $$

$$ \nabla \times \mathbf{H} = \varepsilon \frac{\partial \mathbf{E}}{\partial t} + \mathbf{J}, $$

where $\varepsilon$ and $\mu$ are the dielectric permittivity and the magnetic permeability of the medium respectively, while $\mathbf{J} = \sigma \mathbf{E}$ is conduction current, for conductivity $\sigma$.

Utilizing 1st order finite differences to approximate the original equations and the conventional Yee lattice [9] for the electric and the magnetic field components, their update equations are extracted straightforwardly as [8]:

$$ E_x|_{i,j,k}^{n+1} = \frac{2\varepsilon - \sigma \Delta t}{2\varepsilon + \sigma \Delta t} E_x|_{i,j,k}^n + \frac{2\Delta t}{2\varepsilon + \sigma \Delta t} \frac{1}{\Delta h}, $$

$$ \left( H_x|_{i,j,k}^{n+1/2} - \left( H_x|_{i,j,k+1/2}^{n+1/2} - H_x|_{i,j,k-1/2}^{n+1/2} \right) \right), $$

for the $E_x$ electric field component, while similar update equations are derived for the rest components. The lumped elements are imported in the equations as conduction currents $\mathbf{J}$ located at the desired electric field component locations, Fig. 2. Thus, assuming a lumped element positioned at an $E_x$ component, the final update equation for this specific location is evaluated as:

$$ E_x|_{i,j,k}^{n+1} = E_x|_{i,j,k}^{n} - \frac{R}{2\varepsilon + \sigma \Delta t} \left( E_x|_{i,j,k}^{n} - E_x|_{i,j,k}^{n-1} \right), $$

where the function $I_x^{n+1} \cdots \right)$ depends on the relation that connects the current and the voltage, namely

$$ I_x^{n+1} = \frac{2\Delta t}{2\varepsilon + \sigma \Delta t} \frac{E_x|_{i,j,k}^{n+1} + E_x|_{i,j,k}^{n}}{2R}, $$

$$ I_x^{n+1} = \frac{C}{2\varepsilon + \sigma \Delta t} \left( E_x|_{i,j,k}^{n+1} - E_x|_{i,j,k}^{n-1} \right), $$

for a resistor $R$ and a capacitor $C$, respectively [10].

Fig. 2. The utilized Yee lattice.

IV. TOUCH VOLTAGE ANALYSIS

A. Numerical verification

Firstly, the initial touch voltage case is explored where the head and the arm are connected to the input voltage via 88 pF capacitances. The human body is realized as parallel lumped elements in the FDTD algorithm connected through lossless wires, while the dimension from head to feet is about 1.8 m to realistically model the average human height. The feet and input voltage touch the ground, modeled as a perfect electric conductor (PEC) boundary condition. The remaining boundaries are terminated with a 4-cell
perfect matched layer (PML) to approximate the free space. Although, other terminating techniques can be utilized, such as MUR-I for dielectric materials [11, 12], PML is advantageous for domains involving lumped elements in free-space. The domain is divided in $60 \times 52 \times 37$ cubic cells of $8 \text{ cm}$ edge dimensions, while the time-step is set to $\Delta t = 177.4 \text{ ps}$, a setup that is maintained throughout our analysis. The minimum wavelength of the analysis is extracted through a Fourier transformation of the input signal and the resulting wavelengths per unit cell are approximately 200. This value is expected due to the problem’s relatively low frequencies, typically about 20 MHz for a double exponentially modeled lightning. On the other hand, the PSPICE electronic circuit simulator is utilized to compare the extracted FDTD results. The electronic simulator is selected for comparison due to its advantageous performance for closed loop lumped element scenarios.

The input voltage is calculated via (2) setting $A = 9.5 \text{ kV}$, $t_1 = 66.7 \mu\text{s}$ and $t_2 = 0.54 \mu\text{s}$, leading to the typical double exponential waveform of Fig. 3, where the rise time is $0.25 \mu\text{s}$ and the pulse time is $50 \mu\text{s}$ [13].

![Fig. 3. Input voltage of the stroked telephone.](image)

The comparison of the current flow in the human’s arm between the two individual numerical methods, sketched in Fig. 4. As observed, the implemented FDTD method is effectively accurate at low frequency problems which use lumped element networks, revealing that a touch voltage strike is lethal for a human since the current outreaches 1 A.

![Fig. 4. Comparison of the current flow at the human hand in the touch voltage scenario between the implemented FDTD algorithm and the PSPICE simulator.](image)

B. Touch voltage scenarios

After verifying the accuracy of the numerical algorithm, several different setups are examined to extend the applicability of the FDTD method. Initially, the previous setup is retained and the current flow through several different body parts is extracted via (1) and depicted in Fig. 5. One can easily discern that the current which flows through the torso is double the value of other body parts. This outcome is straightforward since the current from the head and arm is added, flows though torso, and then it is divided at the legs.

The next scenario involves the same telephone mediated strike except that the device is now ungrounded. The location of the source is assumed between the head and the hand and the current that flows through them, represented in Fig. 6, is significantly bigger than the one through the legs and torso since there is no return path via the ground. Although, this current is not larger than 25 mA, it should not be ignored and this is a major advantage of the FDTD algorithm compared to the electronic simulator. The latter is not capable of calculating the current outside closed loops, which is necessary on several complicated situations.

Additionally, the situation where the human simply touches a grounded lightning stroked object is investigated and the outcomes are sketched in Fig. 7. The human head is not included in the closed loop circuit, because of the return path through the feet, and the fact that its current is negligible. However, the current that flows across the hand and the torso exceeds 1 A and is obviously lethal for the human, while at feet the current is divided by half.

As a last touch voltage case, we study the impact of an ungrounded lightning stroked object when the human comes in contact with it. The results are corresponding to our previous scenario except that the current is now about 15 times decreased due to the ungrounded object, depicted in Fig. 8. The current flows again from the hand through the torso and it is divided at feet, with a maximum value of approximately 85 mA, which is adequate to disturb the human. As already mentioned, the FDTD algorithm is capable of calculating this considerable current, unlike the electronic simulator counterpart.

![Fig. 5. Current flow through several body parts in the case of a grounded telephone mediated strike.](image)
V. SIDE FLASH INVESTIGATION AND DISCHARGE POSSIBILITY

In the previous section, our numerical algorithm calculated the current that flows through body parts that are outside closed loops, revealing a first advantage compared to the electronic circuit simulator. Although, the simulation time of the latter is significantly reduced compared to the FDTD method, it is not capable of solving more complicated implementations, unless some approximations are applied, which can easily lead to degraded results. In this section, the side flash scenario is examined, where the lightning stroked object is not in direct contact with the human and the induced current to several body parts is extracted through (1), and depicted in Figs. 9 to 12. In this case, it is obvious that the current at each body part is increased drastically as the human approaches the stroked device, but is not lethal because of the effect’s short duration and the current’s low values. Specifically, the current through the arm is slightly exceeding 100 mA, even at distance $d = 10$ cm. Furthermore, at torso it is fairly increased for any distance, but it remains at low levels, while at legs it is divided by half with respect to the touch voltage scenarios. Finally, the current through the head remains at negligible levels, less than 10 mA.

It is critical to mention that the electric field between the arm and the device receives extremely high values, increasing the possibility of a hazardous electric discharge. Therefore and owing to its significance, the disruptive effect technique is briefly introduced in the present work [14]. In this manner, we are able to estimate the possibility of an electric discharge versus the temporal variation of the potential between two points $V(t)$, calculated through the electric field data of the numerical algorithm. According to this approach, the time integral $DE$ of the difference between the evaluated potential $V(t)$ and a predefined voltage $V_0$ is:

$$DE = \int_{t_{\text{off}}}^{t_{\text{on}}} (V(t) - V_0)^2 dt ,$$

where $k$ is another predefined parameter. If the integral in (3) exceeds a specific $DE$ threshold, a hazardous electrostatic discharge is very likely to occur. The values of $V_0$, $k$, and $DE$ are acquired through measurements, rather than analytically, and their accuracy depends on the problem under study [15, 16]. However, the relevant literature lacks data for the examined distances, and further measurements are necessary to estimate accurately the electric discharge possibility, which is outside the scope of the present work.

The distribution of the electric field at $t = 4 \, \mu s$, is illustrated in Fig. 13 (a) for the lightning stroked object at distance $d = 20$ cm. Here, the extremely high value of the potential difference between the hand and the source is revealed, confirming the increased possibility of an electric discharge. Moreover, in Fig. 13 (b), where the electric field distribution of a touch voltage scenario is depicted, one can observe the concentration of the field at the capacitors. At both cases, the zero electric field corresponds to the location of the conductors, as expected from the theory.
The circuit model of the human body, stroked by touch voltage of a lightning, has been modeled in the present paper. The results, extracted by the FDTD algorithm and the electronic circuit simulator, have been compared successfully, while the current flow through several body parts of various scenarios has been investigated. In the non-contact case of a side flash, the FDTD method has proven that applies effectively unlike the electronic circuit solver that is unable to solve it without inaccurate approximations. Moreover, a brief introduction to the disruptive effect technique has been involved in order to estimate the possibility of a hazardous electric discharge effect. Overall, the FDTD algorithm is more effective to solve complicated problems, even at low frequencies.
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Abstract — Ferrofluid is a colloidal suspension of single domain magnetic particles of diameter approximately 10 nm, coated with a molecular layer of a dispersant and suspended in a liquid carrier. Ferrofluids may form the basis for next generation noiseless, vibration free passive cooling technique. The pumping ability of ferrofluid depends on temperature gradient and magnetic field orientation. The proposed work covers numerical analysis of heat transfer, magnetism and flow characteristics of ferrofluids. Thermal conductivity and viscosity of ferrofluid governs the heat transfer and flow characteristics. The variation of flow with the direction of magnetic field has been investigated in this paper.

Index Terms — Coupled system, ferrofluid, magnetic field, passive cooling, pyromagnetic coefficient.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ferrofluid is a temperature sensitive magnetic fluid which means that its magnetization is function of temperature. A section of Ferrofluid exposed to heat source and external magnetic field directed in a specific orientation results in non-uniform magnetic body force, such a heat transfer is called thermo-magnetic convection [1] and this resultant flow of ferrofluid can be controlled by varying ferrofluid properties, magnetic field strength and temperature distribution. Thermo-magnetic convection can be useful in situations where convective heat transfer alone is inadequate in dissipating heat effectively. Cooling using ferrofluid is a passive cooling technique and it utilizes waste heat from the system to induce the flow in the presence of a magnetic field. The synergistic effect of magnetization, temperature and gradient produces a noiseless and vibration free cooling.

The stability of the magnetic colloid depends on the thermal contribution and on the balance between attractive (Vander Waals and dipole-dipole) and repulsive (Steric and electrostatic) interactions. In order to avoid agglomeration, the magnetic particles are coated with a shell of an appropriate material called surfactant.

A prototype of a miniature automatic cooling device using ferrofluid has previously been described by Love et al. [2] & Li et al. [3]. Strek and Jopek [4] simulated ferrofluid flow in a channel between two parallel plates. Aminfar et al. [5] have investigated numerically the hydrothermal characteristics of a water based ferrofluid in vertical rectangular duct. The magnetic field is produced by a current carrying wire which is placed along the length of the duct.

The flow state in a magnetic fluid [6] heat transport device is investigated numerically. Model geometry of the device is considered when the device is placed vertically. From the results of the calculation a qualitative explanation is made for the flow state of experimental device when the magnetic field is affected.

Wrobel et al. [7] studied thermo-magnetic convective flow of paramagnetic fluid in an annular enclosure with a round rod core and a cylindrical outer wall numerically and experimentally. Their results shows that magnetizing force affects the heat transfer rate and a strong magnetic field can control the magnetic convection of paramagnetic fluid.

Kikura et al. [8] carried experimental investigations in a cubical enclosure and concentric horizontal annuli under the influence of a varying magnetic field. The permanent magnet was placed at different sides of the enclosure and the effect of magnetic field gradient on the ferrofluid heat transfer was studied.

Lajvardi et al. [9] report an experimental work on
the convective heat transfer of ferrofluid flowing through a heated copper tube in the laminar regime in the presence of magnetic field.

Demuren & Grotjans [10] discussed simplification of flow by considering density variations in the body force term, which is a source and sink momentum in the direction of gravity. The density difference is related to the coefficient of thermal expansion and the temperature difference. This approach works very well for small density differences and has enabled simplified solution of many buoyant flow problems.

Lopez et al. [11] developed a new consistent Boussinesq type approximation. The density variations were considered in the advection term of the Navier-Stokes equations. The new approximation allows accurate treatment of situations with differential rotation or when strong vortices appear in the interior of the domain.

Although many theoretical and experimental investigations have been carried for ferrofluid flow behaviour but the investigations on how ferrofluid flow depends on the thermal conductivity and orientation of magnetic field are sparse. Besides this, the investigations were carried on novel technique to enhance the heat dissipation capacity using ferrofluid.

## II. MECHANISM OF FLOW

Ferrofluid being paramagnetic obeys Curie’s Law and therefore its behaviour is directly related to temperature and magnetization. The change of magnetization of ferrofluid with temperature is defined by term called pyromagnetic coefficient. Magnetization of ferrofluid decreases with increase in temperature. The temperature, at which the magnetization of the fluid is negligible, is called Curie temperature.

Figure 1 shows the flow mechanism of ferrofluid, magnetic fluid in hot region near heat source being at a higher temperature loses its magnetic properties. An external magnet is placed in the vicinity creates a magnetic field. The relatively cold ferrofluid behind experiences a greater magnetic attraction force and due to this greater attraction, cold ferrofluid pushes hot ferrofluid on the other end, thus resulting in fluid flow. This body force on fluid section near heat source is directly related to the external magnetic field, magnetic susceptibility, temperature gradient and pyromagnetic coefficient. Combining the two effects, i.e., heat and orientation of magnetic field with suitable geometry and thermophysical properties of ferrofluid results in flow and heat dissipation from the system.

Thus, important requirement for fluid pumping is temperature gradient and magnetization variation with temperature. Also, the flow can be controlled by varying external magnetic field and temperature gradient within the fluid. A series of experiments were conducted to study the effect of external magnetic field and temperature distribution. The results showed that fluid flow can be controlled by changing the position of the magnet.

![Fig. 1. Mechanism of flow.](image-url)

### Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Physical Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>Density ($\text{kg m}^{-3}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>Temperature (K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>Velocity ($\text{ms}^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>Thermal conductivity ($\text{W m}^{-1} \text{K}^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>Pressure (N/m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>Viscosity of the fluid (Pa.s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>Magnetization vector ($\text{Am}^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>Magnetic induction ($\text{Wb m}^{-2}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>Magnetic field ($\text{Am}^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>Kelvin body force (Nm$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>Permeability of medium ($\text{H m}^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_0$</td>
<td>Permeability of air or vacuum $4\pi \times 10^{-7} \text{H m}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi_m$</td>
<td>Total magnetic susceptibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi_0$</td>
<td>Differential magnetic susceptibility of the ferrofluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>Thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid (K$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_0$</td>
<td>Reference temperature (K)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## III. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The equations governing the ferrofluid flow under the effect of applied magnetic field are magnetostatic equation, mass conservation equation, momentum equation and the energy equation in the frame of Boussinesque approximation. The nomenclature is shown above.

### A. Magnetostatic equations

Ferrofluids are non-conducting, so Maxwell’s equations are for non-conducting medium and no currents are simplified to:

\[
\nabla \times \mathbf{H} = 0, \quad (1)
\]
\[
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{B} = 0. \quad (2)
\]

Magnetic flux density $\mathbf{B}$ is given as:

\[
\mathbf{B} = \mu \mathbf{H} = \mu_r \mu_0 \mathbf{H}, \quad (3)
\]
\[
\mathbf{B} = \mu_0 (1 + \chi_m) \mathbf{H}, \quad (4)
\]

where, $\mu_r = (1 + \chi_m)$ is the relative permeability. The relationship between the magnetization vector $\mathbf{M}$ and magnetic field vector $\mathbf{H}$ can be written in the form:
where, $\chi_m$ is the magnetic susceptibility of material is a dimensionless proportionality constant that indicates the degree of magnetization $M$ of a material in response to an applied magnetic field $H$. The magnetic induction $B$, the magnetization vector $M$ and the magnetic field vector $H$ are related by the following relation:

$$ B = \mu_0 (H + M). $$

### B. Equations governing fluid flow

The mass conservation equation is given as:

$$ \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho \mathbf{u}) = 0. $$

Ferrofluid are incompressible, i.e., density is constant, and the continuity equation reduces to:

$$ \rho \nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} = 0. $$

The momentum equation is given by the following equation:

$$ \rho \frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial t} + \rho (\mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla) \mathbf{u} = \nabla \cdot \mathbf{p} + \mu (\nabla \mathbf{u} + (\nabla \mathbf{u})^T) - \frac{2}{3} \mu (\nabla \cdot \mathbf{u}) \mathbf{1} + \mathbf{F}. $$

Since, ferrofluid is incompressible fluid, therefore density is constant and the momentum equation reduce to:

$$ \frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial t} + \rho (\mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla) \mathbf{u} = \nabla \cdot \mathbf{p} + \mu (\nabla \mathbf{u} + (\nabla \mathbf{u})^T) + \mathbf{F}. $$

The momentum equation represents the Kelvin body force due to the mass conservation equation from the application of Newton’s second law of motion to the fluid element. The first term on the right of the Equation (10) represents net pressure force; the second term represents net effect of viscous normal and shear stress.

The last term in the energy Eq. (15) represents the thermal power per unit volume due to the magnetocaloric effect.

### IV. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

Figure 2 shows the basic arrangement of the experiment. The model consists of a channel, a permanent magnet and a heat source. Here, length of channel is 100 mm and width is 5 mm. The length of magnet is 25 mm and the width is 10 mm. Strength of magnet is 1 Tesla. The initial temperature of the fluid is 293.15 K. The surrounding medium is air at an initial temperature of 293.15 K. Heat is applied by considering heat source and magnet is placed near it. Fresh fluid enters the section near the magnet from the reserved storage on the left as and magnetic fluid pumping effect re-circulates it to storage to bring down temperature of fluid for next cycle of operation and thus the flow sustains in a continuous loop.

![Image](image.png)

Fig. 2. 2D model of cooling system.

The various meshing parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table 1.

### Table 1: Meshing parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mesh Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum element quality</td>
<td>0.1577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average element quality</td>
<td>0.9292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangular elements</td>
<td>2776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadrilateral elements</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge elements</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertex elements</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### V. RESULTS

This model is solved using COMSOL Multiphysics by applying heat transfer, fluid flow and magnetic based physics on ferrofluids. Modifications were made in the momentum equation by adding Kelvin body force. Simulations studies are then carried to get the velocity distribution, temperature distribution and magnetization variation. The reference properties of ferrofluid used in simulation are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Properties of Ferrofluid used in simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>1050.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity (Pa·s)</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susceptibility</td>
<td>0.3860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity (Wm⁻¹K⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific heat (Jkg⁻¹K⁻¹)</td>
<td>1715.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal expansion coefficient (K⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curie temperature (K)</td>
<td>345.00±5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 shows the velocity plot. The maximum velocity close to edge of magnet is 8.01 mm/s. From the velocity plot, it is observed that the velocity is high near the poles of the magnet. Streamlines are also shown in the velocity plot indicating the path followed by fluid particles. Two humps in the streamlines near the poles of the magnet indicate a stronger magnetic force at the poles.

Figure 4 shows the temperature of ferrofluid. The maximum temperature is 326 K and is near the heat source. Magnetic field lines and magnetic flux density distribution is shown in Fig. 5.

Velocity variation along the length of the channel is shown in Fig. 6. The two peaks in the velocity profile represent the position of the poles of the magnet. It is also observed that the velocity magnitude near the two poles is different.

The smaller velocity at the right pole is because fluid in this region being at a higher temperature loses magnetization and hence experiences a lower magnetic force.

The variation of the magnetization along the length of the channel is shown in Fig. 7. Two peaks represent the region near the poles. The value of magnetization of the fluid near the right pole is less because of high temperature of the fluid in this region. The value of average velocity, resultant body force and power of fluid is given in Table 3.
A. Effect of variation in thermal conductivity of fluid

With increase in thermal conductivity of the fluid, two associated effects were observed. First effect is that with increased heat transfer rate in the ferrofluid decreases temperature gradient within the fluid, with decrease in temperature gradient the body force of ferrofluid decreases. Second effect is, by increasing the thermal conductivity, the heat carried away by the fluid from the heat source increases and this tends to increase the temperature gradient across the hot and cold junction of ferrofluid. Thus, by increasing the conductivity the temperature gradient increases across the two ends due to greater heat being carried and starts decreasing when it is conducted within the fluid.

Figure 8 shows the velocity variation with conductivity. The graphs show that at a particular value of conductivity, the velocity is maximized.

B. Effect of changing the orientation of magnetic field

In numerical analysis, the effect of changing the orientation of the field is studied. Figure 9 shows magnet placed in the horizontal direction. The arrows in the diagram show distribution of the magnetic field.

Figure 10 shows the velocity distribution in the channel under the magnetic field. There is a disturbance in the flow and two curves are formed at the exit and entry of the fluid.

Figure 11 shows temperature of ferrofluid in horizontal orientation with a maximum temperature of 333 K near heat source. As can be seen from Fig.12, the velocity has decreased for vertical position.

Figure 13 shows the temperature of ferrofluid with a maximum temperature of 346 K. Table 4 compares the values of different parameters for both positions of the magnet.
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper reports numerical studies on ferrofluid flow phenomena in presence of magnetic field to obtain flow, velocity distribution, temperature distribution and magnetization. Important conclusions drawn from simulation studies are:

1. Thermal conductivity of fluid influences the velocity and temperature distribution of ferrofluid. With increase in conductivity of fluid, the velocity of fluid may decrease depending on the amount of decrease in temperature gradient in the fluid.

2. The velocity of the fluid is locally high close to magnetic field and heating area.

3. Orientation of the magnetic field influences the ferrofluid flow. The velocity of ferrofluid is relatively high when the magnetic field lines are parallel to the flow direction. Since maximum number of magnetic field lines are parallel to the flow direction (interacting magnetic flux) when magnet is placed in a horizontal direction.

4. The thermal gradient has direct effect on the flow of ferrofluid under influence of magnetic field.

5. It was found that flow rate increases with increase in magnetic field and increase in temperature gradient along the flow direction.
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